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CHAPTER 
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GLOBAL ISSUES

On December 3, 1981, the operators of Union Carbide's plant in Bhopal,
India, became alarmed b y a, leak and overheating in a storage tank. The tank
contained methyl isoc yanate, a toxic ingredient used in pesticides Within an
hour the leak exploded in a gush that sent 40 tons of deadly gas into the at-
mosphere. The result was the worst industrial accident in history: nearly
3	 .eople killed, 10,0uO permanently disabled, and 100,000 others injured

stava, 1987).

The disaster was caused by a combination of extremely lax safet y pro-
ceciures and gross judgment errors by plant operators, as we shall see in
mare detail later. Union Carbide had transferred legal responsibility for

iaections to the overseas operators, even though it retained gen-
. lagement and technological control. Was this legal transfer mor-

ally responsible? Should Carbide have done more to ensure safety stan-
dards in dealing with such dangerous material? In genera!, what are the
responsibilities of engineering corporations and engineers doing business
in foreign countries?

The word "global" in the title of this chapter refers both to the interna-
tional context of engineering and to the increasingly wide social dimensions
of engineers' work. As responsible social experimenters, engineers need to
take these dimensions into aCcount in making engineering decisions and ca-
reer choices. In this chapter, we will explore these dimensions b y discussing
IOU r im:it: n 01,11 He si fleaS, the en v ron men 1, computer e th mes, and
mceapons development.
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MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS

luitio,itiooaJ colpolMioll, do &'\IeIlsise hi mess in mole thOu ()I le country.
101 example, Union (,ui bde in 1 9h-1 u'peioted ill COLHItIIUS, and it is ( ):fly'a
iedwiu-si,cd ''giant" cnipuur.uIiun ranking thu I -tiftil in sue olliong U.S.

corporations. Generally  ni u Itina Lion a] s es La hi ish foreign subsid i aries, such as
Union Cub i cle of lncii,i, retaining 51 percent of the stock and allowing for-
eign investors to own the remainder,

The benefits to U.S. Companies of doing business in less-developed coun-
tries are clear: inexpensive labor, availability of natural resources, favorable
tax arrangements, and fresh markets for products. The benefits to the partic-
ipants in developing countries are equally clear: new jobs, jobs with higher
pay and greater challenge, transfer of advanced technology, and an array of
social benefits from sharing wealth.

Yet moral ditficulties alis', along with and suiol complications.
Who loses jobs at home %\ hell manufacturing is taken "offshore"? What does
the hot Countr y lose in resources, control over it. own trade, and political

Aindependence ? nd what are the moral responsibili tics of corporations and
individual '; opera Li up in less-developed countries? This last is the question
we shall focus on here.

Three Senses of Relative'

According to one popular cliché, deciding how corporations and individuals
ought to act in foreign countries is not too difficult. "Values are relative, so
when in Rome do as the Romans do." However, the claim that values are
relative is ambiguous, and it may be true or false depending on what is
meant.

TIle cc arc many versions of relativism, depending upon how, and svi I h rc'
spect to what, values are supposed to be relative (Taylor, 1975 13-30). I leic
are three versions.

El/i/cal CLIrIVCII I iirrinljsr,i: Actions are morally right when (and because) they
are approved by law, custom, or other conventions.

Descriptive relativism: Valc e beliefs and attitudes differ from culture to Cul-
ture.

Mci-al ic/at ioiia5 in.' bra llii dp men Is should be made in relation to factors
that vary from case to case, usually making it impossible to formulate rules
which are both simple and absolute (i.e., excopiionless).

The first version of relativism was discussed in Chap. 2. As we said there,
that view is clearly false since it implies absurdities. It would justify
government-supported cruelty, such as practiced in Nazi Germany, Stalinist
Russia, and nineteenth-century U.S. slave states. Laws and conventions are
not morally self-certif y ing. Instead, the y are always open to criticism in light
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of moral reasons concerning human rights, the Public good, duties to respect
people, and virtues.

The second version, Descriptive Relativism, is obviousl y true. It merely
says there are differences between the moral beliefs and attitudes of various
cultures. Descriptive Relativisin does not entail Ethical Conventionalisrn, as
is sometimes thought. Mere diversit y in what people believe hardl y shows
there is no objective truth—truth Which holds across cultural boundaries.
The fact that  nea ri) ev 'rvon e once believed the earth to be fiat is i i'fele\ ant to
determining the earl N's act ia I shape. I kesv ise, the iii crc tact thaiNothcr CLII
tures accept mu al bel iefs differing horn on r own does not niea ii there is no
objective truth uN icli can be used in eva lu au ii g cu stoin s and Ia us.

Early Cultural ant hr ipoIogis t s tended to overemphasize the extent of
moral diflemences between cultures. l'reoccupied with exotic practices like
head-hunting, huina ii saurifice, aid ca ii no ha lisni, the moved too quickly
from "Moral views differ reatl\" to "Moralit y is simpl y what a culture says
it is." More recent anthropologists have drawn attention to underlying sun-
ilarities between cultural perspectives. They have noted that virtually all cul-
tures show sonic commitment to promoting social cooperation and to pro-
tecting their members against needless death and suffering. And beneath
moral differences often lie differences ill and in beliefs about
facts, rather than differences in moral attitude.

For example, the Eskimos and soni e Am i'rica ii India as used to leave their
elderly to die. At first glance this seems radically inconsistent with our no-
tions of respect for liunia i life. Yet t lie hskinios and Indians lived under
harsh conditions requli ing migration and ralioliilig if the group was to sur-
vive. In such circumstances the eEl erlv wou Id vol LInt an lv agree to abandon-
ment Out of respect ioi the group and a wish not to be a burden to their fam-
ilies, Or g. in. 'iv . / tics' practice of N U man Sacrifice seems a sign of cruelty
and lack of concern for life. But a deeper examination reveals that they be-
lieved their gods eqLnred such sacrifice to ensui e the survival of their people
as a whole, and it was considered an honor Ion the victims.

Most of US will also readily endorse the third version of relativism, Moral
Relationahisni. It is a re in hider that 11101,11 JUCIgFnClltS are made in ,elation to a
wide variety of variable factors, and that as a result it is L1SU,illY impossible to
formulate sini pie and absolute  moral rules. A rule like "Lying is imii rnora I,"
for example, has niany exceptions. Special circiinisf.inces can arise where
people have to lie in order to save a life or to protect their privacy from mis-
chievous intruders.

Virtually all philn'-npliers have accepted Moral Relationalisin (with the ex-
ception of Kant anu - orne divine conimand ethicists). Contemporary duty
and rights ethicists,  for e\a in pIe, em phi a / e how evei rd av rules Such as
"Don't lie" and "Keep promises" c,ni have valid exceptions wi en tlicv COli-

ict with ot lie r " I ]e ' '' ra I J. in m a s). lo icUc ct people requires
cong sensitive to special ci rcu nis tan ces. L 1 til ta na uS em plia sue that  in as-
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sessing good and bad c nseqeces attention must he paid to the context of
conduct. And virtue ethicists sti ess the role of practical wisdom in identify-
ing facts relevant to assessment of lituous conduct.

Re] at iona i sm readily allows that the customs of cultures may he mora1l'
pertinent considerations that require us to adjust moral judgments and con-
duct. For example, we should remove our shoes before entering the home of
a traditional Japanese family since in that context that is a sign of respect,
even though it is not in other situations.

Relationalism is important in multinational engineering contexts involviri.
different conventions encountered around the world. However, it is also imii a
tant to realize that Relationalism only says that foreign customs may be mci,
relevant. It does not say they are always decisive in determining what shouil
be clone. This crucial difference sets it apart from Ethical Conventionali a

"When in Rorne"—or South Africa

Which standards should guide engineers' conduct when working ill foreign
countries? Ethical Conventionalism supports the maxim, "When in Rome do
as the Romans do." That is, it would have us believe there is no real problem:
One should just drift with the conventions dominant in the local area. An
equally extreme opposite view' would have one retain precisely the same
practices endorsed at home, never making any adjustments to a new culture.
Both of these choices, however, seem to us unaccepiable.

Consider the choice faced by engineering firms and other companies do-
ing business in Italy, where they are confronted with a tax system which dif-
fers strikingly from the American one. According to one account, corpora-
tions routinely submit ci tax return showing profits of only 30 to 70 percent of
their actual levels (Kelly, 1983, 37-39). Government officials generally esti-
mate any corpora timi 's taxes at several ti iii vs over what that corporation 
claims it owes. Then the two sides negotiate the final figure as a compromise.
The Italian revenue agents take as their "lee" an unreported cash payment
directly from the representative for the corporation. 'I he size of this payment
influences how much or how little the revenue agent will demand in taxes for
the Italian government.

Anythinlike such a practice, of course, would be considered corrupt in
the United States. It involves misrepresenting actual profits, secret pay -
ments, and all door to biased tax assessments. Some would describe it
in terms of deception, dishonesty, bribes, and conflicts of interest. Yet com-
panies doing business in Ital y that accurately report their profits would he
assessed taxes much higher than they deserve. It would simply be unwork-
able to try doing business while refusing to participate in the practice.

Of course such "pragmatic" considerations concerning workability do not
automatically justify participation in a practice. But several features should
be rioted.

First, the practice is both officially sanctioned by the government and also
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tolerated by the Italian  peop e A shared Li lid ers to nd big exists as to its leg
irnacy within Ital y . Second, in sonic respects the practice is analogous to bar-
gaining in the market square and bluitiiig in poker. It could at least he argued
that sometime' d ecep ti o ii is penn is 511)1 C v,,Jlcu all participants accept it and
no serious moral harm conies t ro m it. Ii rd, and peril a ps most mi porta lit, no
basic human rights are violated b y the practice. To he sure, the custom is in
many ways undesirable heL a Use it lend, it Sc It to abuses our- own 55's t em tries
to d iscou ri ge Arid  d ilLi h tie s it en cou rages Ia \ i [y about truthfulness in pub-
tic life and in ay lessen the public trust needed for effective government. Yet
it is not obvious I hat fo reign co ni pa ii ic's participating in it are actually doing
any liarni.

Next consider the very different pro b ciii posed by file political si tua ion in
the Republic of South At rica, 0 ci) Lint iV v hose political and economic i nsti-
tutions are based on the system of racial separation called opatIicuI
(Callaghan, 1978, 325-359). The economic aspects ot the s ystem include dif-
ferential wage scales, with black workers paid considerably less than the
wages paid to whites for similar work. Advancement to high managerial po-
sitions within companies has either been limited to whites or made much
more difficult for black employees. Segregation has extended to rest rooms,
lounge areas, and assembly lines.

These economic aspects of apartheid are hacked by political repression.
Black people constitute over 70 percent of the population, but they are al
lowed to live permanently on onl y 13 pci-cent of the hand, generally the least
desirable, barren areas. Male workei s must leave their families to seek work
far away. No black person has the right to vote, to free expression and asso-
ciation, or to participate fully in government. Attempts to gain political rights
have resulted in brutal suppression. In 1976, for example, police killed over
700 demonstrators in Sosveto, over two dozen after the y were arrested and
placed in detention.

A number ol international engineering firms do business in South Africa,
Most of them, although not all, have in the past adopted at least s olue of the
South African policies. Was this morally permissible? Were they perhaps
cVCn obligated to conform to the dominant foreign customs? Was profit a suf-
ficient justification, especially given that American subsidiaries in South
Africa often made twice the pret it. I their American counterparts?

We take the view that it was neit er - li;atory nor, in most cases, permis-
sible to do so. Racial discrjmjn, m was wrong in the United States even dur-
ing the time it was accepted by -, majority of citizens. It is equally wrong
now, and seriously so. Few practices so clearly violate fundamental moral
principles of human equality, dignit y , and rights.

The major ethical ical theorie can be i nss ked to support this judgment. From
Kant's duty perspective, the practice constitutes treating the black Africans
as a ni crc means to nron et ii tie ad ii to ges of the white minorit y amid for-
eig n corporations seeking ine'.,peiisive labor. From Locke's rights perspec-
tive, it amounts to a blatant ijifi iii,emeii t 01 lu IliOfl rights. From a utilitarian
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perspective, the immense suffering of the black majorlty in South Alnca out-
weighs the financial benefits of the ,ilread' advantaged groups, so that the
practice does not Produce the most good for the most people. From a virtue
ethics perspective, the virtue of justice prohibits supporting grossly unjust
systems.

Is our harsh judgment applicable in all instances? Might there he mitigat-
ing circumstances? Our earlier comments on relationalism would require us
to look more closely at the practices of particular American companies before
making unqualified condemnations. Are they taking steps to increase wages
for black workers—steps that follow a definite timetable so that equal work
will eventually be rewarded by equal pay? Are they working toward bringing
more blacks into management positions by offering them the required train-
ing now? To the extent that such efforts are underway and indeed constitute
more than tokenism, any judgment of blame would have to he qualified.

Mo i-c than 100 of the American companies doingmig business in South Africa
slid attempt to bring about positive change by adopting the Sullivan Princi-
ples. These principles were set forth in 1977 by Reverend Leon Sullivan, a
black minister in Philadelphia and a member of General Motors' board of di-
rectors. The principles called for nonsegregation at the workplace, equal pay
for the same job, and equal piomotion opportunities. When adhered to,
these principles were more than token gestures: They went far beyond the
South African conventions and violated South African law, although the gov-
ernment decided to indulge them.

In 1987, however, Reverend Sullivan disavowed his principles. He noted
that many companies who professed the principles found ways around
them. For example, different job titles would be given to blacks and whites
doing essentially the same work, thereby permitting the company to use dif-
ferential pay scales. Again, companies took down racial segregation signs,
but maintained segregation by assigning separate work areas to salaried
workers (nos tly white) and hourly workers (mostly black). Even when the
principles were adhered to in good faith, Reverend Sullivan concluded, the
apartheid system was being supported, not improved, by American busi-
ness. American tax dollars, technology, jobs, and prestige all worked to the
advantage of the South African government.

The examples of Italian tax laws and South African apartheid suggest it is
neither always right nor alwa y s wrong to work within parameters set by the
undesirable customs of other countries. In general, foreign customs provide
morally relevant data which should enter into our ethical deliberations. But
neither they nor current U.S. practice automatically dictates how engineers
and corporations ought to act in unusual social settings. Each case, or at least
each type of case, must be examined on its own merits.

Technology Transfer and Appropriate Technology

Before returning to the Bhopal disaster, it will be helpful to introduce the
concepts of technology transfer and appropriate technology. Technology trans-
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fer is the process of illovi rig technology (0 a no vel Setting a nd implementing
it there (Heller, 19S5). Technology includesdes both hardware (machines and in-
stallations) and technique (technical, organizational, and managerial skills
and proced Li res) A twccl sill lug is any situation containing at least one new
variable relevant to the success or failure of a given technology. The setting
may be within a country where the technology is already used elsewhere, or
a foreign countr y , which is our present interest. .'\ \'a rietv of agents may con-
duct the transtcrot technology: governments, unis ejsi , private volunteer
organizations, Ci1S ul ti ng Mills, and Multinational CL) 

In most instances, the transfer of technology from a familiar to a new en-
viroiiment is a complex process. 'the technology bei asierred may be
one that orii;i na liv evolved over a period of time and is now being introduced
as a read y ni ad e, Completely new entity into a di f f ere nt setting - Discerning
how the new setting differs horn I B ill liar coi' texts req Lii reS tile imagi ila five
and cautious vision of "cross-cLiltural social experimenters" (Heller's phrase).

The expression appropriate lci/nft'. / is widely used, but with a variety of
meanings. We use it in a generic sense to refer to identification, implemen-
tation, and transfer of the most suitable technology for a new set of condi-
tions. Typically the conditions include social factors that go beyond routine
economic and technical engineering constraints. Identifying them requires
attention to an array of human valLies and needs that may influence how a
technology affects the novel situation. Thus,

appropriateness may be scru ii nizcd In terms of scale, technical and managerial
skills, ma icrials energy (assured availability  of supply at reasonable cost), physical
environment (tempera lure, humidity, atmosphere, salinity, water availability,
etc.), capital opportunity costs (to h commensLi ate with benefits), but especially
human vat LICS (acceptability of I nit -prodLii t by the intended users in light of
then Institutions, traditions, beliefs, taboos, a net what they consider the good life)
(Heller, 1985, 119).

As exinples, we may cite the introduction of agricultural machines and
long-di5f	 telephones. A country with many poor farmers can make bet-
tol use of small, single- or (is o-wheel tractors which can serve as
motorized ploughs, pull wagons, or drive pumps than it can of huge diesel
tractors which require collectivized or agribusi less-style farming. Oil the
other h,'  , the Same country may hen e fit more from tue latest in microwave
techn- . ,v to spread its telephone service over long distances than it Call
from old-fashioned transmission by wire.

Appropriate technology overlaps with, but is not reducible to, iutci mediate
technology, which lies between the most advanced forms available in indus-
trialized coLintries and comparatively primitive forms in less-developed
countries (Schumacher, 1973). 1 he British economist E. F. Schumacher ar-
gued that intermediate tech nolopes are preferable because the most ad-
arced technologies usually have llarnlf Lii side-effects, such as causing masS

mIgrations from rural areas to cit
i
es where corporations tend to locate. These

migrations cause overcrowding, and with it povet tv, crime, and disease. Far
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more appropriate, he argued, are smaller-scale technologies replicated
throughout a less-developed country, using low capital investment, labor in-
tensiveness to piovide needed jobs, local reso LII es wh e C ) ss ihl C. and Sim-
pler techniques manageable by tic 10C,11 pir pu l,m t ion given its education facil-
ities.

We mention intermediate technolog y , and the movement inspired by
Schumacher, not in order to offer a genera! endorsement (often it has been
dramatically beneficial, at other times not particularl y effective), but to em-
phasize that it is only one conception of appropriate technology. "Appro-
priate technology" is a generic Concept which applies to all attempts to em-
phasize wider social factors when transferring technologies. As such, it
reinforces and amplifies our view of engineering as social experimentation.

Bhopal

In retrospect it is clear that greater sensitivity to social factors was needed in
transferring chemical technolo gy to India (Slirivastava, 1937; Everest, 1935).
By the late 1970s, Union Carbide had tiansforiried its pesticide plant in
Bhopal from a formulation plant (mixing chemicals to make pesticides) to a
production plant (manufacturing chemical ingredients). It was fully aware of
the hazards of the new technology it transferred. For years its West Virginia
plant had made methyl isocyanate, the main toxin in two popular pesticides
used in India and elsewhere. As a concentrated gas, methyl isocyanate burns
any moist part of bodies with which it comes in contact, scalding throats and
nasal passages, blinding eyes, and destroying lungs.

Yet, in designing the Bhopal plant Union Carbide did not transfer all the
safety mechanisms available. For example, whereas computerized instru-
ments controlled the safety systems and detected leaks at the West Virginia
plc it, 13110 PA'S safety en nt ro Is were all manual Ind workers were asked to
detect leaks with their eyes and noses.

'file  government of India required the llliopal plant to be operated entirely
by Indian workers. 1-fence Union Carbide at first took admirable care in train-
ing plant personnel, flying them to the West Virginia plant for intensive
training. It also had teams of U.S. engineers make regular on-site safety in-
spections.

But in 1982 financial pressures led Union Carbide to rehjiquish its super-
vision of safety at the plant, even though it retained general financial and
technical control. The last inspection by a team of U.S. engineers occurred
that year, despite the fact that the team warned of many of the hazards that
contributed to the disaster.

During the following 2 years safel y practices eroded. One source of the
erosion had to do with perso noel Ii ig Ii I Li mover of employees, fail nrc to
properly train new employees, and low technical preparedness of the Indian
labor pool. Workers handling pesticides, for example, learned more from
personal experience than from study of safety manuals about the dangers pf
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the pesticides. But even alter suffering chest pains, voin ting, and other
symptoms they would sonietimes tail IL) \sea I . safety gloves and masks be-
cause of high temperatures in the plant---the result of lack of air-
Conditioning.

The other source of eroding safet y practices was the move awa y from [1.5.

standards (contrary to Carbide's written policies) toward lower Indian stan-
dards. By December of 1984 several extreme hazards, in addition to many
smaller ones, were present.

First, the tanks storing the methyl isocyanate gas were overloadeiA Car-
bide's manuals specified they were never to be tilled to more than 60 percent
of capacity; this was so that in emergencies the extra space could be used to
dilute the gas. The tank which was to Ca Use the problem was in fact more
than 75 percent full.

Second, a stand-by tank that was supposed to he kept empty for use as an
emergency dump tank alread contained a large amount of the chemical.

Third, the tanks were supposed to he refrigerated to make the chemical
less reactive if trouble should arise. But the refrigeration unit had been shut
down 5 months before the accident as a cost-cutting measure, making tank
temperatures 3 to 4 times what they should have been.

Six weeks before the catastrophe, production of methyl isocyanate had
been suspended because of an oversupply of the pesticides it was used to
make. Workers were engaged in routine plant maintenance. A relatively new
worker had been instructed by a new supervisor to flush out some pipes and
filters connected to the chemical storage tanks - A p pa merit ly the worker prop-
erly closed valves to isolate the tanks from the pipes and filters being
washed, but hc' failed to insert the reLl ui red -safety disks to back up the valves
in case Ihey leaked. (1-Ic knew that valves leaked, but he did not check for
leaks: "It was not my job." The safet y disks were the responsibilit y of the
maintenance department, and the position of second-shift supervisor had
been eliminated.)

Two of four valves that should have been open to allow water flow were
dogged. The resulting extra pressure was enough to force water to leak into
a tank. For nearly 3 hours chemical reactions occurred, generating enormous
pressure and heat in the tank.

By the time the workers noticed a gauge showing the mounting pressure
and began to feel the sting of leaking gas, they found their main emergency
procedures unavailable. The primary defense against gas leaks was a vent-
gas scrubber designed to neutralize the gas. It was shut down (and was
turned on too late to help), because it was assumed to be unnecessary during
times when production was suspended.

The second line of defense was a flame tower that would burn off escaping
gas missed by the scrubber. It was inoperable hccause a sectie'n of the pipe
connecting it to the tank was being repaired. l-in,i lv, workers tried to mini-
mize damage by spra y ing water 100 feet into the air. The gas, however, was
escaping from a stack 120 feet high.
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FIGLtçE 7-1
Diagrern of Bhopal system. (From Ward Worthy, Methyl lsocyonate: The Chemistry of a
Hazard, C & EN February 11, 1985.)

Within 2 hours most of the chemicals in the tank had escaped to form a
deadly cloud over hundreds of thousands of people in Bhopal. As was com-
mon in India, desperately poor migrant laborers had become squatters by
the tens of thousands—in the vacant areas surrounding the plant. They had
come with hopes of finding any form of employment, as well as to take ad-
vantage of whatever water and electricity was available.

i.
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\'irtcialli ntitie Of hit ihL'i IILIII i l t ('Il tt,iiIy Intuit nied b y Un i on Cit
hide or the Indian govet ililiell I 01 11w' tniiiger ptiw'd hi the Chemical, being
produced next door to them. (1 lie onl y S 01cC of Caution %% 1s thot 01 a con
cerned journalist, Naj u kiria ii Kes iva Il i, iv ho had wi lien articles on the dan
gers of the plant and had posted warnings: "Poison Gas. Thousands of
Workers and Millions of Citizens are in Danger.") '1 here had been no emer-
gency drills, and thete is'eie no evacuation plans: the scope of the disaster
was greatly increased because of total unpreparedness.

Study Questions

1 loliowulg the disaster at Bhopal, Union Carbide argued that ofticials at its U.S.
corpo;ate lieaticjtiar lets had 110 kuiotvledge 01 the violations of Carbide's official
safet y procc'dtirc's ,iuid standards. Ins his been challenged as documents were
uncovered slious ing luc y kness C110111  to ave han ,tiited inqctIiv On their part,
but let us asslitlie tileS' yere eeIlliIileIvignot,ltli. Would ignorance free them of
responsibility lot all tipects 01 the cloister (hi answering this glieStoil distill
guish between the valiDLIS senses of ''respo nsl hilt ty" set forth in Chip. 2. It pos-
sible consult one or mCi e of the man y 01 tides and hooks written about the di-
saster.)

2 Export of hazardous tecilnologies to less-developed ccrtintrics is motivated in
part by cheaper labor costs, but allot her factor is that workers are s'il Ii ng to take
greater risks. It has been argued (1101 taking advantage 01 this willingness need
not be unjust  exploitalion if Several conditions are in et: (1) Workers are in-
formed of the i 1 sUe (2) '('Ii cv ire paid 01 lire for taking the risks. (3) The companyny
takes sonic steps to lcrss'er the risks, even it 1(11 to (lie level acceptable for U.S.
workers (Deceorge, 1986, 368-369). Dii you agree With this view? How would
you assess Union Caihide's llatldltilg of worker safety? Take into account the
remarks of an Indian is orker interviewed after the disaster. The worker was able
to stand onl y a few hours each day because of permanent damage to his Icings.
Dci ring that time Ile begged in tile s I reels iv Ill IC he asia it ci his share of the legal
conipensa toll from Un ion Carbide. (The Indian  government asked Carbide for
$3 billion in compensation . ) Uliell asked whatt lie would do if offered work
again in the plant kilo lvi 1 p iv lot he knewow now, he replied: "if i I opened again
toniorrosv I'd he happy to take a on' job 111ev offered Inc. I wouldn't hesitate for
a minute. I want to work in a factory, any fac tori', Before 'the gas' [disaster] the
Union Carbide pl,lnt has the best place it all Bhopal to s yc,rk'' (liordess ich,
1987).

3 During 1972 and 1973 the l'tesuttent 01 l.ockllc'ct p\ Carl kotchitan, aittllori/,t'd Se-
cret pa y ments totaling ,lroctnd '112  itiitiitrn bei ond a eotltiac( to representatives of
Japan ' s Pri flue M uiisler Ta naka.  L ater i evela lions of the bribes helped lead to tile
resignation of Ian,itil and also to ness laws Ill this cocoiirv foi Liidding such Pay-
ments.Is. Mr. Kotc hian believed at I tat ii ne it was I he onl y isa y to ass tire sales of
l,ocklleed ' s Tribtiur airplanes in a m cich needed market.

In explaining his actions, Mr. Ko tell tail cited tile fol loss'i ng facts (Kotcil ia Il, 1977,
67-75). (1) There 1015 110 doubt in his mind (11,11 the onl y way to make the sales was
to make (lie payments. (2) No U.S. law at the time forbade the payments. (3) The
payments were fina nciall y worthwhile, for I he y totalled (lilly	 percent of an ex-
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pected $130 million income for Lockheed. (4) The sales would prevent Lockhcc i
layoffs, provide new jobs, and thereby benefi t workers families and their commu-
nities as well as the stockholders. (5) lie himself did not personally in tia to any of
the pa y ments, iv lift 1 ,Cie all i-c guested by Japanese negotiators. (6) In orcier to
give the Tri$Iar a chance to prove itself ill Japan, lie felt lie Ii.ict to 'follow the func-
tion dig system' of Japan.  t hat is. he \'ien I'd the ecre t payments as 

t
i l e accepted

practice in Japan's govi'rnment codes liii this t y pe of sale.
a s'n nDramg o tlmc' distinctions curie us Ii;'- c (mu', 'sp6imn the several senses in

which someone might claim that how Mi - Ketch man ought to have acted is a "rel-
ative" matter. Which of these senses, in your view, would yield true claims and
which false?

b Develop the strongest moral argo meni you can i Irink of in favor of Mr.
Ktchian's actions, then the strongest a rgu mciii- you can against his actions,
Draw upon the ethical theories presented or tIre previous section: either act-
utilitarianism, rule-utilitarianism, Kant's duty ethics, or Locke's rights-ethics.
Then indicate which argument you find most coiiipei Ii ng and Why you disagree
with the opposing view.

4 In 1977 the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act was signed into law. It makes it a crime
for American corporations to accept payments fri .. , ma offer payments toforeign
governments for the purpose of obtaining or retaining business, although it does
not forbid "grease" payments to low-level em .ployee of foreign governnionts (such
as clerks), which are part of routine business dealings. CIILiCS are urging repeal of
the act because there is no question that it has adversely affected American corpo-
rations trying to compete with countries that do not forbid paying business extor-
tion. Is damage to profits a sufficient justification for repealing I he act?

5 Sonic U. S. companies have refused to promo IC women to positions of high a cit hoc-
ity in their international operations in Asia, the Middle East, and South America.
Their rationale is that business will be hurt because some foreign customers do not
wish to deal with women. It might be contended that this practice is justified out of
respect for tile customs Of cou ii tries which discourage women from entering busi-
ness and the professions.

Circuit Judge W,mri cii J . Ferguson .0 ( ; uc'ct, hums-ever, tls,it such practices are
wrong. He ruled that sex stereotypes are not to be used in formulating job qualifi-
cations, and that customer preferences do not justify sex discrimination. He added
that while our legal system cannot he usect to force other countries to stop sex dis-
criinination, other countries cannot dictate sex discrimination for citizens of our
country (Mayer, 1981, 2).

Present and defend , our view as to whether Judge Ferguson's ruling is morally
justified.

ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS

As human beings we share a common environment, a common ecosplo cc.
Concern for that cis' ironment must increasingly become an urgent and
united commitment that cuts across national boundaries. It is thus appr'opr:-
Ole thatI thinkers liciin many di 5cr pI i ic's have begun to c'\ plore a tic m y br,i nc h
ut applied ethics called m'oz'i,'mnioli'lmia/ Or i 'C( i/ i i,\' i ( itl m'IIirc. Flits held overlap"
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with COyHeL Inc CHilLS at	 ii v pouts, )C1'V 0 co 0! (vl]ich Can K' n]t'i-
tii'ted here.

\Lin y oL elsers learn us tIlO! 15 C ,lic lUIsuISIm' ('Or scolce rcs(urees foul-
ing our en vi ron ni cut, and In gene at plac I icing g ross lb in Con suniption and
Population which Will eventually make ''spaces hi p earth" too sina II for us.
Others think the situation mar' not he so bleak. Nature itself , the y point out,
is continually changing the face of the earth and human activ2ty creates It
best a small perturh,-i Lion. But it is generally agreed that i nd ustrial activity
does affect the biosphere: it denudes the land, pollutes the waters and the
atmosphere, and threatens fragile species. But how damaging such effects
are in the long rn ci, or to what extent we can develop countermeasures in
time, is litl icu It to assess. As I lemian iKa l-ii, William Brown, and Leon
islartel point out

It ii)	 I C! 120111 ,11lt 111,11 I,iIii'	 (ill) ,sIll lti,ii	 ti , I lIw pou ,idtical C1IlIlt11ll,lt1020 01
hubris ,iid liliIdc'stS of 20th cetitiir\' ni_li]. ssl,o ,lt (he same tune, so e\.lggerated
his abitit "to1 d Uo iiiiagc and so linderesliniated his ownahilttv 10 adapt to or solv e
such problems. Or it could be Ilia I iu tore man, it he exists, will wonder at the reck-
lessness and callousness of 2()ih century scientists ,ii-iul eovernments (Kahn,
Brown, and Martel, 1970, 180)

While we do not share tie pessimists' views of inevitable doom, we also
do not subscribe to the optimists' views that t-iew technologies will invariably
spring up to deliver us from the traps set b the older technologies. We do
recognize that we Cannot t ut ri-i hack the clock I , that we have to live with SOme
unalterable changes and have aheadv learned to do so. Nevertheless, we ob-
serve that technology and its practitioners have engaged its in an ongoing
global experiment that needs to be monitored and guided lest we permit it to
Cdue many unacceptable changes of all irrevocable nature.

Engii-icet-s need to he aware of their role as agents of change, as experi-
menters. There are guestions every engineer should ask, whether at tie time
Of choosing a career or when entering a ociNr sphere of activity. To what ex-
tent does a particular industry altect the environment? TO what extent c,-in
those effects be conti oiled ph ysically ot regulated politically? 1-love all rea-
sonable abatement measures beet-i implemented? Can I be effective as an en-
gineer in hel ping to ass ii re a decent en vi I oilmen t Inc the generations that will
follow? What are ti-iv respon si hilt ties if, all ti is?

We begin br sampling a tcs kinds Of the m\ilaul ('IlL ronmen tal issues 01
Concern to eng it-icc rs..hc 111,1t tss 0 C\a nljl('S ha e to do w it h releasing harm
fill substances into air and water, the third with usit-ig to\ic substances in

'il-ic tldiO)orig hooks pros'id C use I ut 51,1 r!in u; points lou Sill U iiig en sn ron nan t,it ci lucs: Lronns'nfi j Ll/i,s Jar Ençr'rcco, edited by Ahaslair 5 Coon and I'. Aarne \'esii,nd, E,,rll;/',,roi,t ed'1'd by Toni Rcgan; Ethics II'S! the Lnz'',,'n, 001)1211 he D,,:; iii Sj)crtr and 1 horn,is i\tlig, /<es;c'ct [Or 7s 'a!:nr,'	 by 0,111! II	 Tasi,r, ioU i , I','c	 'in	 a,, I Jfint;, Pr,',",	 fl,i ',sn CH,,'S illfl'.;:', IT , L,, i bc', cdutcd be l)onild \,isiDo\ccr and Chr, 'inc l'ierut
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food processing, and the last two with disrupting land and water balances.
Following these illustrative cases we will touch upon some foundational is-
sues in environmental ethics and some economic and political means of con-
trolling harm to the onvironrilent.

Acid Rain

The disaster at Bhopal occurred wA numbing tenor during a few hours and
days. Other disasters, such as the Chernobyl nuclear plant explosion, have
involved longer-term environmental effects, but the patterns of damage are
still relatively clear. Some ecological tragedies, however, are far more subtle
in their impact. Few may turn out to be comparable to the devastation cur-
rently being caused by acid rain and acid deposition.

Normal rain has a pl-I of 5.6, but the typical rain in the northeastern areas
of North America is now 3.9 to 4.3. This is 10 to 100 times more acidic than it
should be about as acidic as lemon juice. In addition, the snowmelt each
spring releases huge amounts of acid which were in frozen storage during
the winter months. Soil which contains natural buffering agents counteracts
the acids. But large parts of the noi theastcrn United States and eastern
Canada lack natural buffers.

The results? "Acid shock" from snowmclt is thought to cause annual mass
killings of fish., Longer-term effects of the acid harm fish eggs and food
sources. Deadly quantities of aluminum, zinc, and many other metals
leached from the soil by the acid rain also take a toll as they wash into
streams and lakes. In the higher elevations of the Adirondack Mountains
over half the lakes that were once pristine can no longer support fish. I lun-
dreds of other lakes iire d ying in the United States and Canada. Forests have
also been steadily killed, larger animals have suffered dramatic decreases in
Population, and some farmlands and drinking-water sources are damaged.

These results have occurred during only a few decades. The next decades
will multiply them many times over. It is believed that North America is just
slightly behind Scandinavia, where thousands of lakes have been "killed" by
acid rain. In both locations the cause is now clear: the burning of fossil fuels
which release large amounts of sulfur dioxide (S02)—the primary culprit—
and nitrogen oxides (NOx). In both instances major sources of the pollutants
are located hundreds and even thousands of miles away, with winds sup-
plying a deadly transportation system to the damaged ecosystems. Much of
Sweden's problem, for example, is traceable to the industrial plants of
England and northern Europe. Acid rain problems in Canada and the north-
eastern United States derive in large measure from thethe utilities of the Ohio
Valle y, the largest source of sulfur dioxide pollution in this country.

Much remains to he learned about the mechanisms involved in the pro-
cesses pictured in Figure 7.2. It is still impossible to link specific sources with
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FIGURE 7-2
Acid depos t on diagram of sources and affected cc'systema (Na! onal Research Council, 1985, p.
11.)	 -

specific damage. More research into shifting wind patterns and the air trans-
port of acids is needed. Nor is t lie ic a fella ble estimate of curt-en damage.
For exa mple,pIe, lila iiY hel eve fiat ni icroo rpa ii isms in soil are beingp nlfected in
ways that are potent in liv d e v,is Latin i;, but no one flows for sure. Ground -
va ter is undoubtedly being polluted, but it is unclear wht that means for

human 1112111 1111. NI Li cii iind erpro Liii d rs ' n Let Cu rren IlL' being used sons depos-
ited by rainfall over a hundred years ago, and current acid rain may have its
main e ffects  on und ci pro Li id water a ccii t ii ry 11 0111 now. Effects Liii h Li nm i-i
food sources are also largely unknown (Adams, 1985; National Research
Council, 1986; Sclsma nd t, 1985).

Other examples call be given 01 amorphous patterns of ecological damage,
like those of acid rain, iVorid wide use ( i t fossil fuels by industrial nations is
causing a buildup of Ca -hon dioxide in the atmosphere which could result in
a greenhouseOLI se Cl feel da niaging Lii c L nt re earth H m Ia ii, dam ape to the pro-
tective 0/cue la yer of the earl It ' sat unosph crc s Lilting I toni the release of
freon is related to tech tio! OgiCa! pui in Li C ts Li sed b y file popu In Lions of t hoseose
same nations. And livers amass poll LiLa nls as Lii cv wind t heir ss'av throughph
several states or countries, event un Ii v to do iii p theireir toxic ContentsIs ut to an
ocean, The Rhine is such a liver, and the North Sea, now a ''special protec-
tion area," is such an ocean.

If all environmental damage wet-c on such a massive scale, the work of
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engineers would be a continual nightmare. Fortunatel y , most cnvronmentnl
impacts remain relativel y local, as we shall now illustrate.

PCBs and Kanemi's Rice-Oil—Japan, 1968 A decade of rapid industrial
growth in Japan had taken its toll of the environment. City dweller-; fell ill
from air pollution. Some rivers were covered with dead 1kb lion t;ng on the
surface. The dreadfulful \linarna En disease, traceable to mercury Pollution of a
nearby hay b y the hisso Company and a food chain involving shellfish
taken from that ha was continuing to fell its victims (there would be .16
deaths and 75 disabi ities by 1970). In May the itai-itai ("ouch-ouch") disease,
which is painful and causes bone crumbling, was the first illness to be des-
ignated as pollution-generated by the Japanese government. Observed on
and off since 1920 at various sites, the latest outbreak was placed at the doors
of a Mitsui Mining and Smelting facility which let cadmium escape into a
river, whence the pollutant found its wa y into the food chain via rice paddies
and rice. The thalidomide drug tragedy was still on everyone's mind. The
severely malformed children of women who had taken that drug during their
pregnancies were still not cared for by either the Daini ppon l'ha rniaceu timi
Cori'panv or the government, and schools refused to accept them (Ui, 1972;
lijima, 1979).

Then, in the summer of 1968, a disease of unknown origin made its ap-
pearance in southern Japan. Victims suffered from disfiguring skin acne and
discoloration, from fatigue, numbness, respiratory distress, vomiting, and
)SS of hair. Eventually 10,000 people were stricken and some died. What

was the cause? An investigation of 121 cases was conducted, with 121
healthy individuals matched to the victims by age and sex being used as a
control group. All 242 were questioned regarding their diets, personal habits,
and plac of work. When it was discovered that the onl y significant differ-
ence between the two groups was in the amount of fried foods eaten, the
disease was traced to rice oil produced by the Kanemi Company (Grundy,
\Veisbroci, and Epstein, 1974, 111).

It took another 7 months to find the specific agent ill 	 oil. Autopsies
performed oi l  revealed the presence of PCBs, polychlorinated
byphenyls (lijima, 1979, 268). Oil made from rice bran at the Kancmi plant
was heated at low pressure to remove objectionable odors. The heating pipes
were filled with hot Kanechlor, a PCB containing fluid, but the pipes were
corroding and tiny pinholes in them allowed PCBs to leak directly into the
oil. In fact, Kanemi had been in the habit of replenishing about 27 kg of lost
PCBs a month for some time.

There are other, less direct paths by which the extremely toxic PCBs can
reach humans. For example, the Kanerni rice nil had also been used as an
additive to chicken feed. In early 1968, 1 million chickens were given this
feed and every second chicken died. In the United States 140,000 chickens
were slaughtered iii the state of New York on one occasion when data cot-
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ted in	 H,	 ii	 'ii p	 ii ixi ii'	 ii,) iii 'tO e	 li ii liii net mi ted
level UI t'c Os ii,	 Idis'ct li	 it': Hi:: 1;11M L'11, 111C '-('hILL' it j Uts mis
IL)iII1LI	 Ic:t	 i 1 I,iI	 ['keit	 i\l.i1 1 1iis iiii\L'd	 iii	 itOh	 91)Ii1 I Li psi.J' ('hiLt
horn bake: Ii's iisr'iI I, ccii. On .ilii'tlIi'I i'LL.isI,)hl I'C us linked lion: ,:
S)'S tern into !i'1 tiii L'Ol in 0 ''0it Ii C01011110 pas he u ri /0 Lion plant. About 12,000
tons 01 1 ishin cal ice re con to iii ma ted ''I'd 88, 000 chickens, already fed this
11 Sililieci I, had to be destro yed when tie product ito s rem l ed (Grundy,
Weishrod, and Epstein, 1974, 112).

PC13s were nut used only in heat exchangers. They are a good hydraulic
fluid and an excellent dielectric. They also decompose ver y slowly. 'I hese
properties made them a good choice br insulating oilill capacitors and ti ans-
foirn cr5. But tO cv are 110 longer cons id ererl suitable  for such  applicalion -or
an y other where the y con find their	 t'no into the eni'ironinenl, 'l'heir hardi-
ness accounts till	 lie tact that thet iii' oiini j in the (jieciii c, ill larrer LjLaiiti-
tics 111,111 1)1)1 , a I H101-11;1I t I i't' ii: Ic:	 the 01 1',1111	 ni tj,illi	 in much lessei
amounts ()clmimtorhi 1979, 200 207) I viii ,: ti,'ol shutilotvii ot all possible
sources of l'C 3 contanijii,i lion rc s lnihi s iblc to! about 25,000 lens of PCBs cs-
coping into air, laud, and water eve r\' y ea i-- ito u lii not result iii an i iii nied i-
ate decrease in its presence, N lean iv bile, even the present  burden of I'CIis on
the environment is not full y understood (Grundy, Weisbrod, and Epstein,
1974, 112-113).

Asbestos in the Air; Asbestos in Drinking Water? Although the use 01

PCBs in food and Iced processing plants might not have been a problem in
the above instances if the heal transter systems eninlo} ing the toxic oil had
been secure and closed, one s linu Id 110VC1 he as op Ii iii is tic as to expect a leak-
p1-00f piping system; and cs'lieii toodstrutls ale iivoli'ed, one should not even
contei n plate a sri bs ton hal use of toxic Materials for any reason. There are
oIlier processes, liLt ivever, iv here ii en an approximation  to a closed system
could have pleat benefits. One such ea iii le is (Ire processing as practiced
by the Reset i e N Ii iii ng Coinpa it, a s u hsi dia: y of A riii Co and Republic steel
compoics, when it first started its Ii upe taconit e (iron ore) plant at Silver
Bv, Minnesota ni 1953 (Iiatticll, 1980; fattIest, 1977, 297-307).

Reserve was invited to open operations by the state of Minnesota; it em-
ployed over 3000 workers; and it is as also) Making a con I ii h ri lion to tile no -
lion by ii till zi up abundant bLitlois-plod e ore to p rod rice Inn ch needed iron
and steel.

	

Taconite contains unIv 23 to 30 p 	 n	 n o\elceu iro;h', It is crushed
and washed in steps to form a powder from ivliicli the iron is extracted by
electromagnets I-i'ei liii i1 at Rise ne I\Lls ona Ia rge scale size, cost (5350
Million), power consumption, and ito Icr usage Rather tli a ii Li Ii I izi up settling
basins oiid rec y cling tile ii sed it'd ter as is do ne in smaller plants, t rcsh ivater
was drown from Lake Superior and "asteivatei was discharged into it at the
rate of half a million gallons per iii ill Li te. Despite a mu to ilces t roin the U ni-
versi lv of Minnesota's  c \pe ri men I station that  I lie fi ne taconite ponder
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would settle out, it did not. The hike became discolored by the discharge of
about 67,000 tons of taconite tailings a da y , and fishers complained about the
disappearance of fish.

The company was not doing an y thing very different from what industry
had always been doing. In Sweden, paper mills were polluting the Baltic Sea,
in the Soviet Union unique I ake Baikal was being similarly disfigured. But
the managers of Reserve had not coj i ntcd on the fact t Ii I ii in cs—a nd public
attitudes Ii ad ch a ii go ci. In tile 1960S co ice ins about t ile environment We IV

gradually being taken more serio u sly. The federal govei nme nt and even lu -
ally the state of Minnesota took the company to court since it would not vol-
untarily change its practices and retrofit its extraction process to a closed sys-
tem with no discharge of wastes into the lake. Private citizens had become
active and were influential in causing the government agencies to act.

The court proceedings, including appeals, were lengthy (14 years) and re-
plete with contradictory testimony from experts representing the opposing
sides. It was not until asbestoslike fibers were found to be entering the air
and the lake from the Reserve operations that a more definite link to a real
hazard could be established. However, the amounts entering the drinking-
water supplies of cities ringing Lake Superior, and the levels considered to be
harmful, could not be established with any degree of precision. Accordingly,
Reserve's taconite bencliciation plant was not do' Li down but ordered to
switch over to a land disposal site as soon as possible.

Land Subsidence

Roads began cracking like china. Railroad tracks buckled. Sewer lines burst. Oil
drillers saw their pipes twist and bend like spaghetti. Pacific tides washed over
harbor bulkheads.... (Marx, 1977, 110)

An earthquake? Not l u i te. Just a gra d cia I but 	 '' Ii rid subsidence, in-
advert en t ly caused b y Ii di 01 a ii heiiiis, played bad.. at ,id speed. Wesley
Marx continues as follows in his book /10ES of God, Acts of Man with a descrip-
tion of the geologic subversion of Long Beach dun. , ,,1941 to 1945:

The Long Beach naval shipyard wondered if it could stay intact long enough to
help end World War II. Some areas sank as much as twenty-nine feet, or enough
to reach the groundwater table.... Gravity no longer provided drainage free of
charge.... When would the sinking stop? Sonic indu sti ilists didn't care to find
out. They were prepared to climb out of their inverted landscape and never return
(Marx, 1977, 140).

When it was discovered that extensive pumping of oil fields in the vicinity
was draining the underground reservoirs and reducing underground pres-
sure, water was reinjected into those reservoirs and the lowering of the land
surface was greatl y reduced. Wa icr P1,1111 ping can Cause similar subsidence,
as many cities and areas have cx pe H cii ceci, ho ii Tokyo, Osaka, and Nagoya
in Japan to the 3000-sqciarc-uiile an.'a between I louston and Galveston,
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i\Is I Io LISF's \\ilj tLen Ic ni 1iiJ	 uciod hod WI 11 L'\ L I C I Jell CC S 'veil' flood-
lJL	 twine t\ J111,1()11,1 aid Jillrns.

WatUl is ijeicJ L111dCl ni ' uiid not only to PI event hjc, ['Lit ,itso to
taRe oil out of ei g in", wells. In 1953, such h igh-pressureh-pressure injection in oil fields
near Baldwin Dam in Los Anieles caused the hot torn of the reservoir to crack
open along an old fault line. The crack reached all the way to the foundation
of the dnm. The 12-year old dam had been designed to withstand earth-
quakes but not such surprises. The released waters killed five people and did
$14 million worth of damage to property (Marx, 1977, 141; Sowers and Sow-
ers, 1970, 535).

The examples Lifland subsidence illustrate how human activity call
our environment in many different ways. Some effects may be local and rep-
arable, but loss of life and property call 	 when hi de ll changes lead to
unexpected events.

Too Little Wale, for the Uveri.lade5 The ijieat maishes 01 southern
Florida llavc all ra ted I arm ci and real estate d evelopeis since the beginning
Of the ceo tu r> When drained, they present valuable ground. Fi ow 1909 to
1912 a fraudulent land development scheme was attempted in collusion with
the then U.S. Secretary of Agriculture. Arthur Morgan blew the whistle on
that situation, jeopardizing not only his own position as a supervising drain-
age engineer with the U.S. Department of Agriculture, but also that of the
head of the Office of Drainage Investigation. An attempt to drain the
Everglades was made again by a Florida governor froni 1926 to 1929. Once
more Arthur i\Iorgan, this time in private practice, stepped in to reveal the
inadequacy of the plans and thus discourage bond sales.

But schemes affecting the Everglades were not over yet. Beginning in
1949, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers started diverting excess water from
the giant Lake Okeechobee to the Gull of Mexico to redLice the danger of
flooding to nearby sugar plantations. As a result the Everglades, lacking
1cr during the dry seison, were diving up. A priceless wildlife refuge was
falling prey to humanity's appetite. In addition, the diversion of waters to
the Gulf and the ocean also affected human habitations in southern Florida.
Cities which once thought they had unlimited supplies of fresh groundwater
found they were pumping salt water instead as ocean waters seeped in
(Morgan, 1971, 370-389).

Southern Florida represents a comple\ enviionmental unit with a delicate
balance. Any intrusion by human engineering must be seen as all
Which must he conducted with great care. Unfortunately too many public
agencies view any change in plans as unacceptable once a course has been
charted. As Arthur Morgan points out in his book Danis and Oilier Disasters,
the Corps was particularly prone to such an attitude, which was fostered by
the crisis-oriented training at West Point Militar y Academy (Morgan, 1971,
37).

Why should the Everglades be preserved? We leave this as a study ques-
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tion for later. But first let us set a wider coil 	 by considering some views of

our place in nature.

Living Things and Views of Nature

A fundamental iSLlC iii C!i\ j r(iriflIL'li Li! et hics is \\'IiCtliUI morality is exclu-
sively rl;!Ii' j"rcerilru, that is, liumiii-ceritered. Western lCligiOnS have gen-
erally regarded nature as an our cstricted gift to he rul d and exploited. Like-
wise, traditional secular worldviews have drawn a s arp line between the
human and nonhuman world, making the Tatter mere means to satisfying
human ends.

increasingly, human-centered views of nature have shifted away from an
exploitative to a conservationist attitude. Recognition of the limits of natural
resources has inspired awareness of the need to conserve for the sake of both
present and fbture generations of human beings. But the assumption re-
mains that only human beings have intrinsic moral worth, possess rights,
and are owed duties of respect. Conservation is justified in terms of human
needs for a livable environment. Or it is justified b y . 'ol to the human right
to life, which implies a right to have a livable environment (Blackstone, 1974).

Nona nthropoccntric or nature-centered views of _llture, by contrast, be-
gin with the premise that 1111111,1115 are only part of nature and that human
worth must be understood from a holistic ecological perspective. One such
approach views the natural environment as having intrinsic value—value in
and of itself, quite apart from any value humans place on it. According to
this view, there is a direct moral imperative to preserve, not just conserve, the
environment. This approach was voiced by the naturalists Aldo Leopold
(1887-1948) and John Muir (1838-1914, founder of the Sierra Club).

Aldo Leopold's "land ethic" was founded on the principle that acts are
good insofar as they preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty of the com-
munity of natural things. John Muir's naturalism took a mystic direction in
ascribing elements of the divine to nature.

Watch the sunbeams over the forest awakening the flowers, feeding them every
one, warning, reviving the niyriads of [lie air, setting countless wings in motion—
making diamonds of dewdrops, lakes, painting the spray of falls in rainbow colors.
Enjoy the great night like a day, hinting the eternal and imperishable in nature
amid the.transient and material (Muir, 1980, 113).

Muir would have felt at home in Japan, where an inspiring, lively waterfall or
a quiet rock may be accorded the respect due a deity.

A different approach to a nature-centered ethics focuses oil ani-
mals, rather than all of nature. Sentient aniriials are those which feel pain
and pleasure arid have desires. Utilitarians have often extended their theory
(t!iaat right act ion maximizes good ii ess for all a ffected) to sentient animals as
well as iLl maui s . Most niot,u b lv, I 'e icr Singer developed a U til itarian  jie is pcc-
tive in his influential hook, A,urmrl I :/'erilli,rlr. (Sornewh,it ironically this book
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has been called the bbie of the animal riihts iflo\ mont binez does not ,15-
cribe rihts to anima ls, althouli other P 1 I i I Osk I P 1 I en, hase Regan, l9SJ.)

11101,11 iudgrneots mint take mto dceount the rttccts Of
our actions on sentient animoll. lniiliire to do so n a form Of discrimination
akin to racism and sexism—what he labels "s peci esisrn.' Thus, in building a
darn that will cause flooding to grasslands, enqi neers should take into ac-
count the impact on an ma Is living there. Singer allows  that sometimes ani-
nials' interests have to give is'a' to h urna ii illtClestS, but their ultereStS
should always be considered and weighed.

There is a gulf between the human-centered and nature-centered perspec-
tives, but its extent should not be exaggerated. Most agree that human inter-
ests have some priority over those of animals and plants. Most agree that
nature should not he denuded but instead left in a recoverable state as a safe
exit and for the benefit of later go ic rations to enjoy. Moreover, even if ani-
mal iflterests are not counted ui)'svl1eri' near on a par s'itli human interests,
it rernaiili, abhor rent to inttict needless sut teriii; on annuals who share our
capacity for pain.

lie point of all this is that not ever y thing nI impel tance fits neatly into cost-
benefit analyses with limited time Iionzons; much must be accounted for by
means of constraints or limits which cannot necessarily he assigned dollar
signs.

The Commons and a Livable Environment

Aristotle once remarked that what is common to the most people gets the
least amount of care. Common sense confirms the frequent tendency of peo-
ple to he thoughtless about things they do not own and vlii Ii seem to he in
urilirni ted supply. William Foster Lloyd was an astute observer of this phe-
ilonien on. In 1833 lie ii escr i bed what tie ecologist Garrett I laid iii would later
call "the tragedy of tile corn in on s " (I Ia RI in, 1965, 25-1).

Lloyd observed that cattle ui the 001111110:1 pasture of a village were punier
and more stunted than those kept on private land. 1 he common fields were
themselves more hare-worn than private pastures. H is e\plailation began
with the premise that each farmer is understandably motivated by self-
interest to enlarge Ins or lie herd by one or two cows, claiming that the over-
all effect is minuscule. Yet ie combined effects of all the farmers behaving
this way is overgrazing of the pasture, even though it is true that each act
taken by itself does negligible damage.

In this century, increasing population and decreasing natural resources
have prompted similar thinking about ourselves in relation to nature. 'Hie
same kind of competitive, unmalicious, but unthinking exploitation arises
with respect to all natural resources held in common: air, land, forests, lakes,
and oceans. Indeed, increasingly we must regard the entire biosphere as our
"commons."

Few today would endorse past arguments by land developers, road build-
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ers, forest harvesters, and manufacturers that they should be left completely
unhindered because the damage they do to the environment is minuscule.
Economic rights have limits when the public good has been put at risk by
cumulative small effects. Some have even arguedthat fundamental demo-
cratic rights can be invoked to justify controls oil harms. The
basic right to life entails a right to a livable environment at a time when pci-
lot on and resource depletion has reac hed a Ia on lug p oportio ns (Bla ckstoi 1 C

1974)
In dd i tion to vol ui ta ry conservation efforts, there is a need for a sha ied

effort to exercise democratic and international controls responsibly. Such
controls involve some coercion. Only the naive would think that the shot
term, profit-seeking orientation of most corporations could otherwise be suf-
ficiently influenced by environmental appeals. indeed, within limits busi-
nesses are eager for controls which require all competitors to be guided by
similar restrictions that maintain Ian ness in competition.

Democratic controls can take many forms. They include passing laws, in-
ternalizing costs, and relying oil assessment in approving
projects.

Guilty until Proven Innocent?

The examples just given cover barely a fraction of the many environmental
issues which might arise in engineering practice. But they suffice to raise
some key questions of ethical import: Who is affecting re/loin-and where,

when, and /70W?
In the mercury, cadmium, and PCB pollution cases in Japan the question

was: Who is releasing toxic substances? In all instances the polluting compa-
nies refused to acknowledge their mistakes and rejected claims by the vic -
tims. The government did not intercede on behalf of those affected. It took
long and costly court battles to win partial victories. Without volunteer activ-
ists little progress would have been made. Is this the way it ought to be?

The victims of pollution la Japan were easily identified, the offenders less
so. In the Reserve Mining Company episode, the reverse occurred. The tac-
onite facility was an obvious polluter in some respects even though its more
harmful emissions could not be detected with the naked eye and were not
introduced as evidence until later in the trial. But there were no identifiable
victims because the ill effects of asbestos take time to develop. And it w
also be difficult to determine where around Lake Superior the contamination
would be most serious in the long run.

These difficulties are multiplied many times in the case of acid rain. How
can control of Ohio utilities he instituted when it is still impossible to link
them to specific harms in New York and Canada? If it is believed that nias-
si 'e controls should be imposed now in 

Orderer to prevent unmanageable di-
sasters a wa d, who should pay the costs, whichLii by all estimates will he in the
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billions each y ea i 2 Is it LaIr Ii) p.i'.' l a -s that burden at reaLl y heavily regulated
utilities, or Should the costs of installing more effective scrubbers he borne by
us

Any search to i . ai-i ',Sie isa'. to howiv the respon ibi Ii t for environmental
degiadation Should be shared Will iva rid bl y lead us to further questions
about how go1 I u liars and pot In 	 Iitan ts should be controlled. The first recourse
recoinniended in all these matters is usually the judicial system - Let the
courts decide who is guilty and how they are to be stopped! We have already
described some of the shortcomings of this approach in Chap. 3. To reiterate:
The courts move slowly, few individuals (whether plaintiff or defendant) can
afford the process., and overreliance on the law promotes minimal compli-
ance. In environmental cases the difficulties are compounded. A judge can-
not be expected to be a specialist on health, safety, and the envii onment, nor
can lie or she usurp the powers of the legislature and prescribe control mccli
ariisnis. The most a j U de can do is to guara tee a fail legal process.

Assuring a fan legal process is in Itself a major Undertaki ng,  Tech nical ill-
formation supportive of either the plaintiff or the defendant in us t be pro-
vided by expert testimon y . Invariably both sides in a dispute will succeed in
marshaling expert witnesses whose testimony scili be contradictory. This
should not surprise us because in spite of a professed adherence to rational-
ity ,'nd commitment to truth, the engineer or scientist testifying will rel y on
a personal value system in selecting and presenting his or her information,
mistrusting other interpretations. Earlier we had occasion to stress the im-
portance of stating one's biases when serving as a legal witness or consult-
ant. In an adversary hearing, admissions of bias and—perhaps more signif-
icantly—admissions of uncertainty can be exploited by the opposing side to
such an extent that many specialists have become hesitant about giving evi-
dence, to the dcli i ni en t of all co ncci ned. Rachel Carson, the embattled au-
thor of S/fiji! S1'rini, described the consequences of this probls'ni in a letter to
a friend:

iii convinced there is a p 'sychological angle iii all this that people, especially pro-
fessional men, are uncomfortabletile about corn i lip 011t against something, especially
if they haven't absolute proof that ''suniet hi np' is wrong, but only a good suspi-
cion. So the y will go along with a progra ni about which thee privately have acute
niisgiviiigs ( Li no ted ill Graham, 1970, 23).

Those experts who agree to testil y open themselves to a barrage of hostile
questions which can become personal in nature. Considerable embarrass-
ment can occur if the truth is stretched or hidden. In the Reserve Mining
Company trials some of the witnesses did not fare well. One expert who had
served as a consultant to the plaintiffs later testified for the defendant, whom
be coo Id furnish with inside information. One expertpert ciaimed to havevu a
Ph.D. degree from Pu rd u e When in fact lie dill 110t.  One Consultant to Re-
serve was removed from  a National Academy of Sciences committee study-
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ing the effects of asbestos in drinking water when it was disclosed he had
agreed to provide Reserve with information on the confidential deliberations
of the committee. There were conflicts of interest linking individual employ-

ees and offices of the State of Minnesota, the University of Minnesota, and
Reserve, as svell as the judges hearing the case. I-low believable can expert
testimony he under such circumstances?

With  so many u ucci tjiutiCs, one a p p roach svo ul rI he not to release a new
product or process until it is shoss'n lobe risk-free. Industry and its engineei
in igh t claim   that this is tantamount ri LI ci. Ia ring something to be gui I
merely because innocence cannot be established. Is this not against our legal
principles? Why does the U.S. Department of Agriculture declare poultry
with 5 parts per million (ppm) or more of I'CBs to be unfit for human con-
sumption? The 5-ppm limit would be difficult to justify, just as a higher limit
would be dangerous to defend, ,on strictly scientific grounds (Grundy,
Weisbrod, and Epstein, 1974, 112). Where should the burden of proof lie? It
is estimated that victims of Kanemi rice-oil disease had taken in at least 500
ing of PCBs. Translated into pounds of chicken contaminated with 5 ppm of
PCBs, this would amount to 220 pounds of chicken or over 4 pounds of
chicken consumed per week for a year. If this seems like a lot of chicken to
eat, how much less would suffice to poison people with PC[3s? In addressing
the problem of where the burden of proof should lie, Garrett Hardin states:

In criminal law, as practiced in Britain and America, a man is ''innocent until
proven guilty......Scientists, however, see things otlscnvfse. Science is an occu-
pation in which most experiments fail.... Confronted with my new, untried, nos-
trum, a scientist, if called upon to place a bet, will bet that it won't work. Such is
the conservative j udgment (Hardin, 1968, 58-59).

Engineers have more contidence in their projects and will therefore chafe
at such an interpretation. But they would have to be omniscient if they could
foresee all the en ironmi. ntal effects of their work. And they would have to
think themselves omnipotent if they hoped to control those consequences
Without redesigns or retrofits. Accordingly, they must adc.ot the viewpoint
of engineering as experimentation. The guilty-until-piovcn-innocent ap-
proach will then appear less unreasonable. Indeed it is not threatening since
it applies to tlni;s and not to persons. If the expected benefit of a project or
product is so great that prolonged testing seems an unreasonable cost, a pre-
liminary release could be authorized—provided that "safe exits" existed and
funds were available for subsequent corrective action, should it become nec-
essary.

Internalizing Costs of Environmental Degradation

When we are told how efficient and cheap man y 01 our products and pro-
cesses are—from agriculture to the manufacture of pla s j s—thc figures us u-
ally include  onl y the direct costs of Libor,  ia ss material ,a i-id use of facilities.
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It we are quoted a do Ia r iu re, it is at best a:1 0 ppro'.i mat: a o f 	pr ice
The true c@st would ha e to iiciridu M111101 0LIS ill ,111CCttactors such as the
effects of pollu t i on, the d epIc I Liii of 1 11 LI ra ni ate rio s, a ll d soda
Costs. if these, or an approima miii 0l them, were internalized—that is
added to the price—thencii t hose to r ivliose benefit tile el \'i run mental degra-
dation had occLlrreu.l could be ci ia ri.ed directly br colrcctive actuons. The
problem with the tech ii ofix'' a ppr oach us rig tech ii ologv to repair the
damages of technology—is not so much with physical realization as it is with
the financial burden. As taxpayers are beginning to revolt against higher lev-
ies, the method of ha\'iiig the user of a service or product pay for all its costs
is gaining more favor. Thc' engineer must join with the economist, the natu-
ral and physical scientists, the lawyer, and the politician in an effort to find
acceptable mechanisms for pricing and releasing products so that the envi-
ronment is protected through trul y self-correcting procedures rather than
adequate-appearing vet of' en c rcui m vcii table I a ss's. V1Llt ag ain, as we did ill
our discussion on desii.ni ir rfo safety in Chap. 4, we wish to point Out here
that good design practices ma y in themselves provide the answers for envi-
ronmental protection withoutout added real cost. l'or exa m ple,pie, co mid er the case
of a lathe which was redesigned to Lie vi brat in ii free and mnanufactured to
close tolerances. It no tL onl y inc t occupl t Ona I safety and health standards
Mill regard to noise, which its predecessor had not, but it also was more re-
liable, more efficient, and had a longer useful life, thus offsetting the addi-
tional costs of manufacturing it (Melmnan, 1982, 176).

Technology Assessment

The Congress of the United States of America has an Office of Technology
Assessment. It prepares studies on the social and environmental effects of
technolog y in areas such as cashless trading (via ban kk card), nuclearr war, or
pollution. At the federal and state levels, ma n' large proj ects Must be exam-
ined in terms of their environmental impact before they are approved. The
Purpose of all this activity is praiseworthy. lint how effective van it he?

engineers, it is often said, tend to find the right answers to the wrong
questions. The economist Robert 'I heohald made the following comment on
education:

The universit y is ideally designed to i nsu re 111,71t  S OU rema iii ccrtain that you know
the answers to questions that other people posed long ago. The problem today is
that the questions we should he answering are not yet known. Unfortunately the
process required for discovering the right questions is tot.i Ily different from the
process of discovering the light a 055w rs (quoted in . hra II and Starr, 1972, 17).

It should be quite apparent that it is not easy to know whatat quest ions to ask.
And technology as s essment and other forecasting methods suffer because of
this.
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FIGURE 7-3
Distilling and applying knowledge.

When scientists conduct experiments, they endeavor to distill some key
concepts out of their myriad observations. As shown in Fig. 7-3, a funnel can

Lie used to portra y this activity. At the narrow end of the funnel we have the
current wisdom, the state of the art. Engineers make use of it io design and
build their projects. These develop in many possible directions, as shown by
the shape of the lowe .'ted funnel. The difficult task of technn. ses-
sment and environinuistal impact analyses is to explore the extent of tlo. opread
and to separate the more significant among the possibly adverse effects.

The danger in	 - ... sstrrent of technology is that some serious risks can
easily be overlooked while the studies and subsequent reports, properly authen-
ticated by the aura --i.ntiIic methodology, assure the decision maker that
nothing is amiss-- or peo. ps that perceived risks are more serious than they
really are. We do not wish to belittle such efforts and we think that they are
worthwhile, if only because of those questions they raise—.and answers they

uncover—that otherwise might not have surfaced. But there is a danger in be-
lieving that no further action is required once the reports have been approveJ
and filed. Our contcation remains that engineering must be understood as so-
cial experimentation and that the experiment continues, indeed enters
phase, when the engineering project is implemented. Onl y h' careful 1110111t01-
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ing will it be poss bie lO ia thci a I I I o;c oni pie te plc tu re Olthe tangled web of
effects enCom pd 1 F ? ,c 7-3 o' t h ii tile iii sc'rted, loWUr Iun nel

Study Questions

I Describe hon n Lii -	 U  -,e-es III an Cl. IiiC,'tIIii; bUd U ii terOst to iii can
damage [lie envircii;ui I. including i:uio..n teuitgs I henu examine pci tutiLuit lass *
designed to protect the en sn on neut at the local, slate, and national levels and de-
[ermine their effectiveness. Discuss alternatives to the regulatory approach.

2 Write all oil topic "Why Save Endangered Species?" or "Wh y Save the
Everglades? — \ on ma y iviali to ci *c uss some of the following Points: Is it reasonable
to put much effort into si\'itig endangered Species from extinction? What, if any,
moral theories apply to plant and animal life and our relation thereto? Are we dot)
hound to pre 1*1' all fl-ins of natural life, 01 does such life enoy an inti insic light
to exist? (Comb are with g esclner, 1980, essa y 7, and with Regan, 1084).

3 Are there an y nnuural i ca s iii e, )IV Ia ndoss-tiers ma y on Occasion be constrained from
doing 10 lInen ptopertic* ss-hiI the y please?

4 Phosphate ctetc'reetils n- c'ie alIc'rnaIc'I' jiOtiiotect and banned between 19-17 and
1971. This cauisn'd o r 'it roinlusioti in some coinnnuinjljc', (Lawless, 1977, 450). Ct it- -
ically exami netie the use of phosplia to detergents as all 	 involving the en-
vlronm ent,

5 Environmentalists are often accused of being elitists who wish to preserve the en-
vironment for their own enjoyment without regard for the needs of others. Granted
that environmental controls may be necessary to preserve our habitat in [he long
run, do rich people (or nations) have the right to impose such controls now when
they will harm poor people (Or nations) more fit short run than they harm the
rich?

6 Consider the following example of environmental side effects died by Garrett
Hardin:

The Zambesi River... was dammed	 to ca to the 1700-square-mile Lake
1'ariLia. 'line effect niu'sir,'I; electt-jcit\'	 t Inn ' SILl C-C tects" ,, educed: (1) destructi ye
flooding of rich alluvial agricultural land above the dam; (2) uprooting of long-
settled tai nier', from thus land to be resettled oil hilly land that rec1uined
Iainning practices n ulli ss'liielu they ivene not familiar; (3) impoverishment of these
farmers., land various other soci a l disorders); (6) creation of a new biotic zone
along the lake shot e that favored the multiplication of tsetse flies (Hardin, 1968,
68).

Similar problems have occurred when dams were built in the United States and
when the Aswan Dam was erected on the Nile. One might ask if the original pur-
pose may not itself begin to look like merel y a side effect. If so, I lardin asks, can we
never do anything? Describe under what conditions you think a darn such as the
one on the Zambesi River should be built and operated. To whom is the engineer in
charge of its construction ultimately  responsible?
On January 15, 1919, a large svooden tank, 55 feet high and civet 90 feet in diameter
and holding over 2.5 million gallons of molasses, suddenly burst open. The imme-
diate vicinity ii roo rid this tank, which stood in the north end of Boston, was quickly
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covered by a stream of molasses which reached up to the second floor of many
buildings. Numerous people were trapped by the sticky fluid and drawn down into
it. What simple measure could have prevented the fluid from spreading and creat-
ing such an unusual molasses environment"? Even today there are tanks holdim;
vast quantities of water, oil, or liquefied natural gas where no adequate measures
have been taken to protect the public from t he dangers they' present.

COMPUTER ETHICS

Computers have become the technological backbone of our society. Their de-
gree of sophistication, range of applications, and sheer numbers continue to
increase. Through networks they span the globe. Yet electronic computers
are still only a few decades old, and it is difficult to foresee all the moral prob-
lems which will eventuall y surround them.

The present state of corn uters is sometimes compared to J1,1t of the au-
tomobile in the earls' part of this century. At that time the impact of cars on
work and leisure patterns, pollution, energy consumption, and sexual mores
was largely unimagined. If anything, it is more difficult to envisage the even-
tual impact of computers since they are not limited to any one primary area
of use comparable to a i. a r's function in transportation.

It is already clear, however, that computers will ca use or contribute to a
variety of moral problems. fo deal with these problems a new area of applied
ethics called computer ethics is developing (Johnson, 1985; Johnson and Snap-
per, 198). Computer ethics has special importance for the new groups of
professionals emerging with computer technology—for example, designers
of computers, prcgrammels, systems analysts, and operators. To the extent
that engineers design, manufacture, and apply computers, computer ethics
is a branch of engineering ethics. But the many professionals who use and
control computers share the responsibility for their applications.

Some of the issues in computer ethics concern shifts in power relation-
ships resulting from the new capacities of computers. Others concern abuse
of existing instaflath , as when computers are used in criminal ac1ivitic,
and invasions of privacy. Still others relate to assessments of the desirable
directions of new computer applications. As we shall see, the issues are
sometimes similar to ones we have discussed earlier, but here the computer
connection gives them a 'pedal flavor.

Power Relationship-

Computers dramatically increase the ability of centralized bureaucracies to
manage enormous quantities of data, involving multiple variables, and at as-
tonishing speed. During the 1960s and 1970s social critics became alarmed at
the prospect that computers wocild concentrate power in a few cc' iahI.e
bureaucracies of big government and big business, thereby erodind demo-
cratic systems by moving toward total  ta rianism
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These leers were not u ewe crc n ted, but i cc 11,1% e lessened due to recent
developments in computer technolog y . In the earl y stages of computer de-
velopmen I there were two good reasons for bi'l i ( 2 v i n p that computers would
inevitably tend to centralize power (Simon, 1979). Early large computers
were man y times cheaper to use When dee Ii ng with large tasks than were the
man\' smaller computers it would have taken to pertorrn similar tasks. Thus
it seemed that ceo n om cs would favor ,i ten' I 'll ee and centrally located corn -
puters, suggesting conce ii Ira lion 01 power iii a few hands. Moreover, the
large early computer systems could only he used by people geographically
close to them, again implying that relatively few people would have access to
them.

The invention, development, and proliferation of microcomputers
changed all this. Small computers became increasingly powerful and eco-
nomically competitive with larger models. Furthermore, remote access and
time sharing allowed computer users in distant locations to share the re-
sources of large computer s ystems. These changes opened new possibilities
for decentralized computer power.

For cxc niple, it was once lee red I he I computers would give the federal
government 1,11- glee ter power to control nil tionally funded systems, such as
the welfare and medical s ystems, lessening control by local and state govern-
ments. But in fact data systems have turned out to be two-way, allowing
both small governments and individuals to have flinch greater access to in-
formation resources amassed at the federal level.

Computers are powerful tools which do not by themselves generate
power shifts. They contribute to greater centralization or decentralization in-
sofar as human decision makers so direct them.

This is not to say that computers are entirely value-neutral. For in addition
to their hardware there is soft'are---and programs call easily be biased,
just as can ally lorni of corn mu nice tion or way of doing thin gs.ngs. For example,
,a study of the teasibil ity of constructing a nuclear power plant
can easily become biased iii one direction or ,i nother if the conipu ter program
is developed by a grou p en Ii rel y pro- Or cii ti-n uclea r energy Johnson, 1985,
81).

Computer Abuse

The term "computer abuse" does not refer merely to tile damaging of com-
puters, although it includes that kind of problem. As we will define it, com-
puter abuse is an y unethical or illegal conduct in which computers play a
central role (whether as instruments or objects), as opposed to their playing
an incidental or peripheral role. The distinction between central and inciden-
tal roles is somewhat rough, but a few examples will help to clarif y it.

Computers are only in ci den t,il lv n voiced wee extortion is attemptedptedvia
a phone w tue Ii is par I of a corn p ii te ri zed I elep hone system (Kling, 1980, 408).
By Contrast, cotiupu ters are cent -all y i ii'olved when an extortionist disguises
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his voice by means of a computer as he talks into a phone. And computers
are even more centrally involved when an unauthorized person uses a tele-
phone computer system to obtain private phone numbers, or when someone
maliciously alters or scrambles the programming of a telephone computer, or
when a private or governmental hit squad uses computers to identify finger-
prints of its intended victims.

Finally there are "hackers" who compulsively challenge any computer se-
curity system. Some carry their art to the point a imph: ding "time bombs'
or "Trojan horses" or ''viruses" that will "cholv, net'. orks with dead-end
tasks, spew out false information, erase tiles, and even destroy equipment."
(Marshall, 1988).

Computer Theft and Fraud

Some of'he most commonly discussed cases of computer abuse are instances
of outright theft and fraud. There are many forms of computer theft and
fraud. For example: (1) stealing or cheating by employees at work; (2) steal-
ing by nonemployees or former employees; (3) stealing from or cheating cli-
ents and consumers; (4) violating contracts for computer sales or service; (5)
conspiring to use computer networks to engage in widespread fraud; (6) ad-
vertising "next-generation" computers in a misleading manner; (7) extortion
practiced by the sole programmer or operator of a computer installation who
has a unique knowledge of how it works or is programmed.

Public interest has often ben drawn to the glamorous capers of computer
criminals (Whiteside, 1978). Enormous sums of money have been involved.
The average amount stolen in conventional embezzlement is $19,000. The
amount for an average computer-related embezzlement is $430,000, and
many millions are often involved. Yet the giant thefts uncovered are believed
to be only a small fraction of computer theft—less than 1 percent ('F.
Logsdon, 1980, 163-164).

Crime by computer has proven to be unusually inviting to many. Com-
puter crooks tend to be intelligent and to view their exploits as intellectual
challenges. In addition, the computer terminal is both physically and psy-
chologically far removed from lace to face contact with the victims of the
crimes perpetrated. Unlike violent criminals, computer criminals find it easy
to deceive themselves into thinking they are not really hurting anyone, es-
pecially if they see their actions as nothing more than pranks. In addition
there are often inadequate safeguards against computer crime. The technol-
ogy for preventing crime and catching criminals has lagged behind imple-
mentation of new computer applications. Computers reduce paperwork, but
this has the drawback of removing the normal trail of written evidence in-
volved in conventional white-collar crime (forgeries, receipts, etc.) Finally,
the penalties for computer crime, as for white-collar crime in general, are
mild compared to those for more conventional crimes.

Computer crime raises obvious moral concerns related to basic issues of
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honesty, integrity, and trust. It also forces a rethinking of public attitudes
about crime and its punishment. Is it lair that the penalty for breaking into a
gas station and stealing $100 should he the same as for embezzling 5100,000
from a bank? How should society weigh crimes of minor violence against
nonviolent crimes involving huge sums of money?

The potential for computer crime should enter significantly into the think-
ing of engineers who design computers. In  act, protection against criminal
abuse has become a major constraint tot effective and successful design of
many computer Systems and progi a1n. Engiiu_c:s must envisage not only
the intended context in which the computer will be used, but both likely and
possible abuses.

For some time secret computer passwords have been used as a security
feature. More recently introduced, and still of limited effectiveness, is data
encryption. This technique is widely employed to prevent theft from funds
transfer systems. In data encryption, messags are scrambled before trans-
mission and unscrambled after reception according to secret codes. Such de-
vices, of course, require special precautions in maintaining confidentiality
and security, and engineers have a major role to play in making recommen-
dations in these areas.

Privacy

Storage, retrieval, and transmission of information using computers as data
processors has revolutionized communication. Yet this very benefi(poses se-
rious moral threats to the right to privacy. By making more data available to
more people with more case, computers make privacy more difficult to pro-
tect. Ilere we will discuss privacy Gi confidentiality in regard to individu-
als, but the issues are similar in relation to corporations.

In the Chap. 6 discussion of em iights, we defined the right to pri-
vacy as the right to cm trol access to and u c of information about oneself.
We indicated that the right was vitally important for a variety of reasons, and
could be grounded within each of the n or types of ethical theories. Here
we will take note of some of ti1 iucats to that right from computerized data
centers.

Imagine that you are arrested for a serious crime you did not commit—for
example, murder or grand theft. Records of the arrest, any subsequent crim-
inal charges, and information about you gathered for the trial proceedings
might be placed oil tapes easily accessible to any law enforcement
officer in the country. Prospective employers doing security checks could
gain access to the information. The record clearly indicates that you were
found innocent legally. Nevertheless that computerized record could consti-
tute a standing bias against VOL) for the rest of y our life, at least in the eves of
man y people with access to it.

The same bias could exist if you had actuall y committed some much lcs' serious
crime—say a in isdenieanor. If you were a I ested When you were 15 for drinking
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alcohol or swearing at an officer, for- example, the record could stay with you Or
imagine that medical data about your visits to a psychiatrist during a period of de-
pression could be accessed through a data hank. Or that erroneous data about a
loan default were placed in a national credit data bank to which you had limited
access. Or merely suppose that your tastes in magazine subscriptions were known
easil y to any employer or ad agency in the country.

The potential abuses of information about us are unlimited and become
more likely with the proliferation of access to that information. For this rea-
son a series of new laws has been enacted (Role, McAdam, Stearns, and
TJglow, 1981). For example, the 1970 Fair Credit Reporting Act restricted ac-
cess to credit files. Information call obtained only by consumer consent or
a court order, or for a limited range of valid credit checks needed in business,
employment, and insurance transactions or investigations. The act also gave
consumers the right to examine and challenge information about themselves
contained in computerized files.

The Privacy Act of 1974 extended this right of inspection and error correc-
tion to federal government files. It also prohibited the information contained
in government files from being used for purposes beyond those for which it
was originally gathered unless such use was explicitly agreed to by the per-
son whose file it is. Numerous other laws have been passed and are being
considered to extend protection of individual privacy within private business
and industry.

Such laws are expensive to implement, sometimes costing tens and hun-
dreds of millions of dollars to enforce, They also lessen economic efficiency.
In special circumstances they can have harmful effects on the public. There is
little question, for example, that it would save lives if medical researchers
had much freer access to confidential medical records. And it would be much
more convenient to have one centralized National Data Center. This idea was
proposed in the mid-1960s and is still alive in the minds of many. But privacy
within a computerized world can apparently be protected only by making it
inconvenient and expensive for others to gather data hank information oil

Earlier we mentioned that inadvertent errors in data banks can also con-
stitute a serious problem. Consider the following episode reported in the
French press in 1979 and recounted by Jacques Vallee.

The three young i en who bought gas at a filling station outside of Paris,
France, did not look trustworthy to Mr. Nicholas, the station owner. Some-
thing about their clothes, the mended license plate, and the hurriedl'
scrawled signature on the check spurred him to call the police after the trio
had left. Sure enough, police files queried by a computer revealed that the
car had been stolen. A special police team was dispatched, and the stolen car
was intercepted at a red light. Two plainclothes police officers approached
the suspects, the only one in uniform remaining in the patrol car. One of the
young men, Marcel Seltier, reported, "We did not understand anything. We
saw the one with the gun aim at Claude. A moment later a shot rang out.
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The bullet went through the windshield and hit Claude's face just under the
nose. We thought they were gangsters."

This is the case of the trigger-happy police who in 1979 dispensed justice
on the spot under the erroneous impression that the suspects were danger-
ous. Undoubtedly the lawmen discharged their weapons in response to
some inadvertently suspicious movements on the part of the three young
men still in the car. the car had indeed been stolen several years earlier. In
the nwa n time, it 11,1d been recovered and resold by the insurance company
(Vahl, 1982; Scltinzinger, 1986).

The error of not recording the final sale cannot be blamed on the comput-
erized data file as such. Nevertheless, a system which combines rapid remote
access to information with instant life and death decisions is ill conceived if
its users are not trained to expect occasional human or machine errors and
act accordingly. A sobering thought concerns error corrections, even when
they are undertaken in good 	 T0 quote Vallee:

When data is "expunged" or deleted from a computer (following a judge's order to
purge a certain record, for example), it is generally not true that the data can also
he deleted from the older "back-u; ursions of that computer's memory, which
are kept in a secure vault somewhere in case the information ever needs to be re-
constructed after a or ii fa itu re. Thus, tie "expunged" data could still he exam-
ined if someone really had the inclination to search for it (Vallee, 1982, 30).

Instant reaction to wrong information_coniputergenerated and imbued
with the aura of authL:nticity—should also make us worry about military re-
liance on fully automated missile warning and delivery systems, regardless
of where in the world we may live.

Further Social Issues

Crime, privacy, and power shifts have been the focus of most discussions
about computer ethics More attention, however, is now being given to a va-
riety of other social and professional issues. Let us survey sonic of these, be-
ginning with social issues,

1 Selective disclosure of their views by politicians has always occurred. In
a speech to a conservative group a candidate for senator will tend to say very
different things from what lie or she tulk a liberal group. Different topics
may be discussed, different emphases given, and inconsistent remarks
made. Computers make it possible to turn this political maneuver into a sci-
ence. Dozens of types of letters can be worded to appeal to different kinds of
groups. Each type reveals only a fraction of the candidate's views—just that
portion which will be most attractive to a selected sociopolitical group.

The information about these groups of people is obtained b y computer
from public records. The chiaracteri y afjons of the greups' attitudes and norms
are corn puter'genera ted. Th e letters sent to them are personal Led b y corn-
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puter. And the mailing process is also computerized. With electronic accu-
racy and efficiency, politicians are enabled to have many different laces when
viewed by different groups.

Several moral issues are raised by this possible application of technology:
(1) Does such selective disclosure constitute deception? (2) Does filtering the
truth about a politician's views undermine the autonomy of voters in making
decisions? (3) Since use of computers is expensive, is it fair that the rich have
more extensive access to this technology, or should equal-time laws for tele-
vision be extended to computers? (Mancr, 1980, 2-8).

2 Many new occupations have been created by computers: data process-
ing, programming, information science, key punch operating, computer sys-
tems analysis, computer sales positions, and so forth. Should the importance
of responsible behavior by these groups lead the public to seek their full
profession alization and require licensing, registration, or continuing educa-
tion? What should the public demand by wa y of accountability from profes-
sional organizations representing these groups?

3 Most existing professional groups are finding their work altered by com-
puters. This will have subtle effects on areas of personal accountability. For
example, it was once clear that doctors were fully responsible for the diag-
noses they made: Errors in judgment were their errors. Increasingly, how-
ever, diagnoses and other medical decisions are and will come to be made
with varying degrees of computer assistance. llealth data on patients may be
collected with computerized instruments and then entered into a computer
which is programmed to diagnose illness on the basis of the medical symp-
toms entered. Under such conditions, when would a doctor be responsible
for a mistaken diagnosis that resulted from a computer error? When would a
doctor be blameworthy for overreliance on a mistaken computer diagnosis?

4 Computers have led and will continue to lead to elimination of jobs.
What employer attitudes are desirable in dealing with this situation? No em-
ployer, of course, can afford to pay people for doing no work. Yet especially
within large corporations it is often possible to readjust work assignments
and work loads and to wait for people to retire or to change jobs voluntarily
before laying off employees. Such benign employment practices have often
been embraced from prudential motives to prevent a public and employee
backlash against introduction of computer technologies which eliminate jobs
(Kling, 1979, 10), but moral considerations relating to human costs should
be weighed even more heavily.

5 There are also questions concerning public accountability of businesses
using computer-based services. It can be made very difficult or relatively sim-
ple for a consumer to notice and correct computer errors or computer-printed
errors. For example, a grocery-store receipt can itemize items by obscure
symbols or simple words understandable to a customer. Here again moral
reasons reinforce long-term good business sense in favoring policies benefi-
cial to consumer needs and interests.
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6 Program trading is the automatic, hands-off trading by computer of
stocks, futures, and options on the stock market. Did this practice contribute
to the "meltdown on Black Monday" (October 19, 1987), when the U.S. stock
market took a precipitous plunge, and should it be controlled?

7 The U.S. Department of Defense is supporting the creation of autono-
mous weapons which can be aimed and fired by on-board computers which
make all :irv decisions, including enemy identification. Computer sci-
entists and engineers ire divided over the advisability of such a major step
toward a n nation Abe battlefield

8 U dangerous instability in computerized defense systems even if
they are working perfectly. Let us assume then that all the nuclear warning
software works without error, and that the hardware is fail-safe. Neverthe-
less, the combination of two such correctly functioning but opposing systems
together i'.- ,,, i f`̀ , This is because secrecy prevents either system from
knowinp .ny what the other is doing, which means that any input which
could be interpreted as  danger signal must be responded to by an increase
in readiness on Hic receiving side. That readiness change, in turn, is moni-
tored Lv the opposing side which then steps up its readiness, and so on.
This feilback loop	 ;gers an escalating spiral. Does the possibility of an
entirely uoprovoke thick triggered by the interaction of two perfectly op-
erating computer-based systems as described by Raushcnbakh (1988) en-
hance security?

Professional Issues

Many of the issues in engineering ethics which we have dealt with earlier
arise again within the context of computer work. New variations or new dif-
ficulties may be involved, often owing to the high degree of job complexity
and required technical proficievn introduced by computers. Such was the
case, t example, in the whist; wing case of Virginia Edgerton given as a
study question in Chap. 6. A number of interesting case studies have been col-
lected by Donn Parker in his exceiJent hook, Ethical Conflicts in Computer Science
and Tcchnologi. The following examples are based off 	 of Parker's cases.

Safety Dependence on computers has intensified the division of labor
within engineering. For example, civil engineers designing a flood control
system P.....to rely on information and programs obtained from systems an-
alysts and implemented by computer programmers. Suppose the systems an-
alysts refuse to roe any moral or legal responsibility for the safety of the
people affected ,.y the flood control plans, arguing that they are merely pro-
viding tools whose use is entirely up to the engineers. Should the civil engi-
neers be held accountable for any harm caused by poor computer programs?
Presumably the ; - - nuntjbilth' does extend to errors resulting from their
own inadequate s,	 vications which the y supply to the computer experts.
Yet should not the engineers also he expected to contract with computer spe-
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ualists who agree to he partielk a.o :	 or the ei-se 'tto	 ol 'n a
program? (Parker, 1979, 34-35)

Ownership Rights Consider an engineer who develops a program used
as a tool in developing other programs assigned to her. Subsequently sh
changes jobs and takes the only copy of the first program with her for use On
her new job. Suppose first that the program was developed on company time
under the first employer's explicit directives. Taking it to a new job without
the original employer's consent would he a violation of that employer's right
to the product (and possibly a breach of confidentiality). As a variant situO-
tion, however, suppose the program was not written under direct assign-
ment from the first employer, but was undertaken by the engineer at her
own discretion to help her on her regular work assignments. Suppose also
that to a large extent the program was developed on her own time on week-
ends, although she did use the employer's facilities and computer services.
Did the employer own or partially own the program? Was she required to
obtain the employer's permission before using it on the new job? (Parker,
1979, 72-74)

Whistle-Blowing An engineer working as a computer programmer
played a minor role in developing a computer system for a state department
of health. The system stored medical information on individuals identified by
name. Through no fault of the engineer, few controls had been placed on the
system to limit easy access to it by unauthorized people. Upon learning of
this the engineer first informed his supervisor and then higher management,
all of whom refused to do anything about the situation because of the antic-
ipated expense required to correct it. In violation of the rules for using the
system, the programmer very easily obtained a copy of his own medical
records. He then sent them to a state legislator as evidence for his claims that
the right of citizens to confidentiality regarding such information was threat-
cried by the system. Was his behavior improper? Was his subsequent firing
justified? (Parker, 1979, 90-93)

Employer Authority and Professional Rights A project leader working
for a large retail business was assigned the task of dveloping a customer bill-
ing and credit system. 'The budget assigned for tho-'project appeared at first
to be adequate. Yet by the tirnO the system was half completed it was clear
the funds were not nearly enough. The project leader asked for more money,
but the request was denied. He fully informed management of the serious
problems which were likely to occur if he had to stay within the original bud-
get. He would be forced to omit several important program functions relating
both to convenience and to safety'. for example, efficient detection and cor-
rection mechanisms for errors, automatic handling and reporting of special
customer exceptions, and audit controls. Management insisted that these
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functions could be added alter the more minimal system was produced and
installed in stores. Working under direct orders, the project leader completed
the minimal system, only to find his worst fears realized after it was in-
stalled. Numerous customers were given incorrect billings or ones they could
not understand, It was eas y for retail salespersons to take advantage of the
system to steal from the company, and several did so. Within a year the
company ' s prolits and business were begiiming to chop. This led to niidd Ic-
level management changes, and thu project leadel found himself blamed for
designing an inadequate system.

Did the project leader have all either to clients or to the com-
pany to act differently than he did? Did he have a moral right to take further
steps in support of his original request or later to protect himself fom man-
agerial sanctions? (Parker, 1979, 109-111)

Parker's example comes close to illustrating a common failing amoig com-
puter experts: Selling the customer (Or the boss) on a more complex systern
than is warranted or promising more capacity and faster delivery than is
achievable. The latter was the case with a revolutionary, computer based sys-
tem for trust accounts that the Bank of America had to abandon after buying
it for $20 million, spending another 860 million trying to make it work, and
wasting several years in the process. (Frantz, 1988)

Informed Consent A team of engineers and biomedical computer scien-
tists develop a system for identifying people from a distance of up to 200
meters. A short tube attached to a sophisticated receiver and computer, and
aimed at a person's head, reads the individual's unique pattern of brain
waves when standard words are spoken. The team patents the invention and
forms a company to manufacture and sell it. The device is an immediate suc-
cess within the banking industr y . It is used to secretly verify the identifica-
tion of customers at tellers' windows. 'File scientists and engineers, however,
disavowa :sv responSibility for such useS of the device without customer no-
tification or consent. They contend that the companies which bu y the prod-
uct are responsible for its use. They also refuse to be involved in notifying
Public representatives about the product's availability and the way it is being
used.

Does employing the device without customer awareness violate the right
to privacy or to informed consent? Do the engineers and scientists perhaps
have a moral obligation to market the product with suggested guidelines for
its ethical use? Should the y he involved in public discussions about permis-
sible ways of using it? (Parker, 1979, 126-128)

Study Questions

1 Present and defend your a nsoers to Ole q i: csl ions I'.II sed .1 bout the cases based en
Parker's examples.
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2 Look up the following terms in a legal dictionar y fraud, theft, cx toO Ian, sabotage

vandalism, burglary. Then imagine and brie ly describe an example at a camp ii iei

crime falling under the defin ition of each.
3 Write a short research paper exploring the threats to privacy posed by data hank

In your essay comment on some specific advantages and disadvantages of having

one centralized national data bank which pools all available government informa

hon on citizens.
4 The U.S. Office of Technology Assessment has reported that ncw rules ma y soon

he needed for computer services concerning tile prediction of criminal and finai-
daIly negligent behavior l'eople are likely in the futureto he denied credit, c10

ployment, and insurance because they fall into certain categories based on statisti-
cal correlations developed by computers.

Comment oil 	 you think should establish these new rules, and give any ex-
amples of rules you would favor. For example, do you think it would be fair to
allow race or sex to be uscd as a variable in this context?

5 Tracy Kidder's Pulitzer Prize-winning book, Tire Soul of a Ncw Mac5iic, iecuunts the

human drama behind the development of a minicom pu ter by Data General Corpo-
ration (Kidder, 1981). Read the book, and as you do so, identify any moral issues
which may arise in the course of creating a new computer system and bringing it to

market.
6 The following warning to parents whose children use home computers was carried

by the Associated Press (Los Angeles Times, 25 Dec. 1987, p. 1-47): "In recent years
more sexually oriented materials have been showing up for home computers—
some on floppy disks with X-rated artwork and games, and other accessed by
phone lines from electronic bulletin boards. . With names like Cucumber, - . - Orgy,
Nudepics, Porno, Xpics, and Slave."

Discuss the ethical issues raised by pornography in this new medium. Should
there be controls? Flow can access be denied to children? Are there any parallels
with constraints on the use of the postal service?

7 In 1985 computer scientist David L. Parnas resigned from an advisory panel on
computing in support of battle management, a nine-member group established by
the Strategic Defense Initiative office in the Department of Defense. He explained
his position in a position paper (Parnas, 1985) and a year later, in response to crit-

icism, in a letter in which he writes:

I resigned ... when it became clear to me that the panel would not give serious
consideration to the question of feasibility. Fr-en at that time I did not go public
I sent copies of my position to Government officials, not to the press. Alter copies
had been leaked to the press by others, it hecamc clear to me that the SDI man-
agement's response was damare control, not serious consideration of the issues
that I had raised Only then did I agree to explain roy position ill (l'a rncs

198b).

Seek further information oil 	 case and write a report on Pa ma S's actions. Did he

act as whistle-blower' If so, as a responsible one'

WEAPONS DEVELOPMENT

Much of the world's technological activity has a military focus. Based just on

size of expenditures, direct or indirect involvement of engineers, and star
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tling new developments, military technology would deserve serious discus-
sion in these pages. The moral problems it raises, however, are of a magni-
tude which makes the other cases we have treated so far pale in comparison.
The continuing automation of the battlescene has made military activity seem
less troublesome and more appealing to technologically advanced nations,
while the real horrors of total war—whether fought with classical weapons,
hydrogen bombs, or biochemical agents—are too far beyond the comprehen-
sion of many diplomats, engineers, ad younger generals to guide their de-
cisions.

Let us first take a leap back into history and see what has not changed,
which lessons we have not learned. When Xerxes reached the Hellespont on
his westward march, he had a bridge built over the waterway. It is said that
the bridge succumbed to a Storm, the engineers were beheaded, the water
was given a ceremonial flogging, and a second bridge was ordered. This time
no chances were taken as 674 galleys in two rows were tied together with flax
ropes weighing 50 pounds to the foot. The roadbed of planks, brush, and
earth withstood the crossing of 150,000 soldiers and several times that num-
ber of noncombatants (De Camp, 1963, 89).

There are several reasons for an engineer to do his or her best on a military
job. High among them are patriotism and prudential interest. The latter can
be occasioned by threats from all displeased ruler or by the lure of
Commercial success. Xerxes' bridge builders certainly had compelling rea-
sons to build a good bridge. With their experience they might even have
benefited from st'ying on at the site, offering to build bridges for other
armies who came along. (Indeed, the next that came along was Xerxes'
army on retreat.)

The Weapons Seesaw

The tr	 in arms aid military know-how has a long tradition. Today mili-
tary expenditures throughout the world total about $900 billion dollars annu-
ally.	 '-- amount, one-quarter is earmarked for purchases of weapons and
relat.i c.juipment, 17 percent of which are traded internationally.

Among the world's most successful arms merchants and manufacturers
was the family Krupp. Krupp was all at exploiting the defensive-
offensive weapons seesaw. This is how it worked, according to William
Manchester in his book The Arms of Krupp:

Having perfected his nickel steel armor, Fritz advertised it in every chancellery.
Armies and navies invested in it. Then he unveiled chrome steel shells that would
pierce the nickel steel. Armies and navies invested again. Next—this was at the
Chicago fair, and was enough in itself to justif y the pavilion—he appeared with a
hii;h-carbon armor plate that would resist the new shells. Orders poured in. But
just when ever' general and admiral thought he had equipped his forces with in-
vincible shields Fritz popped up again. Good news for the valiant advocates of at-
tack: it turned out that the improved plate coo Id be pierced b' "capped shot" with
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es piosi se llocs, whichh Cost like the devil. Ihe goc'e FI1nICI1 is of tile IS cr10 dug deep
info their CXL ll C ot uers ,arid tlic'v ss C 1 t iu;ht oct Jigging. Altogether thirt y of tIn in
had beeil r,logllt Ill the lil',h and COulltei ash. hi ltL silos, ed the figure, to tile em-
peror, Who chuckled He would hove gagged it he had known the tiu til he him-
self was being trapped ill variation of the seesaw (Manchester, 1970, 245)

In the Far East the firm of Krupp (German), ) was joined by Vickurs (Great
Britain) and Schneider (Fiance) in supplying arms to the Chinese, the
Japanese, and the Russians. Sir \Vi!liain White, chief designer of tue British
Adnliraltv and later director of warship construction at Armstrong,
Whitworth and Co., was said not to be unwilling

to plo) tile port O f the iioitit,tc cwilicr by pointing out the gro',s'lll of the Jzupo.
navy to his Chinese ci en Is, or of the Chinese to their indomitable rivals.... liv
t,u ch iiuea ns he usas 11 1 10  to increase the prof its of the great company which ens
ployed him, and to etcnd n hat is, perhaps, the most important of our i itt,
md us U ies, and to kindle in the hearts of two Asiatic peoples the flames of all I'll-

lightened and sacred patriotlsnl (Selde', 1934, 3(1).

Everything worked out quite well for the arms merchants when after both
the Japanese and RussianRussian fleets had been outfitted, the latter was badly bat-
tered during the Russo-Japanese War in 1905, requiring new orders to reha
hilitate it.

J apan  WOfl tin' War, but its troops had suffered terrible blood bath s on land
caused by Russian u cc of Maxim ' s machine guns. The American inventor
Hiram S. Maxim had by then joined forces with the Swedish weapons mail-
ufacturer Nordenleldt and its master salesperson, Boris Zaharoff, who was
known as the Mystery Man of Europe and the Merchant of Death. It was
Zaharoff who set oil an arms race in the Balkans. Among other feats he sold
one of Nordeilfeldt's clumsy, 1881 model steam-powered submarines to the
Greek government as a novelty, "tlleul two to the Turks as a counter to the
Greek threat, then two more to' the Greeks, and so on" (Slade, 1986).

But back to the Krupps in Eseml, Germany. While Krupp men were busy
with their steel, Krupp wives did good deeds among tile workers' families.
l'his was good stuff for satire, supem hhy used in George Bernard Show's por-
trayal of the Krupps in lvi ujor Borinira. Berta Krupp once expressed horror at
tile tact thatat lb e bsseul Works Would manufacture ''bomb c,nnon S. " She is
5,1 id to have been assured tllat f civ ivot i id do me get in to tile WaY of Such a

can non—thus it wool ci p rul Ill of i' peac '. ic' \'i'o rid War I, heav y ordm ia 11cc took
the form of 420-millimeter howit/ets lotting 1-yard-long shells weighing 1
ton each over 9 miles, and of 210-millimeter cannons which fired 264-pound
shells at Paris from 76 mites awa y . Both types of guns were occasionally
clubbed Dicke (Big) Berta, some say in il000r of Berta Krupp, others say in
memory of the monk Berthold Schwarz, the reinventor of gun powder in the
western world.

Big Berta was superseded in \Vorld War 11 by Big Dora, two stories lligll
with a ' barrel 90 feet long and a bore of 840 millimeters. This monster could
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fire 8-ton shells up to 30 miles. But b y then the big guns were no longer as
useful. Mobile delivery of destructive force by tanks and aircraft had been
perfected, to be followed by rockets and nudear weapons.

This change in technology was accompanied by a change in strategy.
Where armies once faced each other in battle, bombs could now be delivered
far beyond the front lines on the enemy's population centers. The scene of
battle was thus moved, and the change is rellectod in the work of Erich Maria
Remarque, whosc All Quiet on 1/ic Western Er: dealt with the sufferings of
the soldier in the front lines of World War I, hut whose World War 11 novel A
Tinto to Live, a Tinic to Die centered on the home front and dealt with the ef-
fects of war on the civilian population.

In the early months of World War H the chiefs of staff of the warring coun-
tries would still agonize over the question of whyther or not to bomb targets
in civilian population centers at night. Toward the end of the war, night raids
had become common practice and civilians themselves had become the tar-
gets. The agonizing decisions were now up to them: Which child or children
do you leave behind if the asphalt roads are so soft from the heat that you
cannot possibly escape the flames if you carry all?

To us the atom bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki are horrible
not only because of the many deaths they caused (single air raids during
World War II had killed larger numbers of people), nor because of the ghastly
medical consequences for survivors, nor because they were unnecessary
(Cousins, 1967, 40-50), but mostly because they ushered in the age of rapid,
irretrievable delivery of destructive power in immense concentrations. To de-
liver the equivalent explosive effect of the Hiroshima bomb would have re-
quired 20,000 tons of explosives (TNT). Loaded on railroad hopper cars this
would have filled 267 cars making a train 2 miles long, just for one bomb. It
would have taken 740 of today's B-52 bombers to carry this load in conven-
tional explosives.

In the early 1960s the Soviet Union exploded hydrogen bombs in the 50-
and 60-megaton range for test purposes. Each of those bombs had two to
three thousand times the destructive power of the Hiroshima bomb, :nd it
would take a train 4000 to 6000 miles long to carry the TNT required to pro-
duce air equivalent to that produced by any one of them. You
would have to wait at a railroad crossing for close to 100 hours to let such a
train pass. Or if carried by bombers, you would see the sk y darkened with
one and a half million planes. The total megatonnage of nu 'ir weapons
available to the two major superpowers for instant departure toward targets
is about 3300 megatons for the United States (in 10,800 warheads on 2000
launchers, including bombers) and 5800 megatons for the USSR. (in 9500
warheads on 2700 launchers, including bombers). (Mavers, 1986, 63)

Toda y 's bombs are smaller (though often clustered), mostl y carried by
missiles, and targetable with great exactness. Countermeasures are being de-
veloped and the offensive-defensive seesaw is exercised in the same manner
as a century ago. The Office of Technolog y Assessment of the U.S. govern-
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inell t estimates that a la rge-sca I  no clear cxci ia ngu hr I wee a t I it'	 en n, Ic

and the U.S.S.R. could kill more than 250 million people outright in those
Coun t ries alone, let alone those who would s u 11cr lingering illnesses and

later deaths from starvation, exposure, or disease. The effects of a nunlee
winter created by the reduction in sunlight reaching the earth could spread
disaster to all parts of the world, thus affecting nonwarring nations as well.

Those consequences are not disputed. What occupies the best minds are
questions regarding national policy: is the threat of mutual annihilation an
effective deterrent for the future? Would unilateral disarmament, or disarma-
ment without adequate safeguards, he ,,I indicator of trust which
could bring about a deescalation of the arms race and a reduction of the po-
tential for nuclear war? In the meantime the nuclear arsenal becomes bigger
and more technically perfect. A comparison of the total tonnage of explosives
unleashed by all sides during World VVai II with what is ready to he userl

now in an all-out war is graphically portrayed in Fig. 7-4. Over 6000 Lw c

more destructive power than was used during the 6 years of World War 11
could he delivered within hours during a lull exchange of hostilities between
toda y's members of the nuclear club.

The Engineer's Involvement in Weapons Work

Ins tru In cots of torture leave little to the imagination.  Descriptions of the use
of the rack, the thumbscrew, and the electric prod convey instant sensations
of pain and suffering. Our modern weapons of war, however, at first seem
more remote. Unless one has experienced or studied their consequences,
they appear quite guiltless in themselves. Even those who deliver their
deathly charges against the enemy mostly do so at a distance, making their
use seem more acceptable or at least less unsettling.

How do the men and women who design weapons, manufacture them,
and use them feel about their work? Most have reservations about it, but
those who stay in it also have reasons to support their continued involve-
ment. The following cases involve real weapons. The people are composites
who represent the various positions taken by typical citizens who are also
engineers

I Bob's emplo y er manufactures antipersonnel bombs. By clustering 665
guava-Sized bombles and letting theot explode above ground, an area cov-
ering the equivalent of tell 	 fields is subjected to a shower of sharp
fragments. Alternatively the bombs call timed to explode hours apart after
delivery. Originally the fragments were made of steel; now less easily de-
tected plastics are sometimes used, making the treatment of wounds, includ-
ing the location and removal of the fragments, more time-consuming for the
surgeon. Recently another innovation was introduced: By coating the
bomblets with phosphorus the fragments could inflict internal burns as well.
Thus the antipersonnel bomb does its job quite well without necessarily kill-



Firepower to Destroy a World... Plus

The dot in the center square represents all
the firepower of World War 11-3 megatons. The
other clots represent the firepower in existinj
nuclear weapons— 18,000 megatons (equal to
6,000 WW Its). About half belong to the Soviet
Union, the other half to the U.S.

The top loft circle represents the weapons On
just one Poseidon submarirre— g merratons
(equal to the firepower of 3 IVW lie 	 •c,roegh to
destroy over 20001 the largest Soviet cities.
The U.S. has 31 such subs and 10 similar

Polaris subs. The lower left circle represents
one new Trident sub-24 megatons (equal to
he firepower of 8 WW 15)—enough to destroy

every major city in the northern hemisphere.
The Soviets have similar levels of destructive
power.

Another Interpretation: The single dot is the
bomb on Hiroshima. It a defensive shield repels
only 99 percent of incoming missiles or planes,
all the Other dots are Hiroshirna . rated warheads
which get through in an all out exchange
among all nuclear powers.
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FIGURE 7-4
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ing in that it ties up much 01 the '110fli\S	 in tir0LiIi do

Who survive its e\i)lOSioil.
Bob himself does not handle the bombs in aro,' way, but as an iriLlustrial

engineer he enables the factor y to run efficiently. lie does not like to be in-
volved in making weapons, but then he tells himself that someone has to
produce them. if he does not do his job, someone else will, so nothing would
change. Furthermore, with the cost of living being what it is, he owes hi
family a steady income.

2 Mary is a chemical engineer. A promotion has gotten her into napalm
manufacturing. She knows it is nasty stuff. She remembers Professor Wald,
a Nobel laureate in biology from Harvard, berating the chemical industry for
producing this "most brutal and destructive weapon that has ever been cre-
ated.'' But this was when she was in college, during the Vietnam war. Civil-
ians were forever not leaving the fighting zone aid then there were com-
plaints about them being hurt or killed. She abhors war tike most human
beings, but she feels that the government knows more thail she does about
international dangers and that it is better to fight a war abroad than on Our
shores. If everyone were to decide on her or his own what to do and what
not to do, then there would be utter chaos. Perhaps society can tolerate a few
oddballs with their own ideas, but companies certainly should be prepared to
manufacture the weapons ofir armed forces need. Incidentally, if Mary con-
tinues to perform well on her job she will he promoted out of her present
position into wor ki ig vii a commercial product with much growth potential.

3 Ron is a specialist in missile control and guidance. lie is proud to be
able to help his country through his efforts in the defense industry. The mis-
siles he works on will carry single or multiple warheads with the kind of
dreadful firepower which, in his estimation, has kept any potential enemy in
check since 1945. At least there has not been another world war—the result
Of mutual deterrence, he believes.

4 Marco's foremost love is physical electronics'. He works in One of the fin-
est laser laboratories. Some of his colleagues do exciting research in particle
beams. That the laboratory is interested in developing something akin to the
"death ray" described by science fiction writers of his youth is of secondary
importance. More bothersome is the secrecy which prevents him from freely
excila niig ideas VI I h experts across the kvoild. But wh y change jobs if lie
will nevqr find facilities like those lie 1105 low?

5 Joanne is all electronics Crlgillcer WilOse wr,i k assignment includes avi-
onics for fighter planes which are mostly sold abroad. She has no qualms
about such planes going to what she considers friendly countries, but she
draws the line at their sale to potentially hostile nations. Joanne realizes that
she has no leverage within the company, so she occasionally alerts journalist
friends with news she feels all citizens should have. ''Let the voters direct the
country at election time"—that is her motto.

6 Ted's background and advanced degrees in engineering physics gave
him a ready entry into nuclear bomb development. As a well-informed citi-
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zen he is seriou l' concerned v it Ii the da ige is of the ever growing nuclear
arsenal. He is also aware of the possibilities of an accidental nuclear ex-
change. In the meantime he is working hard to reduce the risk of accidents
such as the thirty-two ''broken arrows" (near catastrophic accidents) re-
ported by the Pentagon—or the man y others that he knows have occurred
worldwide. Ted continues in his work because lie believes that onl y special-
ists, with firsthand experience of what modern weapons can do, call

 turn around the suicidal trend represented by the development. Who
else call 	 in meaningful a .	 c i jtrol negot ia I ion

Our names are fictitious, as are the s}.ieci tic jobs described. But all over the
world talented people engage in weapons work. Surely everyone who ac-
cepts a job iii a war-related industr y should also seriously consider his or her
motives in doing so. Prudential sd 1-interest is not sufficient to guarantee re-
sponsible participation in what must he regarded as humankind's most cru-
cial engineeringexperirnerit. Onl y those who have arrived at morally auton-
omous, well-reahoned positions for either engaging in or abstaining from
weapons work can be counted oil carefully monitor the experiment and try
to keep it from running a wild course.

Defense Industry Problems

Across the globe we find nations which confer special privileges on their de-
fense industries wi thoLi t giving su ifiçen t thought to the problems which can
acconipa ny large military buildups Unethical business practices, for in-
stance, occur as ill massive projects, but the urgency of completing a
weapons system before it becomes obsolete and the secrecy which surrounds
it ir 2	 7. ger oversight particularly difficult.

1 his is one of the exmples we describe briefly below. The other cases ad-
dres. p roblems which are more serious because they are not as easily recog-
nize, ';s the sccnd example has to do with "technology creep"—the de-
velopment of new weapons, such as the cruise missile, which can alter
diplomatic arrangements even as they are being negotiated. We then exam-
ine the issue of secrecy in different contexts. As a last example we take up the
overall effect of defense spending on a nation's economy and the distortions
it can produce. Our discussion may reveal a United States perspective, but
the underlying problems are of a global nature.

The following cases illustrate the various problems just enumerated and
should give pause for ethical reflection he both critics and ardent supporters
Of weapons manufacturing and development.

1 The problem of waste and cost overruns is a continuing one in the dc -
tense industry (A. L. Fitzgerald, 1972; Gansler; 1980; Melman, 1970). In
Chap. 6 we mentioned one exan', p lc—the 52 billion cost overruns on devel-
opment of the C5-A transport plane, overruns reported to the public by
Ernest Fitzgerald. Fitzgerald, who is a depute for management systems in
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the l'en[rgon, has been a significant critic ol lm the te' n,Justv lia'
operated at efficiencies tar below co Ohifl ci Ci, 5 '.dll Wi d . 1 - 112 has d r"ci bud
how contractors' work forces were swelled with underutilized engineers and
high-salary sales personnel, resulting in lavish overhead fees. Or how small
contractors were willing to comply with cost-cutting plans, but large suppli-
ers felt secure in not complying. (At present, twenty-five firms hold 50 per-
cent of all defense contracts in the United States, and eight firms conduct 45
percent of all defense research.)

I ugh cost and poor quality were encouraged in various ways: Planned
funding levels were leaked to prospective contractors. Cost estimates
were based on historical data, thus incorporating past inefficiencies. Costs
were cut when necessary by lowering quality, cpecially when component
specifications were not finalized until the contract was completed. Sole-
supplier policies gave a contra tor the incentive to ''bu in" with an arti-
ficially low hid, only to plead for additional funds later on. And those
funds were usually forthcoming, since the Department of Defense has his-
torically accepted what it knows to be optimistically low development-cost
estimates because they stand a better chance of being approved by Congress
(Gansler, 1980, 296).

2 In Goethe's poem Der Zarthesle/nrling, the sorcerer's apprentice employs
his master's magic incantation to make the broom fetch water, When he can-
not remember the proper command to stop the helpful broom, however, he
comes near to drowning before the master returns. Technology, as the slave
in service of the arms race, resembles the sorcerer's broom. Not only has thu
world's arsenal grown inordinately expensive (even without graft), and not
only does it contribute to a steadily worsening inflation, it has also gained a
momentum all its own. George Kerman, a former ambassador to the Soviet
Union, has stated:

I see this competitive' bu itd up of arm,) merits conceived initially as a means to
an end but soon becoming the end itself. I see it taking possession of men's imag
ma tion and behavior, becoming a forte in its own right detaching itself from the
political differences that in it oils' inspired it, and then leading both parties, invari-
ably and inexorably, to the sear they no longer know hose to avoid (Ken nan, 1981).

The arsenal is not onl y growing in size, it is also getting "better." Diplomats
may be Striving to avert a major con flict, but all the while an exuberance for
new developments creates a technology r. rue' SC liicli can at times po. tpone
or even upset all negotiations. Nations are suddenly seen to shift to new po-
sitions as new devices to more accuratel y target missiles, or perhaps an en-
tirely new weapon, are reported to he in the offing. This can destabilize (and
occasionally stabilize) the political process. Meanwhile, as Jerome Wiesner
and Herbert York have written:

both sides in the arms race are... confronted by [lie dilemma of steadily de-
creasing national security. It is our curia ides cd profess o rio! judyinon t that tin is dOom no

has no technical solution. if the great powers continue to look for solutions
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in the area of science and I hiuiluv only, the result will he to worsen the situ-ation (Wiesner and York, 1961, 27).

The technological imperative that innovations must be implemented should
give advocates of preparedness for conventional, limited war some cause for
concern as well. Giving in to the excitement of equipping and trying out
weapons emplo ying the latest in technology may provide added capability to
sophisticated, fully automatic systems such as intewuntin ell tal bal1isticis-
sues. But if tactical, humanly operated weapons fall pre y to the gadget c1ze,
a less than optimal system may result. The F-15 fighter illustrates this prob-
lem of preoccupation with prestige boosting modernism. The plane was the
fastest and most nlaneuverahle of its kind, vet 'tO percent of the F-15s were
not available for service at all'y one tune because of defects, difficulty of re-
pair, and lack of spare parts. We observe that faddishness is not restricted to
the world of fashion it occurs ill technology as well. File engineer must con-
stantly be on guard not to fall prey to it.

3 This example concerns peacetime secrecy in work of military import.
Norbert Wiener, the founder of cybernetics, was moved to write in answer to
a request for information on some of his wartime work in missile control,
"that to provide information is not necessarily air act." He refused
to give the information because too often the Scientist places "unlimited pow-
ers in the hands of people he is least inclined to trust with their use"
(Wiener, 1947, 46).

Secrecy poses problems for engineers in various ways. Should discoveries
of military significance always be made available to the government? Can
they be shared with other researchers, with other countries? Or should they
be withheld from the larger scientific and public community altogether? If
governmental secrecy in weapons development is allowed to become all-
pervasive, oil other hand, will it also serve to mask corruption or embar-
rassing mistakes within the defense establishment? Can secrecy contribute to
the promotion of particular weapon systems, such as the x-ray laser, without
fear of criticism? (Adam, 1988) There are no easy answers to these questions
and they deserve to be discussed more widely.

4 Of particular importance is that we ask ourselves how long a nation
can divert tremendous resources (funds, materials, talent) into an eco-
nomically noncontributing sector without overburdening the economy
(Dumas, 1986). Every dollar, ruble, or cruxeiro spent on defense produces
fewer jobs than all allocation for typically neglected sectors such as
education or roads. At a time when most nations' true security lies in a
stronger economy, redirection or "economic conversion" becomes manda-
tory. This entails retraining of defense industry engineers and managers
so their designs, manufacturing processes and a!es techniques can bring
reasonably priced, competitive civilian goods on an open market with a
chance of success. A changeover requires careful planning so no commu-
nities suffer from major dislocations. The ke y to success is to start now
while such a "safe exit" still exists.
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Study Questions

I Is it light to a h. whether a Issap, II	 t"Ill IS C ).StCiic,Ji\r	 iiII,It LII C. it
hns' expensive it is \\ neil ilIL ildtiiiiis seCiiii1\ is it stake and the sseIpiin- iv uk,.
intended?

2 In a farewell address to the nation in 1961, outgoing President Dwight Eisenhower
sounded a warning about the emerging military-i ndus trial complex. Ile told his
'-tenets that we cannot ml media tel' tool uweaponsfor massive wea production

s hould another major war occur, that our arms must thus be ready arid mighty,
and that therefore we must have a large peacetime defense establishment. Lot he
went oil 	 say:

This conjunction of an inrnreiise military establishment and a large arms in-
d natty is new in tIre Ameri can  experience. The total in flu cure, political, even
spiritual, is fell ill rv cit y , every Sir te house, every office of the Federal Coy-
erri men I. We recognize tie Imperative need for this development. Yet we must
not fail to comprehend its grave i m plica lions Our toil, resources and livelihood
are all involved; so is the very st mi. t nrc of our society.

What implications did Eisenhower have in mind? Are there ethical implications as
well? Of what kind?

3 Earl Louis Mountbatten spoke the following words shortly before his assassina-
tion:

Next month I enter my eightieth y ear. I am one of I he few survivors of the
rs	 ',\Fi I World or who rose to high command   in tile Second and I know how im

possible it is to Pursue military operations ill with fixed plans and
agreements. In warfare the u nexpei. ted is the in Ic and no one can anticipate
what an opponent's reaction will be to the unexpected....  There are powerful
voices around the world who still give credence to the old Roman precept—if
You desire peace, prepare for war. This is absolute nuclear nonsense and I re-
peat.—it is a disastrous misconception to believe that by increasing the total un-
certaintyl y one increases one's own certainty (address on the occasion of being
awarded the Louise Weiss foundation prnie; delivered at Strasbourg in 1979 to
the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute).

Interpret Mo un that len's words from the viewpoint of those who see modern war
as a technological experiment.

4 Consider the following blunt pronou ncernents by statesmen and generals
(SchWartz, 1971, 21)3). Is there an y urressage in them for tlgi neers?
a Douglas M,icArtliLir (crirnnrencenient speech  Michigan State University,

1961): ''Global war has become a Frankenstein to destroy both sides. If you lose
you are annihilated. If you win, you stand on!)' to lose. No longer does it pos-
sess even the chance of the winner of a doe!. It contains only the germs of dou-
ble suicide."

b Dwight D. Eisenhower, from a speech hetore (lie American Society of Newspa-
per Editors, April 16, 1953: "Every gull that is made, every warship launched,
every rocket fired signifies, in the final sense, a theft from those who hunger
and are not fed, those who are cold and are not clothed. This world in arms is
not spending money alone. It is spending the sweat of its laborers, the genius of
its scientists, the hopes of its children."

c Dwight D. Eisenhower, after the collapse of the 1960 summit meeting: "All of us
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know [hat, whethe, st,rrted deliberatel y or accidentall y , global war would leave
rivilization in aShambles. In a nuclear var [here call no victors—only
losers."

d Niki ta Khru shchev, when Pre rue: of the U S. S N.: "On IN , mad men and lunatics
call call for another won Id war. As for the men of sound mind—and they
arcount for the rn1jori ty even a niong the most deadly enemies Of corn mu nisni-
the y cannot but he aware of the fatal conseL] u ences of another war."

e John F. Kenned y, addressing the United Nations. ''Flie \se1pons of ss'ar roust he
abolished before the y abolish us."

6 ftc Just-War theory considers a war to be acceptable \s hen it satisfies several
stringent criteria: '1 he war must be fought for a just cause, the motives must he
good, it must follow a call from hi g hera idhoritil to Icgitimree it, and the use 01 force
must be based on necessity (I lehu, 1980, 368 300) Central to notions of a just war
are the principles of no neon: ha [diii ru iusiiiitv loLl p report ion a i U'. Noncombatants
are those nbc will not be actively pai icipaluig in combat and therefore do not
need to be killed or restrained. Piopoitionality a Li Li messes the extent of damage or
consequences allowable in terms of need and cost. Describe a scenario for the con-
duct of a just war and describe tile kinds of weapons engineers might have to de-
velop to wage one.

7 On what ethical grounds could the nuclear stockpile arid/or the Strategic Defense
Initiative (SDI, or "Star Wars") be justified or found not to be justified? You may
include what you consider stabilizing or destabilizing effects. Possible sources:
U.S. Catholic Bishops (1982), Kacka (1984); both are reprinted in Sterba (1985),

8 The following problem is taken from all by rekla Perry in the IEEE Spectrum
[although it involves the National Aerona u I ics and Space Administration rather
thain the Defense Depart merit, many of the actors fconipanies and government)
involved in space research are also involved in weapons de\'clopiiient]

Arthur is chief engineer in ,r eoiii1nonerits house. As such, he sits in meetings
concerning bidding o i l contracts. At one such meet rig between top company
executives and the National Aeronautics and Space Ad iii inst ration, which is in-
[crested in getting a major contract, N ASA presents specifications for compo-
nents that are to be several orders of niegn itu d e more reliable 111011 the current
State of the art. The components are not part of a life-support s ystem, yet are
critical for the success of several planned e\pei'imenls. Arthur does not believe
such reliability call achieved by his company or any other, and lie knows the
executives feel tile s,nme. Nevertheless, the executives indicate an interest to bid
oil contract without questioning the specifications. Arthur discusses the
matter privately with the executives and recoirilne iids that they review the
seemingly technical impossibility "1111 NA SA  rid try to amendiid the contract.
The executives say that they intend,tend, if the y vvi n tue contract, to argue mid -
stream for a change. They remi n rI Arthurr that if they don't win the contract,
several engineers in Arthur's Lii vision will has-c to be laid off. Arthur is well-
liked by his employees and fears the la y-otIs would affect some close friend-
sh i ps. What should Arthur LIO (l'L'i r\ , 515

After you have prepared y our anSk% CF, on iii gut 55-Isni [0 Consult P5 irs-s article
for various other reactions to tine dilemma it presenils.

9 Prepare a case stud y on an y erie Of the following weapons, all of which laced se-
rieu Llevelopn-nent problems the %M6 rifle (SnrsIirL s, I 4S(i), Sergeant \ o: k Gun
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(j\datu 1957), j ir,id j ev irit,intr	 \t'lliL Ii' (Cousins,	 I57) • (I, i efereiuc	 ne listed
otits to gel SIlL! sid1IL'Ll, seek 1111)10 15 tIN.]) 1)11 5 ( I II] In) u

10 Discus, the topic ''1 ccl mloi and 	 .i	 is'hiI]i proli]otcS which?'' One reference
might be the anthology .\ii/iku: Un.' nO icchuiloyii'ii( Clunigi' recently assem
bled by M. R. 5mitli (1965) and discussed by S. 'X. Peslie in Science (17 Jan. 1986,
pp. 277-278). Another is an essa y by David Noble (1985).

11 To what extent is the econom y helped or hurt by inilitary spending? Read and
report oil Depletcd Society (Mel man, 1965) or The Or'crburdencd Ecoaoon
(Dumas, 1986) and present opposing views as expi eed in p ribl k ations of the
U.S. Department of Defense.

SUMMARY

Engineering is increasingly a social experiment oil international scale, re-
quiring engineers to achieve ',videi })ei SpCCti\'e on their endeavors as em-
ployees of multinational corporations, and in dealing with the environment,
computers, and weapons development.

The maxim "When in Rome do as the humans do" is inadequate as It

guide to conduct in foreign countries. It implies Ethical Conventionalism,
which is the false view that morality is merely a matter of local customs—as
if it were all right to be a racist when working in South Africa, or to allow the
unsafe practices which led to tIe disaster at Bhopal Yet foreign customs of-
ten are morally relevant factors which should be taken into account in mak-
ing moral judgments, especially about how to appropriately transfer technol-
ogy from one setting to another. As Moral Relationalism says, moral
judgments need to he made in relation to many factors which can vary from
situation to situation, and moral rules which are both simple and
exceptionless are rare.

The world is an ecosphere, an international "commons" of air, water, and
other basic resources. The natural environment is not tightly segmented by
national boundaries. Acid rain and other poll utants-cause problems that re-
quire international cooperation. Even when the environmental impacts are
more localized, their subtlet y and complexit y demand that the social experi-
menter exercise an imaginative and cautious vision. Human-centered and
nature-centered visions of the world offer alternative ways of approaching
environmer al ethics.

Corn pu tet ethics is the branch of origin eeri rig ethics  clcaling with moral is-
sues in computer technology. It is bed Elilill ig lie I 005 ugly un 01 t ut as com-
puters become the technological backbone of contemporary society. Many is-
sues arise over the possibility of computer abuse—unethical or illegal
conduct in which computers are made to play a central role, as in theft,
fraud, and violation of privacy rights. Some issues are merely special exam-
ples of those we have dealt with earlier: for example, whistle-blowing, safety,
informed consent, ownership rights, and conscientious refusal to engage in
unethical activity. but still others have to do with the effects of the wide-
spread use of computers in our society: for example, the elimination and
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transtornLltH)n ot jobs, OF	 ol c1tkr in	 ond potiicalcampaigns,
l'herc are special moral bicn, intli n'ic to the dcicmu i n j ustr\, such as

those related to planned cost overruns, uncritical proliferation of new weap-
ons, and secrecy in militar y work. Yet those issues appear insignificant com-
pared with the problem of war and peace. And overshadowing all other is-
sues dealt with in this book is the possibilit y of a nuclear holocaust. Certainly.'
the decision to enter or avoid weapons development as a career is among the
most important confronting engineers. It is also one of the most deeply per-
sonal decisions one can make and should involve a searching examination of
both one's individual conscience and the social and political issues of weap-
ons technology-.



CHAPTER 8
CAREER CHOICE AND

PROFESSIONAL
OUTLOOK

On February 2, 1976, three engineers made news headlines when they re-
signed from General Electric (G.E.) to protest the nuclear energy industry in
which they had we 'ied for yea is Each of the engineer ,; was married and
had three children. Each left a comfortable job to work full time and without
pay for a nuclear Protest group. Greg Minor hod 'vu rkec 16 years for General
Electric and was manager of advanced control and instrumentation for the

nuclear energy division of G.E's San Jose plant. Dale C. l3ridcnbaug11 had
worked 23 years with General Electric and was manager of performance eval-
uation and improvement. And Richard liubbord, at L ,.gc 38, was manager of

quality assurance in the control and instrumentation department.
The three gave as the reason for the- , . ,ions the extreme danger

they believed to result from the way nuclear energy was being developed. In
his resignation letter Greg Minor expressed their shared sentiments:

My reason for leaving is a deep conviction that nuclear reactors and nuclear weap-
ons now present a serious danger to the future of all life on this planet. I am con-
vinced that the reactors, the nuclear fuel c ycle and waste storage systems are not
safe (quoted in Barnett, 1976, 34).

Beyond the element of public protest involved, the episode illustrates a
dimension of ethics in engineering with which we have not yet dealt. Moral
considerations often do and should play a central role in decisions about ca-
reer choice and career changes. In some wa ys career decisions are among the
most morally important decisions a person makes. At the same time they are
very personal decisions. Just as some engineers have decided on moral

302
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rourids that ther iiinht nih to	 .ticrp. C' ill ii lear 'rieIgy develmany other S h,l\ n SUn S l i innig it	 iiinii,if iI)lf.itl\c L'OflSi Uijiin' itthe best sot Ut on to tie en e rgv Crisis arid tin' best rs avto remove dependen ceon foreign oil, both of e,ln rch have l Vide I UPCYCLISSIOn S for the rvell-bein ofOur Society.

In this chapter we begin by exploring some general connections between
morality and career decisions, stressini; how one's work affects one's sense
of self-worth as a professional and as a human being. We then move on to an
examination of how engineering work is fragmented through separation by
functions, how those who are affected (Iavorably or unfavorably) by engi-
neered products also fall into different groups, and why it is important that
engineers and their managers main fain a global, integrative outlook.

This hook stresses the ethical issues faced b y fine employed engineer, butin this chapter we devote a sect ion to t lie con S Li It rig engi lien r. The problemsunder discuss ion here Ile related ci osL'l V to Liiis i lies s practices; accordinglyne cover sonic of wiia t err gin UL'i i rig n liii rs na s all a ho lit several decades ago.In a Section on tire responsibility of and to the pi otession we depart from
our earlier emphasis on the individual engineer and his or her options 

as an
autonomous ethical agent. I lere we examine the role of the profession as a
whole and its collective responsibilities

The chapter ends with a short summary of the main 
themes we have pre-sented in this book.

L_tLJ1&
ETHICS AND VOCATION
Wt 11  sight it may seem odd to think of career decisions as having any spe-cial c) 111i  

with morality, ri choosing careers we consider prospects of
job offers, advancement Security, salary, prestige, life style, personal chal-
lenge, and personal satisfaction. 'lliese factors apparently have more to do
With Prudence in seeking personal happiness than with morality. 

Perhaps, as Kant thought, thenc is a kind of in;lir ect moral duty to achieve
our own happiness (Kant, IS). It we are depressed and unhappy, we may he
unwilling to pursue our moral duties. Or as F-Irich Fromm, Abraham Maslow,
and other recent humanistic psychologists have said, people are unable to be
genurnel concerned about others if they are unable to care about them-
selves, it this line of thought would establish onl y a very tenuous connec-tion beti'een careers and nioralit\'

Before identifying note d irec t  coil nec t is, hr on'ever let us elaborate onthe aspects of engi nceri ing iii en toned a hove nh
happiness.	

ich relate to seeking personal

"rr1_P̀p`m(?ss can be viewed, follo^,ing Aristotle, as sel f-iealization, rather than
mere contentment (Aristotle, 1104). Self-realization 

in turn, comes through
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the exercise of one's highest talents, interests, skills, and virtues. Within lim-
its, the greater the complexity and challenge to one's talents, the greatcr
one's happiness lends to be. Now engineering is a complex and challenging
discipline. Moreover, the undergraduate curriculum for engineering is ac-
knowledged to he more rigorous and difficult than the majority of academic
disciplines. Combining these generalizations, we might guess that students
are attracted to engineering at least in part because of the challenge it offers
to intelligent, people.

Do empirial studies back up this somewhat flattering portrayal? To a sig-
nificant extent, yes. Typical students are motivated to enter engineering pri-
marily by a desire for interesting and challenging work. They have an "ac-
t ivist orientation ,, iii the sense of wanting to create concrete objects and
systems—to make them and to make lb em work. They are more intelligent
than overage college students, although they tend to have a low tolerance for
ambiguities and uncertainties which cannot be measured and translated into
figures (Perrucci and Gerstl, Profession Without Community: Engineers in

American Society, 27-52).
What is it that is so appealing and challenging in making technological

products? Perhaps no one has so elegantly conveyed the excitement of engi-
neering as Samuel Florman in his book The Existential Pleasures of Engineering.

By "existential pleasures" Plorman means deep-rooted and elemental satis-
factions. He portrays engineering as essentially an attempt to obtain and ap-
ply an understanding of the universe so as to fulfill human needs and de-
sires. This attempt calls forth sonic of the finest aspirations and deepest
impulses of human beings.

The first existential pleasure Florman distinguishes resides in the act of
personally changing the world. By nature, humans are compelled to improve
the world. There is no end to the possibilities for achieving improvements,
and the allure of "endless vistas bewitches the engineer of every era"
(Florman, 1976, 120-121).

Changing the world brings with it the second type of existential pleasure:
the joy of creative effort. This includes planning, designing, testing, produc-
ing, selling, constructing and maintaining. In contrast with the scientist's,
whose main interest is in discovering new knowledge, the engineer's great-
est enjoyment derives from creatively solving practical problems (Florman,
1976, 143).

Yet the engineer shares, as a third type of pleasure, the scientist's joy in
understanding the laws and riddles of the universe. Both may experience
"quasi-mystical moments of peace and wonder" (Florman, 1976, 141).

A fourth pleasure relates specifically to size in the world. The magnitude
of natural phenomena—oceans rivers, mountains, and prairies—both intim-
idates and inspires. In response, engineers conceive immense ships, bridges,
tunnels, and other ''mammoth undertakings [whichj appeal to a human pas-
siori that appears to be inextinguishable" (Florman, 1976, 122).

A fifth pleasure relates to regularly being in the presence of machines. A
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niecli.inical c 1\i	 i ell i can qC i eiaie a CoIII torlin and ah	 rbiii	 ene Of a
man, cable, con ii olk j ,iii j (11 1101011 uor dUor a J1, 1 1 us! of time irsonal

t I, L!1,11 ft p tie c,lcs'i I IS, no I	 olien as liw mind boson I es en
cha n ted With tile pottClll 01 a orderl y aid circumscribed scene'' (Fbi man,
1976, 137).

Concern for Humanity

Florman concludes his inventory of the e\istential pleasures of engineering
with what he says is the primary and most important one of all: "a strong
sense of /ti'lo/in,', of directing effoi Is toward easing the lot of one's fellows"
(Horman, 1976, 145). "The main existential pleasure of the engineer," he
writes, "will always he to Contribute to the 'sell -liei ng Of ])is fellow man"
(1-.1 01111,111, 19711, 147).

This pa ranio u it son cc of e i ste ut a I pleasure and motivation sugi;es ts one
straigh Iforiva Us! connection between moialit s' and c,ircei decisions ill engi-
neering. Virtually ever y traditional characterization of the nature and goals of
engineering has emphasized the contribution it makes to improving human
life. This is not mere propaganda unrelated to what really concerns engineers
on the job. The same theme is sounded in the personal testniony of many
engineers as they reflect on what their careers have meant to them (Florman,
1976, 94-95).

This needs to be borne in mind when interpreting empirical studies of stu-
dents' main motives for entering engineering. The technical challenge it of-
fers is always seen by them against the background of participating in a So-
cially useful and important enterprise. Engineering would not attract
students if it were viewed by them as generally directed toward immoral
ends.

Our interest here is ill the possibility of this implicit background of moral
concern becoming more explicit in thinking about career decisions. One
might well ask what moral aims one's career has or niigh t have. From such a
perspective, ethics does not need to be viewed negatively as a burden or a
constraint on one's career. Rather it offers positive ideals for expressing nat-
ural moral interests in concrete ways in one's professional life. We are led to
consider what has been called the ethics,ir moral philosophy, of vocation.

Philosophy of Vocation

William Fran kena, a leading co a toni po ra ry ethicist, has attempted to state
the fundamental tenets of a moral philosoph y of vocation. Four of his sug-
gestive ideas ma y be summarized as follows (Frankena, 1976, 393-408).

First, according to Frankena, each person has the important duty of select-
ing a vocation. Most vocations are jobs which enable people to earn a living,
whether or not a given indi'idual needs the income from his or her job. But

L
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they are also, and Ill ore essentially, types of \V oi k which enable people to
find senses of identity, personal worth, and mciii ing, and which promote
feelings of contributing to the good of others. Thus the work of raising chil-
dren qualities as a vocation, even though in fact no income is usually ob-
tained from it. Selecting a vocation is a dut y , according to Frankena, both
because of the moral importance of seeking self-fulfillment and because of
the good that can he achieved for others through pursuing a vocation.

Second, vocations carry with thema set of specific duties. Fulfilling those

is the main way in which 'a person fulfills the general duty of doing good for
others. Utilitarians might say that the amount and kind of good one has a
dutyty to produce is largely determined by [he nat uic of one's vocation . This
could be called ''vocal ion-ut lila na n is in," in which good COriSeL u ences are
weighed largely in respect to ti-ic role W a vocation rather than in respect [a
individual acts (oct-utilitarianism) or general rules (rule-utilitarianism).

Frankena is not a utilitarian, but as a duty ethicist he admits that one fun-
damental duty is the principle of beneficence: to create good and prevent
harm. The amount of good people are obligated to create is partly deter-
mined by the nature of their vocations. This is because concrete moral obli-
gations are specified in part by a direct appeal to professional duties, as well
as by an appeal to foundational ethical theories. Presumably professional du-
ties are themselves grounded in the more general ethical principles, as we
have suggested throughout this book.

Third, while there is a duty to have a vocation, [here is normally no spe-
cific vocation one is obligated to pursue. Rather, people Should be free to se-
lect their own careers as an aspect of their autonomous self-expression. This
is because both personal sclf-rcaliiationi (what Frankena calls "the good ..e")
and the morally good life are based oil 	 decision making.

Fourth, and last, there are objective considerations which ought to be
weighed in making career choices. Most important are the prospects of hap-
piness and self-fulfillment. One must ask which available vocation, or type of
vocation, it would be rational to choose in order to best express one's main
talents and basic interests. Also very important, however, are the m 	 val-

ues to which one is committed. For it is largely in and through one's \ 	 ition

that those values will be expressed and realized.
These four tenets call 	 developed with respect to the choice of en , icer-

big as a vocation. No one is obligated to become all for that s ould
be a matter of free personal decision. Yet the decision to enter enginLering
should be made on the basis of a searching assessment of one's talent and
interests, and also on the basis of relating engineering to one's basic moral
values.

Engineering involves a particular set of professional duties specified in
terms of practical ways to prevent harm and promote good. A reasonable de-
cision to enter engineering entails a prior weighing of those duties against
one's general values and ideals. Does all career promise an av-
enue for self-realization and is it compatible with one's moral concern?
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f'rankenas line ot thought can ak be tended to decisions about en-
tering branches of engineering and a rca s of engineering work To Use an
e\anple alneade mentioned,' peoplecmienplating a career having to do
With the development ci nuclear eneng\' ought to investigate the types of
moral issues and d ile in ma s they might have to confront. A serious in y es-
tigation may involve coursework related to the social ramifications of nu-
clear engineering.

This last point relates to the implications of a philosophy of vocation for
education. Frankena says his views require that education be both liberal and
vocational, It should be vocational in the sense of preparing people for the
vocations he thinks they are obligated to pursue. But it should he a liberal
arts education as well, in order to enable them to choose their vocations au-
tonomousl y and with wisdom. Education should foster both self-knowledge
and sciiouS ret lect ion upon the nature andd function of values.

Work thics

Frankena's views provide the theoretical basis for what is commonly called a
work ethic. This idea calls for comment, 'l'herc is, in fact, no one work ethic.
There are many different ones which different people embrace, and no doubt
there are several morally legitimate and some unjustified perspectives on
work (Chernington, 1930, 19-30).

One version was identified by the sociologist Max Weber in The Protestant
Ethic and The Spirit of Capitalism. The Protestant work ethic, according to
Weber, provides the psychological explanation for the rise of modern capi-
talism In brief, it was the idea that financial success is a sign that predesti-
nation has ordained one as favored by God. This was thought to imply that
making maximal profits is a duly mandated by God. l'i oh I becomes an end in
itself rather than a moans to other ends. It is to he sought rationally, dili-
gentl y , and without corn promise with o tli er values.

Carried to an extreme, this idea can lead to the life and ideology of the
work,iholic, Whether out cI religious or secular concerns, workaholics are
compulsive overworkers. Their entire energies are devoted to work, to the
point of unhealthy addiction. As with other addicts, workaholics are said to
be pushed b y uncontrolled and unconscious urges: anxiety, guilt, insecurity,
or a sense of inferiority As a result their behavior is iriitional. They neglect
their families, have few personal relationships not tied to their work, and
seem unable to till leisure time with meaningful activity. Death tends to come
earl y, often from lseait attack (Cherrington, 1980, 253-274)

Focusing on this irrational C\ Ire me should not lead to a rejection of the
possibility of a reasonable work ethic. There is a di f ference between a cornputs i ye workaholic and a hea Itly hard worker s'h 0 0. a has a wide range
additional interests Major professions, like engineering, make substanti il
demands upon those engaged in them which require the virtues of disci-
pline, initiative, and keeping up to date in regard to knowledge and skills. To
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this extent protessional ethics n'l-ges with a work ethic which emphasizes
attitudes and virtues needed l0r fultilling professional obligations.

Beyond this point, there is a range of general attitudes which may enter
into all 	 personal work ethic. Several of those attitudes might be

summarized as follows:

I Work is intrinsically valuable to the extent that it is enjoyable or mean-
ingful in allowing personal expression and self-fulliliment. Meaningful wolk
is worth doing for its own sake and for the sense of personal identity and
self-esteem it brings.

2 Work is the major instrumental good in life. It is the central means for
providing the income needed to avoid economic dependence on others, for
obtaining desired goods and se r ice', and for achieving sti to c and recogni-

tion from others.
3 Work is a necessary evil. It is the sort of thing one must do in order to

avoid worse evils, such as dependency and poverty. But it is mind-numbing,
degrading, and a major source of anxiety and unhappiness.

As we noted earlier, most people enter engineering for its inherent chal-
lenge. This presupposes that they seek a vocation warranting attitudes in the
first category, although the second type of attitude is also important. They
hope to find in engineering a vocation which evokes the pride and self-
esteem of the craftsperson. Meaningful tasks are to be accomplished because
of their intrinsic importance, not because a supervisor is watching.

Alienation, Integrity, and Self-Respect

Engineers, like all professionals and other workers, are vulnerable to periodic
alienation from their work. To he alienated from one's work is to be sepa-
rated from it in ways harmful to one's identit y, integrity, and self-respect.
Usually this involves painful feelings, such as depression, anxiety, anger,
and hatred, although it call occur without these emotions. Essentially it
is the state of not identifying with what one does, not seeing the work as a
personal expression of oneself.

The concept of worker alienation was introduced by Karl Marx (1818-1883)
as part of his critique of capitalism. Alienation occurs when work becomes a
commodity sold to all rather than air of one's personal
nature. Work becomes a humiliating "necessary" evil, as the third attitude
above suggests.

What constitutes the alienation of labor? First, that the work is external to the

worker, that it is riot part of his nature; and that, couseg neil tiv, he does not fulfil
himself in his vorl.. but denies himself, has a feeling of misery rather than well
being, does not develop freely his mental and physical energies but is physically
exhausted and mentall y debased. The worker therefore feels himself at home only
during his leisure time whereas at work lie feels homeless.. ..It is not the satis-
faction of a need, but onl y a :m:camis for sot sfv rig other 11CCLIS (K. s Ia rx,
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For Mar.x, work should be c otral to Out identiit' —to Our Sense of who -ice
are. The many  hours inves ft d in it slo u U be.\ pet ien ced Overall as es-ok op
and developing our talents and highest potentials Alienation tri-irnwork ac-
tivities instead leads to sr'lt estra; eiet—to not being able to identity with
ourselves in sota r as we are our work. Furthermore, it is usually accompanied
by two other loin-is of aliena tion: alienation from the product of our labor and
from other workers. Product alienation is the inability to identity with rind
affirm the worth of the products or services we provide. Alienation from
other workers means not identifying with other human beings engaged in
related activities. Whereas fulfilling work involves seeing oneself embodied
in the products of one's labor and also feeling a part of a group effort in
which one is unified with other workers, alienation severs these Connections
with the physical world and with the community of workers.

Marx argued that alienation from products, productive activity, and other
workers was an inevitable result of capitalism with its emphasis on cm-i sum-

ci is in and mass accu mu at ion of pi is-ate p1-si pe rty and power in the hands of
tle middle class. In our view, these clrims had some plausibility from the
perspective of nineteenth-centur y industrial society, in which worker exploi-
tation was widespread. Today, ho;vevei-, the soui-ces 01 worker alienation are
more complex, and are apparent in communist societies as well, although
Marx's clarification of the concept of alienation is still useful.

Certainly one major cause of worker alienation involves morality: a gap
between one's fundamental moral values and work. This is a loss of moral
integrity—a loss of the unity of moral concern in one's life. It occurs when
work becomes flagrantly cut oft from one's primary moral ideals. Thus, per-
sons committed to a humane world where people show concern for other
people will cxpeiience a loss olmoral unity in their lives when theyspend their
working hours manufacturing needlessly polluting and hazardous plastics for
use in making d a rlgei-otis toys (Nielsen, 1987). This will also bring lowered self
respect, that is, a lessened se ll  of one's own worth as a human being.

Most alienation arises on a smaller scale and may be temporary as one me-
thinks particular roles and job assignments that threaten one's integrity. This
rethinking is a periodic need for all professionals concerned with maintaining
a sense of self-respect throughout a career. It is made complicated by the fact
that few (if any) jobs allow a perfect mesh between (-il-ic's pei-sonal ideals and
one's work activities. Most professionals testifythat some cinnproniisc is all
inescapable, and even desirable, aspect of their careers.

"Compromise" call two things. li-i one sense it means to undermine
integrity by violating one's fundamental moral principles. li-i another sense,
the one intended here, it means to settle differences b y mutual concessiois
or to reconcile conflicts through adjustments in attitude and conduct. In this
sense, compromises are sometimes good and sometimes bad. They may he
reasonable ways to sustain relationships in the face of deep d itterences, or
valuable ways to carry on with a life in the face of hardship and difficult y . Or
they may lead to so severe a conflict between the working and private life
that t1e engineer had better seek work elsewhere.
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Models of Pro toss lo

Models and metaphors often serve to organize thinking and crystallize atti-
tudes. It was with this in mind that we earlier suggested the model of engi-
neering as social experimentation and the engineer as all
Many other models have been advocated in connection with the social and
moral roles of engineering and engineers. In concluding this section, we list
some of those models which at times have seemed attractive to some engi-
neers. We leave for a stud y question the assessment of the models in con-
nection with thinking about career goals. Those who wish to examine lie in-
fluence of several of them in the first half of this century are referred to
Edwin Layton's masterful study The Pevol1 of the Ln,I,'iilL'L'rS.

1 Saz'jor, l'la to believed phi!oso 1 hcr-king was needed in order to create
the ideal society. Others haVC, believed that engineers hold the key to creat-
ing a utopian society, In part this is to be achieved through technological de-
velopments which lead to material prosperity. In part it is to arise through
creation of a technocracy in which engineering ways of thinking are applied
to large-scale social planning. The representative engineer is a savior who
will redeem society from poverty, inefficiency, waste, and the drudgery of
manual labor.

2 Guardian. Perhaps engineers cannot usher in utopia. Yet it is they who
know best the directions in which, and pace at which, technology should de-
velop. Accordingly, they should be given positions of high authority based
oil expertise in determining what is in the' best interests of society
(Veblen, 1965, 52-82).

3 Bureaucratic servant. Within the corporate setting in which engineers
work, management should make the decisions about the directions of tech-
nological development. The proper role of the engineer is to be the servant or
handmaiden who receives and translates the directives of management into
concrete achievements. The engineer is the loyal organization man or woman
whose special skills reside in solving problems assigned by management,
within the constraints set by managemefit.

4 Social servant. The role of engineers lies exclusively in obedient service
to others, but their true master is society. Society expresses its interests either
directly through purchasing patterns, or indirectly through government rep-
resentatives and consumer groups. Engineers in cooperation with manage-
ment have the task of receiving society's directives and satisfying society's
desires.

5 Social enabler and catalyst. This is a variation oil 4. Service to soci-
ety includes, but is not exhausted by, carrying out social directives. Ultimate
power and authority lie with management, but nevertheless the engineer
plays a vital and active role beyond mere order-following. Sometimes engi-
neers are needed to help management and society understand their own
needs and to make informed decisions about desirable ends and means of
technological development (Fruchthaum, 1980, 258).
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6 Gain' ; r!in/r' I t ers at v' neither set \an ts not ma i,tel ls of an y tie. I ll -
stead they pla y b y the Lcononitc game rides that happen to be in effect at a
given time. ] herr ,itn , like that of r tracts, is to pits succe srullv ii ttiuii or-
gani/ations, c'n)os i ilg birth the pleisn es of techirielo.;ical work and the satis-
faction of winning and iii ov I ng a head i ii a corn pet ti se world (Maccoby, 1978).

Study Questions

1 The following widel y discussed case study was written by a leading British philos-
opher, Bernard Williams While the case is about a chemist, the issues it raises are
equally rclevant to engin Ceri ng.

George, who has just taken his Ph. D. in chemistr y , finds it extremely difficult
to get a job. He is not sets' robust in health, svli iclr C U s down the number of jobs
lie might he able to do satisf,rctozili' liii 1% Ile li,rs tO go out to ivurk to keep [i.e.,
fo silppmrt them ii liiclt itself causes ,i grcat dirt of strain, since the y have srn,ilj
cliitdr c'n and thic're are se\ Cr e flr crhtems ,ibrri I look ng ,rtter them. -1 110 results of
all tins, especially on the childi en, me daro,it'rrir'. Air older chemist, who knows
about this situation, s,ii' s that he can get George a decently pail job in a certain
labor a tory, which pursues i esea r ch " Ito chemical and biological isa r fare. George
Sa

y
s that he cannot accept this, since lie is opposed to chemical and biological

warfare. The older man replies that lie is not too kec ii on it Ii inisel l,'conie to that,
but alter all George's refusal is not going to make tile job or the laboratory go
away; what is more, he happens to know that it George refuses the job, it will
certainly go to ii con temporary of George's who is not inhibited by any such scru-
ples and is likely if appointed to push along the reseat cli with greater zeal than
George would. Indeed, it is not merely concern for George Mid his family, but (to
speak frankly and in confidence) some ala mi a boot iii is oilier man's C\CCSS of
zeal , which has led the older man to Offer to use his influence to get George the
job.... George's isitc', to ri horn Ire is cli c'phy attached, has views (the details of
which need not concern irs) ii riri siliicli it friltoivi, th,it at least there is nothing
particularly	 tong	 ith ic'sc'archr into CB\V. l\h,rt sit told lie do? (Williams, 97-93)

In defending your a ns\ver, make reference to several e t Ideal tireories, including act-
utilitarianism and virtue ethics.

2 Do von agree wit Ii Fran kena that there is a dut y to li,i s e a vocation, in his sense of
the term "vocation"? Respond to the criticism at mdii icicrls have a moral right to
do whatever they want with their his -es, as lorir's tlic' do riot hurt others, and that
this makes it all right for peopl e ss'hio inherit	 eahthi not to have vocations.

3 Formulate a work et hic which expresses your eon at lit odes about won k.
4 Assess the positi ve and neg,i inc implications Of each of the following models for

engineers: savior, ena rd 1,1 ii, ho rca trcra tic Servant, social servant, Social enabler and
catalyst, and garliclayer. which best Capt ci res tile t y pe of engineer  yo ci would like
to be or would tike engineers to he' Devc'lop your answer, tracing its social mph
cation',, h' applsni,' the mactells) to uric Of tire nrain topics discussed in tIm last
chapter; mdrhtiiiatrortat corporations, c'nivironrnc'ritat ethics, computer ethics, or
weapons development.
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5 Read and report on "Individual CIioice'. W ia i You Can Do." Chapters 8-I1 In Ca-

i-or DCVe1OIUICIII br L,:i':,iccrs and SciHs1s by Morrison and Vosbu rgh (1987)

OVERCOMING FRAGMENTATION

Engineers can be classified by the products they create as chemical, civil,
electrical, or mechanical engineers, and so on. This is also the way they are
educated, certified, and grouped in major professional societies. More impor-
tant for our purposes is a division of engineers by function, because it is
within their functions and where those functions overlap that engineers face
most of their ethical dilemmas. This division, which is practiced by most en-
gineering nrganizations, can also result in a fragmentation of awareness to
tile point where fewengi nee rs retain a global out looK on thei i prod u cts and
oil 	 settings in which these Products WIP he put to use.

A classification according to function will typicall y divide engineering ac-
tivities into design, manufacture, operation, and phase-out. These are listed
as column headings in Table 8-1. In our tabulation the design function incor-
porates research, development, de novo design, and modification of earlier
designs. Manufacturing also includes repair, while operation of equipment
includes maintenance and periodic inspection- We have left out sales engi-
neering because the ethical issues associated with it are generally not unique
to engineering. Service or field engineers are not listed separately because
their main activities of maintenance and repair are subsumed under opera-
tion and manufacture. On the other hand, Table 3-1 introduceg an activity

rarely seen as a separate classification: phase-out We have added it because
of the growing need for planning orderly shutdown of major projects- This
can include such tasks as decommissioning a nuclear power plant, stocking
spare parts for a popular product which is being replaced by a newer model,
and disposing of toxic substances which are the by-product of a manufacturing
process or which leave the plant as an inherent component of the product.

Orthogonally to the ordering by function or activity one could also classify
engineers according to the mix of clients and employers they serve, yielding
groups such as industry engineers, public works engineers, consulting engi-
neers, teaching engineers, and so forth. We have chosen instead to concen-
trate on a broader classification by groups of people which are affected by
engineering projects. These are the parties interested in the safe progress and
outcome of a project. The Table 8-1 row headings list these groups. First
there are the workers in the manufacturing plant or on the construction site.
They can be hurt by unsafe equipme: it, collapsing structures, and toxic sub-
stances. But they are not users of the product as yet. The user/client is listed
next, also any worker employed b y the user/client who operates or is ex-
posed to the engineered product. The user can he an active consumer (home-
maker, hobbyist, or car owner or driver) or a passive consumer (an air trav-
eler who has little choice as to the particular plane being used). Finally we
have the "innocent" bystanders: people and the environment. The environ-
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ent stands I or nature and the rIK it I 'utiire	 el,ltioIls for a livable IlCt

oral World.

A Taxonomy of Malfunctions

Most engineering projects are successful and serve their purposes well with-
out malfunctions or adverse effects on the social and natural ecologies.
Among those that fail, the majority fall safely without hurtingeople phys-
ically (though possibly financially) because defects are being caght early on
through periodic checks—which are part of the monitoring responsibility of
engineers as experimenters. Listed as entries in Table 8-1 are engineering
projects (experiments) which tailed because of insufficient kno']edge (gaps
in the state of the art), lack of coned ii for safety, or too much concern for
institutional pustule and profit.

Each malfunction is  related to the activity primarily responsible for its oc-
currence by the column in which it appeal's, and to the group of people af-
fected (interested party) by its row. The examples used are from cases which
appeared earlier in this book or which will be explained briefly below. They
include both dramatic and everyday failures.

The construction industry has gathered interesting dat.i on the causes of
structural failures. A study by the Building Research Association (Great
Britain) revealed that 58 percent of failures could be attributed to faulty de-
sign and 35 percent to faulty execution. Qther reasons (note that there is
some overlap between these and the former two) were that materials or com-
ponents failed to meet accepted standards (12 percent of eases) and that us-
ers expected more than the designers had anticipated (11 percent of cases)

(Ransom, 1981).
Another stud y, perfomed at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology inr 

Zurich (ETU), indicated that the causes O f 800 structural failures—responsi-
ble for 504 deaths and 592 people injured—were primarily the results of
"human mistakes, errors, carelessness, and so on ......Where engineers
were at fault the causes were mostly insufficient knowledge (36 percent), un-
derestimation of environmental influence (16 percent), ignorance careless-
ness, and/or negligence (14 percent), forgetfulness and/or error (13 percent),
and relying upon others without sufficient control (9 percent) (Matousak,
1977, cited in Florman, 1987, 102-103).

The uncertainties which led us to propose our model of engineering
projects as experiments are reflected in the studies cited above by the cate-
gories of insufficient design knowledge (but not plain ignorance), unex-
pected influences of application and environment, and variations in materi-
als. The human failings, such as ignorance, ncgliencc, carelessness,
forgetfulness, and errors reflect a certain lack of"v irtue" which managers

sensitive to the issues could correct b y good supervision of technical tasks

and training so as to turn' safet y concerns into a habit.
Before we further examine the entries in Table 8-1, we should mention
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that the cia ssi fica 1011 s we have adopted have a certain arbitrariness  in that
clear hound a rie he ceen functions cannot he draw n except on Organization
charts. But it i p:cisel\ herause such artificial, institutjonal boundaries exist
in indu stry, where the y lie sl,lppOsCd to pros ide ufticient division Of labor
and make managing easier, that iVL have drawn them here as well. To some
extent the same COil he said about tic classifications outlined in the rows in
Table 8-1. '1 here the a rh t ra ri ness ste 15 troin out desire to avoid clutter in the
table.

A Look at the Examples

In the following we shall refer to en tries in Table 8-1 by row-column-position,
We begin with the examples labeled "Mechanization" (A-I-a) and "Sugar
Mill" (B-I-a) in the let t upper part ot the tabulation and then move directly to
"Love Canal" (D 4-h) and "North Sea" ([-5-b) in the lower right corner. This
is ill take us from one of the earliest cases in the iiulustiial revolution to one
of the Currently pressing pi oblems.

The introduction of machines into the textile industries of England created
angry react ion I, O ,n those ivh a sass' their  jobs, livelihoods, and ways of life
(hard but free) threatened. I lere arc the numbers reported in the British Par-
liamentary Ppers of 1340 of the men replaced by various textile machines.
Spinning jenny: 9 of 10 warp spinners and 13 of 14 welt spinners; scribbling
engine: 15 of 16 scribblers; gig mill: 11 of 12 shearmen; shearing frame: 3 of 4
shearmen. The effect oil 	 communities call 	 fathomed only when one
reads that scribblers constituted about 10 percent of the preindustrial adult
work force and shearmen about 15 percent (Randall, 19S6). Early and con-
tinuing opposition known as the Wiltshire Outrage was followed by the
more forceful tactics of the Luddites in Yorkshire. The workers and the textile
mill owners both insisted on the moral foundations of their respective posi-
tion s, but th e e xecu t ion of sonic of the followers of the lei;endary Ned Lucid
Showed who had the power. In addressing the problem of Lucid 's dcs truc-
tion of tramus, Lord B y ron asked Parliament in 1312: "Can you commit a
whole country to their own prisons? Will you erect a gibbet in every field,
and hang up men like scarecrows?" (Quoted by Winner, 1977, 127)

Today the methods of maintaining industrial peace have improved, but
the debate Continues as computers and robots take over many routine jobs.
In the long run the lot of the worker ShOUld improve, but little is clone to
remedy the short-term dislocations which hurt many communities because
too few employers assume an)' responsibility for such matters. Another area
in which early industrial technology exacted a great price was in work-related
injuries. At first the' were ignored because there was an unlimited supply of
labor, The second step was to do ever thin possible to prevent injuries Irvin
sIms iog production. It is said that ui eighteenth-cent um' Caribbean sugar
mills, axes were kept ready "to amputate a slave's arm should he be caught
in the inrunning nip point ot the rollers used to crush the sugar cane"
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(Roberts,1984) . In England, where children's working conditions were reg-
ulated in 1802, safety guards on belt transmiSsiOflS were not required until

1844.
Slowly those threats which could be perceived by our senses were con-

tained, until today we are finall y addressing the problem of toxic wastes,

which escape easy detection or jurisdiction. Exa m pies are the Love Canal
case and North Sea pollution. Around 1946 the Hooker Chemical Co.

stopped depositing pesticide 	 chemicals
in a landfill which was subsequently

sold. In the earl y
 I 97s t was found that 2 d ffercnt chemicals were leaking

from their buried 55 'allon drums ii to the basements of houses which had
been built on the Ia n fill. This situation gave rise to a major controversy be-
cause of uncertainty as to the extent of damage, questions regarding respon-
sibility for resettlement, and withholding of information. With respect to the
latter it was revealed that I--looker officials had learned of leakages as early as

1958--by
 which time the land had been sold to the Niagara Falls school

board—but claimed they did not want to subject the new owner to any liti-
gation. The North Sea, meanwhile, is being polluted by the effluents carried
into it by many rivers, some of which pass through several countries where
they pick up toxic wastes. Jurisdictional difficulties led the adjoining coun-
tries to adopt in 1987 an informal compact to do the best they can to reduce

further deterioration.
The Eiffel Tower (E-1-b) is listcd as a scenic despoiler only to remind us

that tastes will differ. When it was built, many Parisians consoled themselves
with the thought that it would not last longer than 20 years. Dc MaupaSsaflt
disliked the tower but often ate in its restaurant (although the food was not
good) because "it's the only place in Paris where I don't have to see it"
(Meisler, 1987). Today no one would think of demolishing the Eiffel tower

except for safety reasons.
"Heart Valve" (13-2-a) refers to a widely used, and initially very successful,

mechanical heart valve developed and manufactured by Shiley Inc. (now
part of Pfizer). The valve has a tilting disk which is held in place by two metal

struts. In 147 patients a strut has broken, prevees where this has happened.
nting normal operation of the

valve; death has resulted in 65 percent of the cas
The strut breaks at a weld that would be unnecessary if both struts were fab-
ricated as a single piece. Statistically the risk of strut fracture is less than the
risk of death from surgery to replace a valve, but this is not much of a con-
solation for valve implant recipients. It is also unsettling for them to know
that problems were recognized a long time before this type of valve was

withdrawn (SteinbroOk, 1985).
One interesting case fbr which there is no suitable slot in Table 8-1 is that

of the stun gun. The stun gun is used by police in place of a club or firearm
to subdue suspects who resist arrest, It produces an electric shock wherever

it touches the victim's bod y . Unlike the laser gun, which administers a single
shock via a projectile connected to a conducting wire, the stun gun is capable
Of repeated discharges. While this nonlethal weapon was at first welcomed
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I) y most legal and law enlorcemen professionals, there are now second
thoughts alter reports of its misuse as a device of torture. We mention this
example to underline two facts: (1) no a rra igement of thi ng or activities can
encompass all of them satisfactoril y and (2) there are man y more examples
than we can possibl y cover. The y are left for the reader to find in the current
and archival ii tera Lu i.e.

Global View: A Management Priority

An examination of Table 8-I reveals that malfunctions of engineered prod-
ucts or systems can originate in one or more engineering functions and can
affect one or more groups of people. Where the errors will occur and who
will be hurt cannot be predicted easily. It is therefore necessary that engi-
neers and their managers adopt a broad outlook which permits them to scan
the totality of activities within the manufacturing establishment, as well as
outside the establishment a ni ong the users and the general public.

We have alread y referred to the a rhi ra ri ness in the lines of demarcation
between the columns and rows of Table 8-1. It is one of the important roles of
engineering management to remove these boundaries as much as possible.
All too often, engineers in design are isolated from engineers in manufactur-
ing and sales; all too often, the architect-engineer is not represented at the
construction site. Only firms with project-oriented teams show some promise
of integration. And even their view of the product environment is fre-
quently too narrowly focused on the client's point of view, allowing scant
attention to the interests of other parties who may be affected by the product.

Earlier we mentioned management's responsibility for creating a work en-
vironment in which the "virtues" of engineering can blossom: responsibility,
acquisition of knowledge, truthfulness, and so forth. Here we urge manage-
ment to take oil more difficult, but also more structured duty—the duty to
provide overall integration of the processes leading from design to ma nufac-
hire to operation of a product, all tegra lion which results in fewer serial
and more parallel operations. Engineers ni us t be given the opportunity to
reach beyond their cubicles so safely concerns can be looked at jointly and
passed on more naturally. Otherwise one has a situation similar to what hap-
pens when different regulatory agencies share responsibility over a product
but act independently (see Stud y Question 12, p. 145).

Fortunately man y engineers see the need for wider concerns. If the y find
safety issues that need addressing, they must he provided	 ue avenues for
bringing them to the attention of management at whatever level necessary to
get action. In man y organizations there are oinhudspeople to provide such
access. Procedures of this type serve prudential ends as well, since they "not
only protect ma napern cut fro in Ian-suits, but a Iso help it retain capable, e t h -
ical employees" (Matley et al., 1987).

We do not consider it sufficient, however, merely to enact organizational
changes to remedy failure-proneness. Structural changes could he necessary
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but may not be sufficient. When we asked what might be amiss in acadcme
when so many professors arc aware of or suspect scientific fraud in some of

their colleagues' work (Study Question p. 224), we did not intend to single

out that profession. As Motley and coauthorS found through a survey of
chemical engineers (Matley et al., 1987), 16 percent of respondents admitted
to having done something unethical in their work, but 49 percent in
knowing of others who did. Engineers should feel free to actively participate

in the reduction of ethical problems where they exist, and managerne must
give them the opportunity to do so.

Optimization
It is often said that engineers can

 to for ten dollars what everyone else can

do for a thousand. In other 'ords, engineers not only "
provide needed prod-

ucts and services, they do so at the best possible price. Price" should be
seen as a conglomerate of attributes: monetary value, safety, reliability, aes-
thetics, and other performance criteria. Not all desiderata can be met simul-
taneously. When engineers practice "optimization," it is therefore not the

single-minded pursuit of a narrow goal but a search for the best possible so-
lution under constraints imposed by society and nature.

One of the greatest dangers in engineering is suboptimiZation
. This is the

practice of finding the best solution for only part of the problem. Such a so-
lution may force the rest of the problem into a less than satisfactory solution
mode. It is the habit of suboptiiuizatioul which is partly responsible for the
saying that engineers find all the right answers to the wrong problems. It is
our view that the kind of management which integrates engineering func-
tions and assesses the effects of an engineered product on the social and nat-

ora l ecologies 
is best suited to combat the suboptimizatbon habit. Allowing its

k which detects more than
professional employees to adopt a global outloo 
the obvious constraints should be one of management's top priorities.

Let us dwell a moment on the subject of constraints. A number of con-
straints were discussed implicitly in earlier chapters. Safety is one of them. It
should be recalled that an important feature of a safe product or system is its
feature for safe exit of workers, users, or innocent bystanders. Another con-
straint had to do with the disposal of harmful wastes which accrue during
manufacture or use We have also pointed to economic loss as a possible ef-
fect of product malfunction. It must not be overlooked since loss of livelihood
can be as hurtful as (and lead to) loss of health. The level of acceptability
which sets the limit in a constraint inequality (say, speed to be no greater
than 65 mph) must be established with the consent of those who become the

human subjects of the experiment.
The two constraints which we have not emphasized so far have to do with

are limited. Even if there
the natural environment. The world's resources 
seems to be enough around for us now, the rising expectations of developing
nations will lead to stiff competition later on. We cannot always count on a
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tcchnoljx IN Will et us out of a hind through new U OVc l j CS Or i %-
en—bolls. If nothing else, wasteful use of raw Inatenais and depletable energy
sources 1100.' 0.11 U ri VU their prices u 118 ItO da hi',' Ii i h for fu u e gclleratiolls.

Drawing oil 	 bount y should be viewed as an econ emiL e\pei i-
ment, or as he economic portion of all experiment. Part of the
experimen tal procedure would be to regard natural resources as capital
rather than as commodities (Schumacher, 19 73). When it comes to water, we
often regard it only as a readily available sei vice. l he case of water intro-
duces another type of constraint which must not be overlooked: what is
abundantly available and of good quality now may not be so in the future.
Water, for instance, may remain available in a given location, but it may be-
come unusable in the future because of poor quality. This is happening to
some groundwater basins.

Another aspect of the economic model is life c ycle cost. Life Cl/c/i' cost in-
cludes the cost of operation and maintenance over the life of the product and
the cost ol its disposal afterwards All this ma\' be difficult to calculate when
exact interest fig ui-cs are not available,  but the ic is no e\cuse for leaving out
of consideration those costs or constraints wh i h cannot be evaluated easily.
It is appropriate to mention in t hisis conn ec lion the need to Internalize the
costs of pollution, waste production, and other side effects which burden the
social and natural ecologies. All too often they are not asci ihci to the process
which produced themi.e., the y are not counted as part of the total cost for
that process.

The human-centered view of nature as a treasure trove into which we may
dip at pleasure to satisfy all our wants is of Faustian dimensions. Faust's deal
with the devil provided for satisfaction now, pa'inent later. Goethe's version
of Faust has been described as all drama from beginning to end
(C. G. Jung, 1946). The economist l3inswanger has successfully interpreted
Goethe's drama as a ci i tiqu e of cur ceo nonl c sys tern 0.' hicil strives for con-
stan t expansion . in tile t irs t parE of the p la y , the alchemist Mepilis topheles
(the devil) piovid es Faust with tIle golden (11 i ilk (the I O\ e potion) which re-
juvenates him, but love turns out to have only monlen Ia iy and not lasting
value. In the second part of the di a ma, Fau st I I nail',' achieves satisfaction
through a land reclamation project of major proportions (complete with risks
Of flooding) through the machinationsf 1 4epllistophelcs who opens the
way to mortgaging the future for present ain. The presentgain is capital in
the form of paper nlnnev "To accomplish this one needs the vision of the
inventor, the engineer, the entrepreneur, who through new ideas,
projects,and investments changes the world to make it an object of trade and
monetary value" (l3inswanger, 1985). 1 lei  Binswailger speaks of the modern
alchemist. Too late Faust realizes that he has cieated a future ill which there
is 110 room for concern and caring

A final set of coils tra ill ts—one which shou ld remain in clear view and
never he hidden—is coin posed 01 stan da rds,  rules, and laws. These con-
straints should he ill 11, 1 pre ted broadly and adheredered to in  their intended spirit.
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The minimalist's view that no more should be done than absolutely required

cannot ensure true s a fety and will eventually breed more, stricter, and less
palatable regulations. Once again we encounter a cost which should be taken

into account now but is forgotten until it haunts us later.
Optimization under constraints is not unlike reaching the best possible

compromise with society and nature acting as your "adversary." A compro-
mise in which hiddenconditions are overlooked is not a good compromise.
So it is with optimization when it turns into suboptimization because com-
peting ohjtives or constraints have been neglected.

Study Questions

1 Are there any entries (examples) 
ill Table 8-1 which are misplaced or for which you

call 	 better sample cases?
2 How do you think engineering education does, or should, prepare engineers to

think globally? Are the prescriptions laid out in this section unrealistic? Too stiff or
too ambiguous? In a student's program, what is the proper allocation of effort to
analysis, design, experimentation, and nontechnical subjects? Discuss this with

professors, other students, and practicing engineers.
3 Discuss what were (Seem to have been and should have been) the criterion of

optimality and the Set of constraints in one of the following projects: space shuttle

Challenger, 
Ford Pinto, St. Lawrence Seaway (not discussed in this book), or a case

selected by you.
4 Select and discuss an engineering product or service that appears to have been

"suboptimized."
5 Alasdair MacInre says that law should be used only as a last resort. Continuous

resort to law is a sign that some deeper moral relationship has broken down (A.
Maclntyre, 1980). At what level of law (standards, regulations statutory law, liti-
ga lion) would you say this applies to engineering?

TING ENGINEERING

Consulting engineers operate in private practice. They are compensated by
fees for the services they render, and not by salaries received from employ-
ers. Because of this, they tend to have greater freedom to make decisions
about the projects they undertake. Yet their freedom is not absolute: They

share with salaried engineers the need to earn a living.
Here we will raise questions in four eas_advertisiflg, competitive bid-

ding, contingency fees, and provisions for resolution of disputes_Which il-
lustrate some of the special responsibilities of consulting engineers. We will
also note how in safety matters consulting engineers may have greater re-
sponsibiliy than salaried engineers, corresponding to their greater freedom.

n
involved in advertising because they work in

Some corporate engineers are
product sales diViSiOns . 

But within corporations, advertising of services, job
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openings, and the corporate image are left primarily to advertising executives
and the personnel department. By contrast, consulting engineers are directly
responsible for advertising their services, even when they hire consultants to
help them.

Prior to a 1976 Supreme Court decision, competitive advertising in engi-
neering was considered a moral issue and was banned by professional codes
of ethics. As in law and medicine, anything  beyond a tasteful notification of
the availability of one's services was thought tt be "unprofessional." It was
deemed unfair to colleagues to win work throh one's skill as an advertiser
rather than through one's earned reputation as an engineer. It was also felt
that competitive advertising caused friction among those in the field and less-
ened their mutual respect and that vigorous advertising damaged the profes-
sion's public image by placing engineering on a par with purely money-
centerd businesses.

However, the Supreme Court disagreed with that view. According to its
ruling, as well as other rulings by the Federal Trade Commission, general
bans on professional advertising are impropr restraints of competition. They
serve to keep prices for services higher than they might otherwise be, and
they also reduce public awareness of the range of professional services avail-
able.

These rulings have shifted attention away from whether professional ad-
vertising is moral or not toward whether it is honest or not. Deceptive ad-
vertising normally occurs w, en products or services are made to look better
than they actually are. This can be done in many ways: (1) by outright lies,
(2) by half-truths, (3) through exaggeration, (4) by making false innuendos,
suggestions, or implications, (5) through obfuscation created by ambiguity,
vagueness, or incoherence, (6) through subliminal manipulation of the un-
conscious, etc. (Leiser, 1979).

There are notorious difficulties in determining whether specific ads are de-
ceptive or not. Clearly it is deceptive for a consulting firm to claim in a bro-
chure that it played a major role in a well-known project when it actually
played a very minor role. But suppose the firm makes no such claim and
merely shows a picture of a major construction project in which it played
only a minor role? Or, more interestingly, suppose it shows the picture along
with a footnote which states in fine print the true details about its minor role
in the project? What if the statement is printed in larger type and not buried
in a footnote?

As another example, think of a photograph of an engineering product
(say, an electronics component) used in an ad to convey the impression that
the item is routinely manufactured and available for purchase, perhaps even
"off the shelf," when in actualit y the picture shows only a preliminary pro-
totype or mockup and the item is just being developed. To what extent, then,
should the huyer—as the subject or participant of an ''eperin1ent'' con-
ducted b y the ma nu fact urer—be protected Iroin misleading information
about a product?

Advertisers of consumer products are generally allowed to suppress rieg-
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ative aspects of the items the y are pro holing and even to engage in sonic
degree of exaggeration or ''puffer y " of the positive aspects Notable excep-
tions are ads for cigarettes and saccharin products, which by law must carry
health va rn i igs By contrast, norms concerning the advertising of profes-
sional services are muchcli strict Cr. lo r example, the code of the National Soci-
dy of Professional Engineers (NS PE) forbids all of the following:

the use 01 statements  conto ii ng a material misrepresentation of fact or emit-
ting a material fact necessary to keep the statement from being misleading, state-
merits intended or likely  to create an ciii) usti lied expectation; statementsts Contain-
ing prediction of future success; statements containing an opinion as to the quality
of the Engineer's services; or statements intended or likely to attract clients by the
use of showmanship, puffery, or self-laudation,    including the use of slogans, jin-
gles, or sensational language for mat (NSPIJ Cod' of E!!irc, Sec. 3b).

Is there sufficient warrant br these tougher restrictions? Do they perhaps
suppress vigorous conipefitive advertising which could be beneficial to the
public? Flow are reasonable res Irk, to 'is on the manner of advertising to be
justified in terno, of ethical theories? -I hese are questions which deserve to be
addressed within engineering ethics.

Active solicitation of clients through advertising or personal contacts has
been considered especIally unprofessional when it takes work away from
other engineers. Yet here again one may ask whether some degree of solici-
tation serves the public interest by encouraging healthy competition. The
dangers of allowing it, Of course, must also be weighed carefully. Does it
open the door to those who are dishonest and who might in very subtle ways
unfairly criticize the work of other engineers whom they seek to supplant, or
to those who might exaggerate the merits of their work? Certainly strong re-
strictions on misleading advertising in this area are especially important

etitive Bidding

For many years codes p rohi bi ted cons cii Ii ng eilginee rs from engaging in cc'
petitive bidding, that is, from competing for jobs oil 	 basis of submitti:
proposed fees. The following statement, for example, formerly appeared in
thv code of the American Societ y of Civil Engineers:

-)t shall be considered iiiiprofessronal and inconsistent  with honorable and digni-
fied conduct and contiaiv io the public interest I or an y member of the America ii
Society of Civil Engineers to invite or submit priced proposals cinder conditions
that constitute price competition for professional scrc ices (quoted in Alger,
Christensen, and Olmsted, 1965, 35).

It was considered permissible for industrial and construction firms to use
competitive bidding because they could formulate cost estimates with some
accuracy based on fixed design specifications. By contrast, the job of the eon-
suiting engineer s generally to develop creative designs for solving novel
problems. Often there is no way to make precise bids. Allowing competitive
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bidding in such cases, it was felt, would open the door to irresponsible engi-
neering in that inaccurate bids would encourage either cutting safety and qual-
ity (in the case of low bids) or padding and overdesigning (in the case of high
bids).

However, in 1978 the Supreme Court ruled that professional societies
were unfairly restraining free trade by banning competitive bidding. The ru 1-
ing still left several loopholes, though In particular, it allowed state registra-
tion boards to retain their bans on competitive bidding by registered engi-
neers. It also allowed individual consulting firms to refuse to engage in
competitive bidding. Thus fee competition where creative design is involved
has remained a lively ethical issue. Is it in the best interests of clients and the
public to encourage the practice?

If the use of competitive bidding is widely rejected by enginering firms,
clients will have to rely almost exclusively on reputation and proven qualifi-
cations in choosing between them. This raises the problem of 

how 
thethe qual-

ifications are to be determined in all way. Is the younger, but still
competent, consulting engineer placed at an unfair disadvantage? Or is it
reasonable to view this disadvantage as justifiable, given the general impor-
tance of experience in consulting work?

OO1tingency Fees

Consulting engineers play the primary role in making arrangements about
payment for their work. Naturally this calls for exercising a sense of honesty
and fairness. But what is involved specifically?

As one illustration of the kinds of problems which may arise, consider
the following entry in the code of the National Society of Professional En-
gineers:

An Engineer shall not fejuest, propose, or accept a professional commission on a
contingent basis LI nder circumstances in which his professional judgment may be
compromised, or when a contingency provision is used as a device for promoting
or securing a professional commission (NSPE Code of Ethics, Sec. fl b).

A contingency fee or commission is one which is dependent upon some special
condition beyond the normal performance of satisfactory work. Typically,
under a contingency-fee arrangement the consultant is paid only if she or he
succeeds in saving the client money. Thus a client may hire a consultant to
uncover cost-saving methods which will save 10 percent on an already con-
tracted project. If the consultant does not succeed in doing so, no fee is paid.
The fee may be either an agreed-upon amount or a fixed percentage of the
savings to he realized.

In many contingency-tee situations it is easy for the consLiltants jodo-
ment to become biased. For example, the prospects at winning the lee
may tempt the consultant to specif v interior materials or design concepts
in older to cut construction costs. 1 -lence the point of the NSPE COLIC en-
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tr y . But even allowing for- this problem, is the thoroughgoing ban on such
fees in the NSl'E code warranted? There is, alter all, a point to their use.
They are intended to help stimulate imaginative and hopefully responsi-
ble ways of saving costs to clients or the public, and presumably this con-
sideration deserves some weight.

Resolving the issue calls for balancing out the potential gains against the
potential losses that result from allowing or banning the practice. In this re-
spect it is like many other issues in engineering ethics which call for reason-
able judgments based oil past experience and foresight. And philosoph-
ical ethical theories can be useful in making those judgments by providing a
general framework for assessing the morally relevant features of the prob-
lems under consideration.

Safety and Client Needs

The greater amount of job freedom enjoyed by consult:ng engineers as op-
posed to salaried engineers leads to wider areas of responsible decision mak-
ing concerning safety. It also generates special difficulties.

Very often, for example, consulting engineers have the option of accepting
or not accepting ''design-only projects." A design-only project is one where
the consultant contracts only to design something, but not to have any role—
even a supervisory one—in its construction. Design-only projects are some-
times problematic because of difficulties encountered in implementing the
designing engineer's specifications and because that engineer is often the
only individual really well qualified to identify the areas of difficulty (Al-
derman and Schultz, 8-12). For example, clients or contractors may lack ad-
equately trained inspectors of their own. In fact, when novel projects are be-
ing undertaken, clients may not even know that their own inspectors are
u nsa tisfa cboiy - Again, a contractornil) , he "liable or on willi rig to spot areas
where the original design needs to be modified so as to best serve the client.
The designer is often the person best able to ensure that the client's needs arc
met, as well as the safety needs of the project, yet he or she may not be
around to do so.

The importance of having the designer involved in on-site inspection is
illustrated by the following example:

An engineering firm designed a flood control project for the temporary reteiltioil of
storm water in a nearby city. Included in the project were some high reinforced
concrete retaining walls to support the earth at the sides of the retention basin.
Although the consulting engineer had no responsibility for site visits or inspection,
one of the designers decided to visit the site, using part of his lunch hour to see
how it was progressing. Ile Ion nd that the retaining wall footings had been
poured and the wall forms were placed. I-Ic was shocked, however, to find that the
reinforcing steel extended ham the footings into the walls only a small fraction of
the specified distance. He immediately returned to his office Arid the client was
notified of the situation. The inspectors responsible were disciplined and corrcc-
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five measures taken with respect to the steel reinforcement. There is no question
that in the first heavy rain the walls would have collapsed had the designer not
discovered this fault. The result would have been heavy property loss, waste of
resources, environmental damage and possi He injury, even loss of life (Alderman
and Schultz, II).

It is thus a significant area of inquiry to determine when consulting engi-
neers should or should not accept design-only projects. And when they do
accept them,em, a ic they not obligated to make at least occasional on-site inspec-
tions later, in order ''to monitor the experiment" t hc y iave set in motion?
That is, are there at least Some miii nial moral responsibilities in this context
which reach beyond the legal responsibilities specified in the contract?

In the course of making on-site inspections consulting engineers may no-
tice unsafe practices which endanger workers. For example, the)' may notice
the absence of i sufficient number of secondary support struts for a building
or bridge. They-may know front past experience that this could cause a
partial collapse of the structure while construction workers are on the job. Of
course job safety is the primary responsibility of the contractor who has di-
rect control over the construction. Yet for the consultant to do nothing would
be negligent, if not callous. But how far do the consultant's responsibilities
extend? Is a letter to the construction supervisor sufficient? Or is the consult-
ant morally required to follow through by checking to see that the problem is
corrected? It should be noted that an engineer who does point out construc-
tion deficiencies oil 	 occasion—even if not contractually required to—but
refrains from doing so oil occarions can be held liable for complicity in
any damages resulting from unreported deficiencies. (Review Study Ques-
tion 3, pp. 50-51.)

Provision for Resolution of Disputes

Large and complex engineering projects involve many participants at differ-
ent levels of responsibility within the organizations representing the owner,
the consulting engineer, and the construction firm. Overlapping responsibil-
ities, fragmented control, indecision, delays, and all to resolve dis-
putes quickly and amicably characterize many projects. TO forestall potential
liabilities in such situations, the various parties involved usually devote
much time to protecting themselves when it could more profitably be used to
improve the quality of the project. Resolution of disagreements is made more
difficult when construction lasts several years and personnel changes occur
during that period, because mutual trust and understanding are not easily
nurtured under such conditions.

It has been observed b y engineers engaged in construction projects that

owners often initiate Polarization tinil) the outset b y placing tiabiitv on engi-
liccrs, vendors, and constructors without categorizationor regard to which, or on-
dior what couidutiou)s Ijtllts ina' arise. ....Nc engineer extends the chain by prepar-
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ing tighter specifications, employing e\'erv exculpatorY phrase at his command,
and Inviting the Constructor to nominate his best ''sea-lawyer'' as project man-
ager. All this leads to the Co iii pou n cling cit heavy contingency factors—cvh crc
possible—or further assumption of risk b y the imptementing entities (P. Smith,
2978, 33).

The position of owners is not difficult to understand, as tile)' have the
most to lose. Thus the tendency to shift risks onto others. Engineers are tied
to the contract provisions. They will be reluctant to innovate, preferring in-
stead to stick to the tried and true ways of doing things. Contractors are used
to taking large risks, but they are quick to recognize conditions "beyond their
control."

Litigation has increased considerably in recent decades, and the character
of litigation has changed as velI. The construction industry is no exception,
and its experience, as described b y a panel of experts, serves as a good illus-
tration of the kinds of legal problems consulting engineers now sometimes
lace:

Traditionally law Suits were fairly clear cut and involved matters directly related to
the construction process; suits by owners were relatively uncommon; the design
professional had to contend with y in nail)' no Ii ligation; and disputes were almost
entirely confined to participants in the construction process.

Today not only has the number of lawsuits dramatically increased but the na-
ture of the lawsuits and the participants also have changed. Third forces, histori-
cally external to the process, today are the motivating factors behind a great many
suits (Buehler, 1978, 94).

The third forces mentioned above typically are citizen intervenors or regula-
tory commissions.

Since litigation is time-consuming and costly, the consulting engineer
Should arrange contractually for methods of resolving conflicts. Quite apart
from defining how risks are to be apportioned and payment of fees to be
made, there should be contractual provisions for ci ispu I-c-solving vehicles
(designed to avoid Cost] )' court battles) such as mediation-arbitration in
which a mediator attempts to resolve a dispute first, and if that is not fruitful,
to act as the final, binding arbitrator. It should also he specified contractually
that the National Joint Board for Settlement of Jurisdictional Disputes will be
called upon to provide a hearing hoard and appeals board.

Engineering practice today does not regularly provide for clear-cut arbitra-
tion or conflict resolution. We believe that the consulting engineer is the
proper party to assume the obligation of assuring that such clauses are in-
cluded in contracts and are adhered to h' everyone involved. This responsi-
bility arises front engineer's close contacts with both the owner and the
constructor of a project and from the "social experimentation" nature of en-
gineering. While contractual arrangements cannot solve problems caused by
third-party intervenors, they call 	 a great many conflicts the origins
of which call 	 be foreseen and provided for.
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Study Questions

I Locate three advertisements, one for a technological product; one for the services of
a consulting engineer; and one for positions in all firm. Critique each
ad in terms of whether the information or pictures included are misleading or de-
ceptive in any way (be specific).

2 State why you agree, or wh y you disagree, with the following positions regarding
advertising in local telephone directories. The first three examples comprise Case
No. 72-1 of the N'U'J Ojoosuis of the /ionr i l i C/hind Rn'ii'n' (vol. IV, 1976). The
fourth is our adapt.ltion of a case ilvolving a dentist and the cteIltistS ' association in
San Francisco.
a "Are hold face listings in the classified section of local telephone directories con-

sistent with the Code of Ethics?" The NSPE sa ys "no."
b "Are bold face listings in the regular section of local telephone directories consis-

tent with the Code of Ethics?" The NSPE says "yes."
c "Are professional card-type listings (set off b y lines or blank space) in the classi-

fied section of local telephone directories consistent with the' Code of Ethics?"
The NSPE says "no."

d Mr. Zebra is a consulting engineer whose firm, Zebra Associates, appears last in
the telephone directory's classified listing of engineers. In order to gain a more
advantageous position in the yellow pages and in other directories, he changes
the name of his firm to Antelope and Zebra. Antelope is a purely fictitious part-
ner. Is this ethical?
In a imilar case a dentists' board of review said ''no. ''In considering the first
three cases you may wish to Consult the reasoning of the NSPE Board of Ethical
Review. Also, examine some of the other numerous rulings by that board.

3 Is there anything unethical about the conduct of the engineer employee described
in the following?

A firm in private practice handles many small projects for an industrial client,
averaging 20 to 30 projects a year. The firm has a signed agreement with the in-
dustrial client which does not obligate I he client to give the firm any work, but
does establish the respective responsibilities, terms of payment and other con-
tractual details when the client does use the firm's services. The actual assign-
ments are made by means of purchase orders referring to the agreement. An en-
gineer employee of the firm resigns his emplo yment and establishes his own firm
and then actively solicits the Industrial client of his former employer Without any
prior indication of interest by the client (NEPE: Opinions of the Board of Ethical Re-
view, Case No. 73-7, vol. IV, 1976).

I Is the decision of the consulting firm in the following example the morally obliga-
tory one?

A large civil engineering consulting film completed a comprehensive arterial
highway plan for a large, midwes tern metropolitan area. The area appropriated
funds for the next phase of the program: the preparation of a design report co y -
cling the rccemmei:dcd highways. The officials concerned, not knowing what a
reasonable fee Would be for the design report work, felt that it was necessa i'y to
invite proposals from various consultants. The consulting firm explained that it
could not participate if the Selection were to be made on the basis of engineering
fees. '[he officials replied that, although filet' voIIhd not be the only consider-
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at ion, it wou Id he a \'er\' Important  one. The y ecu Id not explain to their consti 1-
cents why the work was awarded to Eiigiiiu'cr A it Engineer Y ottered to do it for
2 percent less The civil engineering companynv dod ned to participate (Alger,
Christensen, and Olmsted, 1965, 19).

5 In the following case are Doe's presen tat ion and offer cclii ely eth cal?

John Doe, 1'. P., a pi itscipa I in a cons ii Ii ng engi neon ng Ii ni, attended a pablic
meeting of  township board of supei visors seisicli had under consideiation a r,

 pollution control project with an estimated construction cost of $7 million.
Doe presented a so-called "cost-saving plan" to the supervisors under which his
firm would work with the engineering firm retained for the project to find "cost-
saving" methods to enable the township to proceed wi lb the project and thereby
not lose the federal funding share because of the township's difficulty in fin,
ing its share of the project.

Doe further advised the supervisors that 'his company contemplated providinJ
his "cost-saving" services oil basis of being paid ten pr ren I of the savings;
his firm would not be paid an y amount if it did not achieve a reduction in the
construction cost. Doe added that his t ii ni's value  engi iieering approach Would
he based oil analysis of the plans and specifications prepared by the design
lb in and that his operation would not ii'guire that the design firm be displaced
(,\'SPE; Opinions of the Ltoa,d of Lthuaf Ru't'icii', Case No. 77-10, Professional J'?igiiici'r,
vol. 48, no. 6. June 1978, p. 52).

6 Should Engineer A in the following example take an y furlhei'actton, and if so wIns
type?

During all of a budge collapse, Engineer A investigates another
similar bridge, and finds it to he only marginally safe. He contacts the govern-
mental agency responsible for the bridge and informs them of his concern for the
safety of the structure. He is told that the agency is aware of this Situation, and
has planned to provide in next year's budget for its repair. Until then, the bridge
must remain open to traffic. Wihut this bridge, emergency vehicles such as po-
lice and file a ppa rat ii s would have to use an at terna to iou Ic which would in-,
crease their response time about twenty minutes.

Engineer A is thanked for his concei ii and asked to say nothmop about the coo-
di lion of the bridge. The agency is coil fideil t that the bridge will he sate (unpub-
lished case study written op b y and used with permission of L. R. Smith and
Sheri Smith).

7 Examine and assess some recent dis u lOs over whether fee cOnipeti tiOil among
consulting engineers is ethical. A gpod place to begin is with the articles by
Crass lord Greene and Gerald Swenson listed in the l3i hhiog raj Isv.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF AND TO THE PROFESSION

Throughout this book we have focused oil responsibilities of engineers in
their work--that is, the responsibilities they have for the projects on which
they work and for related aspects of their jobs. Yet it is important to avoid
any suggestion that we have made an exhaustive survey of the issues in en-
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gineering ethics. Hence we conclude with a sketch of a few of the topics we
have either omitted or mentioned only in passing, and which call gath-
ered under the unify ing theme of responsibilities of and to the profession.
Many of the points we raise here will be stated in the form of questions in
order to challenge readers to continue further inquiry.

There are important issues pertaining to the responsibilities of the engi-
neering profession as a whole. Man y of those issues have to do with the col-
lective responsibilities of professional and technical societies. There are also
related iSSUCS having to do with the responsibilities of engineers to their pro-
fession, to peers, and to the world in which they live as citizens. In addition,
there are questions about moral ideals that should be promoted in order to
inspire desirable conduct that goes beyond the call of duty.

Collective Responsibilities of the Profession

It makes sense to praise or blame a profession as a whole for either estab-
lishing or failing to establish appropriate standards, and for either fostering
or discouraging appropriate ideals. It also makes sense to praise or criticize
its general role in society. This presupposes that there are general obligations
and ideals which a profession as a collective body should pursue.

For one thing, making general appraisals of professions entails examining
their "macroeconomics": that is, examining how they do and should func-
tion as a group within contemporary society. For example, to what extent is
it desirable for the engineering profession as a whole to set standards in such
areas as disposal of toxic wastes? (Ladd, 1980, 158)

Or, to take another kind of topic, is the trend toward increasing rule-
making on behalf of professionalism within engineering in the public interest?
Here many issues are involved, at least given the model of professionalism de-
rived from developments in medicine and law:

1 Should the engineering profession be allowed to have the authority to
decide which students and how many students will be admitted to schools of
engineering? Should laypersons representing the public have a say?

2 Should registration and licensing of all engineers be mandatory, as they
are for doctors and lawyers? There would be potential benefits: for example,
greater assurance that minimal standards of training and skill would be met
by all engineers. But there would also be drawbacks, if only that bureaucratic
red tape would increase.

3 Should continuing education be mandatory for all engineers?

These and related issues are given regular, detailed examination at professional
conferences. A sample of how the y are typicall y approached call found in Eth-

ics, P10fesswna!i5171, and Mw ltaiI:wg Cun:JvtcIIcc, edited by Russel C. Jones et al.,
which is a collection of papers presented at a civil engineering conference. And
man y professional journals regularl y carry articles treating these topics: for ex-
ample, L,: ,:,'cru2	 E,Ii(u, 1' (ssi,'l:ll En'incer, E p :'inccrin' Issues (ASCE),
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C/win/c! Lr:, p,tcL'rnu, and IEEE Sjs'c!rui: A sti inn Ia tins stud y of historical and
sociological backgrounds tot dealing with these topics is l7tc Credential Society
(Collins, 1964). 1 loo'ever, there have as yet been Iew attempts to approach the
issues within a framework of philosophical ethical theory.

Responsibilities of Professional Societies

Many of the large-scale social and economic issues involved in engineering
ethics relate directly to professional societies. Professional societies help
unify a profession. They also act on behalf of the profession, or at least on
behalf of a large segment of the profession. A number of responsibilities as-
ci-ibed to professions as collectives transfer directly to existing professional
societies.

Man y of
or, 

curl e -it tensions in professional societies exist because of un-
certainties about their involvement in moral issues. This was illustrated in
the BART case, as we saw in Chap. 6. One chapter of the California Societe
Of Professional l.ngineers felt it should plo)' a role in supporting the efforts of
lie three engineers who sought to act Outside normalI olganizationaI chan-

nels in serving the public. Another chapter felt it was inappropriate for the
society to do so.

It is unlikely that existing professional societies will, and perhaps undesir-
able that they should, take any univocal proemployce or promanagement
stand. Their memberships, after all, are typically a mixture of engineers in
management, supervision, and nonmanagement. Yet professional societies
can, should, and are increasingly playing a role in conflicts involving moral
issues, although rank and file engineers remain skeptical because they still
consider the societies managenient-clominated (Flores, 1982, 80). Through
membership participation on committees, they provide a sympathetic and in-
formed forum for hearing opposing viewpoin t.s and making recommenda-
tions. Through their guidelines for employment practice and conflict resolu-
tion [lie )' can help forestall debilitating d isputes'wi thin corporations. Details
concerning the desirable extent and torrii of such activities deserve ongoing
discussion wi tlii ii engineering ethics.

Certainly we might expect professional societies increasingly to foster the
study f engineering eihics. They are ideal groups for sponsoring ethics
workshps, conducting surveys on matters of ethical concern, informing
their members of developments related to ethics, and encouraging schools of
engineering to support regular and continuing education courses in engi-
neering ethics. Unfortunately a stud y of the activities of professional societies
concluded that "little attention and only minimal resources have been di-
rected toward professional ethics matters" (Chalk, Frankel, and Chafer, 1980,
101). As at least two other observers have pointed out, progress needs to be
made before a genuine community based on a sense of shared values exists
in the engineering profession ( l'errucci and Gerst I, Piojcssion without Commu-
nity: Engineers in Anucrrpui Society, 176).
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Another set of issues concerns the role professional societies should play
in political decisions related to engineering and technological development.
Should there be lobb ying groups at the state and national levels seeking leg-
islation on issues like engineering registration, continuing education require-
ments, and engineers' rights? Opinions are still sharply divided.

There is also the question of the direction and course of existing and pos-
sible new professional organizations. Perhaps it is desirable to have greater
unity among engineering Societies and thus to encourage newer and higher-
level umbrella organizations to arise (such as the recently established
American Association of Engineering Societies). Yet there are risks in seeking
more unified power and action. Would a single powerful engineering society
comparable to the American Medical Association or the American Bar Asso-
ciation be in the public interest?

Ultimately these "macro" issues lead back to the "micro" issues related to
individual responsibility. For it is individuals involved in their ?rofessiona1
societies who are the ultimate loci of action. An interesting area of engineer-
ing ethics would be to examine the typical situations in which individuals
might be called upon to perform special services within their professional so-
cieties, and how far they are obligated to do so.

This leads us to the related topic of the obligations engineers have to their
profession.

Obligations to the Profession

The code of ethics of the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technol-
ogy suggests that engineers should obey the code in order to "uphold and
advance the integrity, honor and dignity of the engineering profession."
Similarly, the preamble to the code of the National Society of Professional
Engineers suggests that the code should be followed in part "to uphold and
advance the honor and dignity of the engineering profession." Should such
statements be dismissed as representing remnants of the natural esprit de
corps of an emerging major profession? Or are there special professional ob-
ligations to the engineering profession which engineers should recognize?

It can be argued that engineers have an obligation to participate in tech-
nical societies in order to keep themselves up to date in their field and to help
assure the continuation of such societies. That obligation derives from an-
other obligation to clients, employers, and the public to advance their own
and their colleagues' skills and knowledge. And at the very least it is highly
desirable for engineers to be active in the ethics-related activities of their pro-
fessional societies.

Are there additional obligations to defend the honor of the engineering
profession against attacks from its critics? Would not the public and the pro-
fession itself be better served through a constant effort to seek truth and fair-
ness in assessments of the engineering profession, and through a willingness
to raise trenchant criticisms as conscience dictates? The legitimate honor of
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any profession as a vliole can onl y be eai ned through its members acting
with integrity in meeting their prof CSSL OIIOI responsib

i
li t ies	 r.

Surels' something cori also be said in defense of the idea of a dut y to re-
spect and defend the honor of the profession. Effective professional activity,
whether in engineering or any other profession, requires a substantial degree
of trust from clients and the public. Total  absence of such trust would on
derm inc the possibility of m aking; on Ira cts, engaging ill work,
exercising professional autonomy tree of excessive regulation, and working
under humane conditions Building and Sustaining that trust is an important
responsibility shared by all engineers.

This does not mean glossing over the genuine problems and faults one
may encounter as the member of a profession. Nor does it mean always en-
dorsing the more optimistic view of one's profession. But it does mean taking
seriously the fact that appearances and reputation are important and should
be given balanced and fair attention. Just what this amounts to in practice for
engineers is a legitimate area of study for engineering ethics.

We might add that there is always the danger that the idea of an obligation
to one's profession can become perverted into a narrow, self-interested con-
cern. Such would be the case, fur i.'xa iii pie, if a profession deliberatelytely limited
the number of its practitioners so as to create a greater demand for them and
hence manipulate their salaries or fees upward. For this reason it may he
preferable to understand talk about "obligations to the profession" as short-
hand for certain obligations to the public. Engineers as individuals and as a
group owe it to the public to sustain a professional climate conducive to
meeting their other obligations to the public.

Collegiality and Obligations to Peers

A significant and neglected topic in professional ethics is that of relationships
with peers, both coworkers and other members of one's profession. While
engineering codes of ethics mention this topic, they often mention only tile
negative aspects. 'Fhe NSI'E code, for example, states that

Engineers shall not attempt tim 111jUIC, maliciously or falsely, directly or indirecti
the professional reputation,lion, propecis, practice or employment of other engineer
nor indiscriminatel y cmii icr/C of her engineers' work. Engineers who believe othi'
are guilty of unethicalcal or illegal practice shall present such information to ti
proper authority  (or action (Sec. 111 -8)

Insistence on not defaming colleagues unjustly and on not condoning uru
ethicalpractice is important, since professionals are often overly reluctant h

criticize peers responsibly. But this insistence needs to be balanced with at
emphasis on the positive role of colk5'iolittl among professionals in promoting
the moral aims of professions.

\'Vliat is collegiality? In a recent essay which approaches collegiality as a
fundamental professional virtue, Craig Iliara offers the following definition:
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"Collegiality is a kind of connectedness grounded in respect for professional
expertise and in a commitment to the goals and values of the profession,
and.. ., as such, collegiality includes a disposition to support and cooperate
with one's colleagues' (Iliara, 1988, 90). In other words, the central elements
of collegiality are respect, commitment, con nected ness, and cooperation.

Respect is the positive attitude nvolved in valuing one's peers for their
professional expertise and their devotion to the social goods promoted by
the profession. In the case of engineering this means affirming the worth
of other engineers engaged in producing socially useful and safe prod-
ucts. Like friendship, collegial respect ought to be reciprocal (that is, mu-
tual, rather than one-sided), but unlike friendship it need not involve per-
sonal affection.

Commitment means sharing a devotionon to the moral ideals inherent in the
practice of engineering. Even where there is fierce competition among pro-
fessionals working for profit-making corporations, there should be a sense
that other engineers share a concern for the overall good made possible
through this competition. This is analogous to how members of competing
teams in sports (hopefully) maintain a sense of underlying values beyond
winning.

Connectedness is "all of being part of a cooperative undertaking
created by shared commitments and expertise" (lhara, 58). It is more than
acting in ways that show respect for peers. One must do so with an appro-
priate attitude of affirming their worth and with a sense of being united with
them in all 	 defined by common goals. This sense of unity with
other engineers evokes cooperation and mutual support.

Why is collegiality a virtue—that is, a valuable trait of character which
ought to be encouraged among engineers and other professionals? lhara of-
fers two answers. Viewed from the perspective of society, collegiality is an
instrumental value; it is good as a means to promoting professional aims. By
enlivening one's sense of shared com m itment with others, collegiality sup-
ports personal efforts to act responsibly in concert with colleagues. Hence it
strengthens one's motivation to live up to professional standards.

Viewed from the perspective of professionals, collegiality is intrinsically
valuable. It is part of what defines the professional cOlIInmuIltty_in this case,
the engineering community_as comprised of many individuals jointly pur-
suing the public good. Such a community cannot continue without some
shared awareness of mutual commitment to professional ideals.

Understood in this way, collegiality is a professional virtue deserving fur-
ther attention. There is a need to explore how it call distorted and mis-
used, such as when peers appeal to it in urging silence about corporate cor-
ruption. Collegialits' is not an excuse nor a justification for shielding
irresponsible conduct. In tact, as 1 ha ra suggests, peers who engage in gross
misconduct cease to he "colleagues" in the moral sense ,irialvLed above, for
they are no longer worthy of respect and support. Again, collegiality can de-
generate into mere croup self-interest, rather than shared devotion to the
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public good. Preoccupation with cutthroat competitiveness also threatens
collegiality, as does a narrow focus on the corporate goal of maximizing
profit in disregard of the public good.

Responsibilities of Engineer-Citizens

Do engineers as a group and as individuals have special responsibilities as
citizens which go beyond those of nonengineer-citizens? For example,
should they participate more actively than others in social debates concern-
ing industrial pollution, automobile safety, and disposal of nuclear waste?

Answering this question would require a clarification of the obligations cit-
izens iii general have concerning public policy issues. But even here there i
considerable disagreement. One view holds that no one is strictly obligated
to participate in public decision making. Instead, such participation is a
moral ideal which it is desirable for citizens to embrace and pursue as their
time allows. A contrasting view holds that all citizens have an obligation to
devote some of their time and energies to public policy matters. Minimal re-
quirements for everyone are to stay informed about issues that can be voted
on, while stronger obligations arise f o r those who by professional back-
ground are well grounded in specific issues as well as for those who have the
time to train themselves as public advocates.

Engineers are not as well represented on many legislative and advisory
bodies as they might be. Perhaps they are too modest about offering their
services or maybe they see a number of complications arising from service of

this kind.
For engineers in private practice, the latter consideration can be particu-

larly troubling. For example, there is the matter of advertising: While an en-
gineer who is employed by a company will bring recognition and honor to
the company through volunteer activities, any such efforts on the part of a
self-employed engineer could be interpreted as sell-serving attempts to gain
publicity and pci haps even to secure valuable inside information.

Ideals of Voluntarism

Should the engineering profession encourage the pro bon, voluntary giving
of engineering services without fee or at reduced fees to especially needy
groups? Is this an ideal which is desirable for engineering professional soci-
eties to embrace and foster among individuals and corporations?

Voluntarism of this sort has long been encouraged in medicine, law, and
education. By sharp contrast, engineering codes of ethics have either been
silent on this question or taken stands that discourage voluntarism. For ex-
ample, the ECI'D (now ABET) code was revised during the 1960s to state:
"Engineers shall not undertake nor agree to perform any engineering service
on a free basis." Most other codes also insisted that engineers are obliglited
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to require "adequate" compensation for their work—meaning compensation
at the present fee scale. Such statements are now being revised in light of
Supreme Court rulings suggesting they restrain free trade Nevertheless,
there continues to be a sentiment against encouraging engineers to donate
their services without full compensation.

Robert Baum has challenged this sentiment (Baum, 1985). He acknowl-
edges that engineers have fewer op po It unit us to doria te their services as in-
dividuals than do d tors and Ia \vvers This is beca LI SC engineering  se r\' 1CL'S

tend to require sha rl efforts a rid to demand the resources of the corpora-
tions for which most engineers work. But this merely shows that engineers
might best help the needy through group efforts. (It is also true that increas-
ing numbers of doctors and lawyers work for corporations).

Is the providing of engineering services to the needy all matter,
as is the providing of legal and medical services? Yes, for two reasons. On
the one hand, meeting some legal and medical needs requires supplementa-
tion by engineering services. For example, Baum argues that Native
Americans (American Indians) often lack the resources for the engineering
studies needed in dealing with the Bureau of Land Management, which has
authority to grant leases oil American land. There is money for law-
yers, but no money for costly environmental impact studies required for, say,
challenging a proposed government project that is harmful in the view of a
Native American group. There are similar problems associated with health
issues raised by polluted water and soil oil

Oil other hand, there are financially disadvantaged groups, especially
the elderly and some minorities living in both urban and rural areas, whose
minimal needs are at present not met—needs for running water, sewage sys-
tems, electrical power, and inexpensive transportation. This could be reme-
died if access to engineering services were made available at lower than nor-
mal costs.

There are man y options that the profession of engineering might explore.
These include encouraging engineers to serve in government programs like
VISTA, urging government to expand the Services of the Army Corps of En-
gineers, encouraging engineering students to focus their senior projects on
service for disadvantaged groups, and encouraging corporations to offer 5
percent or 10 percent of their services free or at reduced rates for charitable
purposes.

Is there an obligation for professional societies to foster voluntarism
among engineers in providing engineering services as reduced fees?
Baumleaves the question open. His main concern was to argue that needy
groups ought to have access to engineering services, but not to resolve the
question of who should prov i de them (groups of engineers, corporations, lo-
cal government, federal government, etc.). lie suggests, however, that engi-
neers do have one important dut y concerning services for the needy: "to par-
ticipate ill dialogues concerning the needs of specific individuals and groups
and the possible wa ly s in which these needs might he met" (Baum, 1985, 133).
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13,i u in feels that through 1111tiItin g di scu 's on between icpresentativesrepresentatives of the
engineering profession and of disadvantaged groups solutions ma y be found.

We would add that a morall y concerned engineering profession should
recognize the rights of corporations and individual engineers to voluntarily
engage in philanthropic engineering service. Furthermore, it would be desir-
able for professional societies to endorse the voluntary exercise of this right
as being a dcvi ia ble ideal—an ideal of generosity that goes beyond th e call of
duty. While good deeds beyond the scope of one's primary work cannot
compensate for unethical conduct inside it, a profession fully dedicated to
the public good should recommend participation by engineers in all aspects
Of community life. Many individual engineers and some engineering soci-
eties are already engaged in such volunteer services. They range from tutor-
ing disadvantaged students iii mathematics and physics, to "urban technol-
ogy" interest groups and senior engineering students who advise local
governments on their engineering problems.

Study Questions

I Most states do not req niie engineers employed by industrial corpora Lions to be reg-
istered or licensed by thc stale (based on meeting certain minimal requirements of
education, knowledge, and experience), although some require registration of en
girleers in Charge of design  arid manufacturing processes that affect the public
health and safety.'this "industrial exemption" has come under increasing Criticism.
Do you agree or disagree with the following reasons for abolishing the industrial
exemption and for requiring industrial engineers to he licensed? Are they all good
moral reasons for requiring registration?

a Registered engineers assure the company of the services of those who have
met the prescribed s lit to tory requirement-, of the law enacted to protect the public
health, safety, and welfare.

b An engineering staff COMPOSCII of registered professional engineers en-
hances the prestige and public relations potential of the firm.

Engineering registration Improves morale of the engineer by attesting to his
qualifications, competence, and professional attitude. It also encourages the en-

neer to take full r esponsibi Ii lv for his work.
d Engineering registration improves company-client relations by attesting to

engineering staff Competence and sat i sties the legal requirements of many states
and in ci nicipa lilies requiring project control under a registered engineer.

c Engineering registration promotes high standards   of professional conduct,
ethical practice, integrity, and top-quality job performance (Kettler, 1983, 534).

2 Currentl y only state, not national, registration is possible for engineers, and even
that is frequently optional. Assess the following views concerning the desirability
of requiring national registration of all engineers. Are there other reasons for and
against national registration?

a "The method of obtaining national registration as well as the approach would act
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as a vehicle for elevating the engineering profession to standards that doctors
and lawyers now enjoy" (''Comments from Professional Engineers: National
Registration," 1961, 26).

b ''I Icel that a national registration law administeredistered b y a Federal agency wood be
very detrimental to the engineering profession because it would transfer our local
responsibilities and authority to a Federal power.... [Inj practice I think it would
become a dictorial agency , administering the law for its own purposes, with very
little regard for the engineering protession" (''Comments from Professional En-
gineers: National Registration," 1961, 26).

3 An engineer learns that a friend and coworker has for several years gone to pro-
fessional society meetings primarily for vacation purposes. The trips are billed to
the employer, and the friend attends at most one or two sessions at the meetings
(to Put in an appearance) before going out on the town for a relaxing tine. This
clearly violates company policy. What should the engineer do?

4 Identify and discuss any moral duties, rights, and ideals pertinent to the following
example.

An engineer who had also had experience as a carpenter-contractor was asked
by his church to assist in the construction of a new building. He finally served as
the general contractor, the engineer-inspector, and the construction foreperson.
He used labor donated by members of the church, including many carpenters,
painters, cement finishers, and so on, eve n though they were not nicriibers of the
skilled trades, No salaries were paid to any church members, but credit for labor
was allowed against a pledge made by each member.... Before the engineer ac-
cepted the multiple responsibilities, bids from general contractors had been
taken, and all were out of' reach of the church group (Alger, Christensen, and
Olrrtsted, 1965, 236).

5 Defend your \-]e''; as to whether engineers have special obligations beyond those of
nonengiricers to enter into public debates over technological development. If you
think they do not have special obligations, is it nevertheless especially desirable (as
a moral ideal) for them to contribute to these debates? Should professional societies
encourage Such participation?

6 Examine several recent issues of professional engineering journals to locate articles
on ethics. Report on the types of issues being addressed in those articles.

SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 8

Engineering offers a variety of "existential pleasures": for example, the de-
lights of changing the world, being creative, understanding the physical uni-

verse, and promoting the good of others. It also offers economic rewards. Yet
in addition there is a direct moral dimension related to the decisions to enter

engineering as a profession, to specialize in a particular field of engineering,

and to pursue a specific t y pe of work within engineering. I {ow best to meet

the demands of one's personal conscience, ,s well as how best to secure
one's personal happiness, should he considered in deciding.

Thus the notion of an ethics of vocation, or ,i moral philosophy of work, is

relevant to career decisions. William Frarikeria has argued that there is a dLrt
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to pursue a voctjon. Whether or not that is so, there clearly are special moral
duties attached to specific professional  roles withi ii engineering. Career d c-
cisions involve relating one's basic moral Convictions to such professional du-
ties and also to the specific types of activities one will pursue.

Related to an ethics of vocation is the notion of a personal work ethic: that
is, the values and ideals according to which one pursues one's career. Another
aspect, as applied to engineering, is the assessment of vdnous proposed mod-
els for the social role of engineers: for example, savior, guardian, bureaucratic
servant, social servant, social enabler and catalyst, and game player.

Engineering is a process with stages (design, manufacture, sales, opera-
tion) which have no clear demarcations. As in ethics, where there are no
sharp boundaries he tveen conceptual and normative inquiries or between
the foundational ethical principles, we must work our way through the forest
of possible actions and outcomes. Clarity is achieved through this piucess
more than from the final resting place in the forest. But to be successful One
must not lose sight of the forest for the tiees. It is management's task to struc-
ture engineering functions in such a way that the global outlook is never lost.

Consulting engineers have greater freedom than most salaried engineers.
They also must deal with a wider variety of moral concerns since they are
responsible for their own business decisions. Honesty in advertising may be
difficult to maintain in the lace of pressures to promote their business. Con-
troversy still exists concerning the legitimacy of competitive bidding and ac-
cepting contingency fees. And special problems arise in determining the ex-
tent of responsibility in such areas as making safety inspections and arriving
at ways to settle disputes.

Engineers are responsible to society not only through their individual ac-
tivities but also through their profession. Their professional societies support
the furtherance of technical knowledge, represent engineers collectively, and
encourage volunteer assistance. But they call be as effective as engineers
will help thm he through their support.

OVERVIEW AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

Before he was elected I 'resident of the United States, I le rbert I hoover was the
engineer-president of the American Institute of Mining Engineers and also of
the former Fedei-ated American Engineering Societies. Serving in those ca-
pacities he had a significant impact oil development of the profession of
engineering (Layton, 1971, 179-218). In his memoirs he describes the honors
and liabilities of engineering:

It is a great profession. There is the fascination of watching a figment of the imag-
ination emerge through the aid of science to a plan on paper. Then it moves to
realization in stone or metal or energy. Then if brings jobs and homes to men.
Then it elevates the standards of living and adds to the comforts of life. That is the
engineer's high privilege.

The great liability of the engineer compared to men of other professions is that

-----	 .	 ., ......
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his works ,ire out in the OUfl is' Ii ore ill 0,111 see (11cm I us acts, step by step, are in
hard substance. He cannot bury his mistakes in the grave like the doctors. He can -
not argue them into thin air or blame the judge like the lawyers. He cannot, like
the architects, cover his ía i ui Cs is t h trees and vines. He cannot, like the politi-
cians, screen his shortcomings by hlanl rIg IllS opponents and hope that the people
will forget. The engineer siniplv Cannot den y that lie did it. If his works do not
work, he is damned (Nm ver, 1961, 132-133).

Hoover is reflecting on a time 1511011 engineering was still dominated, at
least in outlook, by the independent craftsperson and consultant. When a
bridge fell or a ship sank, the particular engineers responsible could be more
easily identified. This made it easier to endorse Hoover's vision of individu-
alism in regard both to creativity and personal accountability within engi-
neering.

Today the products of engilleeriiig are as nlLicil "out in the open" as in
Hoover's time. In fact, mass coninusm ica lion assuresres that mistakes are given
even closer public scrutiny. And there are more engineers than ever. Yet de-
spite their greater numbers, the engineers of today are less visible to the pub-
lic than those of that earlier era Technological progress is taken for granted
as being the norm, and technological failure is blamed on corporations. And
in the public's eye, the representative of any corporation is its top manager,
who is often far removed from the daily creative endeavors of the company's
engineers.

This "invisibility" of engineers makes it difficult for them to retain a Sense
Of Mutual understanding with and accountability to th e public. The domi-
nant image of engineers, even for many engineers themselves, has become
that of a servantt to organizations i' Iii er than a p ublic guardian.

We have explored a number of the additional threats to a sense of personal
responsibility coming from withinwithlil organizations. Some of those arise inevi-
tably from the context of contemporary competitive enterprise: fragmenta-
tion of work, pressured time schedules, tight budgets. But others are not in-
evitable: overly rigid lines of authority, disregard of the individual's
conscience, suppression of free expression of professional judgment. The lat-
ter can be and are being changed as both employee rights and the public re-

sponsibilities of corporations receive greater attention.
There is no need to review here the many issues we have explored Coil-

corning the responsibilities of engineers. A rereading of the chapter summa-
ries will suffice for that. Yet it is wortilwllie to summarize briefly a few of the
OlOill thenles which have surfaced throughout th i s book.

We have emphasized the personal moral autonomy of individuals. We did
so with the conviction that responsible conduct is important in all aspects of
living . 3101 the lea st of sv h icil is lv (1 rk, and that it cannot be t ransfeired away
to e ill lO\ Cr5, codc lv ri t ers, or Ia is' ma ers. Yet moral dli ton 01115', as we have
treated it, is va s ill' different Ire Ill oiliest 10 i ned i ild :s'id ual 1', h im.Auto Autono-
mous moral agents are sensitive to the legitimate claims ot enlplover author-
ity and tile need for reasonable laws and $01110 codified ethical rules. At tile

N
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same time they are sufticicntIN , coticerned to cntica]lv as 	 laws, codes, and
directives in the light of reasoned value principles.

We have also emphasized the obligations ot engineers to the public hasd
oil public's right to make informed decisions about the risks affecting it.
Meeting this obligation requires that engineers working within corporations
and other large organizations be given the freedom to express and act on
their professional judgment. Thus we were led to stress the importance of
employee rights for engineers.

Those rights are limited by the legitimate authority of employers. While
we explored several morally relevant aspects of that authority, we offered no
simple algorithm for precisely determining its limits. Here, as elsewhere,
there is room for disagreement among reasonable people. Engineers would
be dogmatic if they always insisted their views were the correct ones. Man
agers would be equall y dogmatic and abusive of their authority if they gave
no recognition to the conscientious concern engineers often ' display and ac-
[ion they sometimes take in disputed areas. There is a need for appeal
groups, both within the employing organizations (onibudspersons, ethics
committees, etc.) and outside them (confidential review committees of pro-
fessional societies or the government). Above all there is the need for mutual
understanding among engineers and management about the need to coop-
eratively resolve value conflicts.

These themes can be integrated within a conception of engineering as an
experiment on a societal scale involving human subjects. We can restate Ue
points previously made within the framework of this paradigm: As subjects
of the "experiment," clients and the public have a right to make informed
decisions concerning the risks they will be subject to. As central participants
in the "experiment," engineers have a special responsibility to respect those
rights. To do so they must be allowed the freedom to conduct the "expel--
iment" in a professional manner, which includes freedom from actions on
the part of managers and supervisors that would seriously violate their con-
sciences. On the other hand, managers play an equally central role in engi-
neon ng ''e \C ri ni en ts." They have the legitimate authority to guide many ar-
eas of the work lives of engineers, aI[hough they should avoid undue
restrictions on work and (as just noted) refrain from violating the consciences
of those they supervise. But it must be kept in çuind that moral dilemmas
involving competing obligations to employers and. the public are virtuall y in-
evitable for engineers. Resolving those dilemmas requires both autonomous
moral reasoning about and tolerance and sensitivity to different views concern-
ing areas of disagreement that call 	 among responsible moral agents.
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SAMPLE CODES AND
GUIDELINES

ABET CODE OF ETHICS
GUIDELINES
FAITfI OF THE ENGINEER

AAES : MODEL GUIDE FOR
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT

NSPE : CODE OF ETFICS

IEEE : CODE OF ETHICS
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Accreditation Board to, Engineering and Technology

CODE OF ETHICS OF ENGINEERS

THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES

Engineers uphold arid advance (lie Integrity, honor and dignity of the engineering profess,or, by.

I. using their knowledge and skill for the enhancement of human welfare,

1	 being honest and impartial, and serving with fidelity the public, their employers and clients;

It. striving to increase the competence and prestige of the engineering profession; and

IV. supporting the professional and technical societies of their disciplines.

THE FUNDAMENTAL CANONS

1. Engineersshah hold paramount tic
Saièty, health and weltaro of he
pubiicin ihe portormancir oi heir
prOtessiomil duties

2. Engineers stiaii perform services only
in the areas of their competence

5	 Engineers shall build their profos
SiOiirii repciiation on the merit of
ft sir services and shall not compcio
unfairly With others.

6 Engineers shall act in Such a manner
as to uphold and enhance the honor,
integrity and dignity of the piofes.
5 ion.

3. Engineers shall issue puhiic statements
only in an Objective and irutlitul
manner, / Engineers shalt continue their pro

fessionah development throughout
heir careers and 1h.111 provide

4. Engineers shall act in professional 	 crportunirfes (or the professional
mailers for each employer or client 	 ilu'elopment of those eng neers
as laihhfui agents or trustees, and shar p	under their supervision,
avoid conflicts of interest.

0
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GUIDELINES FOR USE \VITI I
THE FUNDAi\IENTAL CANONS OF ETHICS

I Ei-n;iners Sh a ll hold ra mount Ii Safet y , he,' th and vulfa te of the p ub-
lic in the piriorrflO it_c of their prot essi o on I diti ie,.
a Engineers shall recognize that the lives, safely, health and welfare of the

general public are dependent upon engineerinq judgments, decisions
and practices incorporated into structures, machines, i oducts, pro
CCSSCS and devi os.

b Engine e N shall ii at a p prove it or seal pl,ins and/or specifications that are
not of a clesiF,11 sate to the public health ,uid vellaie and in conformity
with accepted erit;Iiieci iiig s!ancl,irds.

C Should the Engineers professional jLIJeI1ILJIt he overruled uniter cir-
cumstances vli cc the sate IV, h en t t h, and wel tat e of t '. public a ic en-
dangered, the Engineers sha in t arm their Clients or employers of the
possible consequences a nil it at lv other pt oper authority of the situa-
tion, as may be appropriate
(1) Engineers shall do whatever possible to provide published Stan-

dards, test codes and quality control procedures that will enable the
public to undeistand the degree of safety or life expectancy associ-
ated with the use of the design, products andsystems for which
they are responsible.

(2) Engineeis will conduct ievicvs of the safet y and reliability of the de-
sign, products or systems for which they arc responsible before giv-
ing their approval to the plans for the design.

(3) Should E ng in curs observe conditions which  they believe will en dan-
ger public safety or health, they shall intorin the proper authority of
the situation.

d Should Engineet s ha \ e know ledge or reason to believe t Ii at another per-
sell firm may be in violation of any of the provisions of these Guide-
lines, they shall present such information to the proper authority in
writing and shall cooperate with the pi opet a itt h on tv in fri mi shing such
farther information or assistance as 111a)' he eq nit cd.
1 They shall advise proper art th a ri t v if art adequate  re\'i ow of the safety

and reliability at the prod uc K rim svsti'n', ha', Intl beet -i ti-utile 01 when
the design imposes ha xa i its to the 1101111C through its rise.

2 The>' shall W ith hold approval Of pt oil u its OIS y stems when changes or
modifications are made r'loch would affect ad ersely its performance
insofar as safet y and reliabilit y are concerned.

e Engineers should seek opportunities to he Of constructive service in civic

Formerly F tb leers' Council for Fmefessiona t Dcvi' loF inert.
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affairs and work for the advancement of the safety, healthand well-
being of their communities.

f Engineers should be committed to improving the environment to en-
hance the quality of life.

2 Engineers shall perform services only in areas of their competence.
a Engineers shall undertake to pertorm engineering assignments only

when qualified by education or experience in the specific technical field
of cligi n celing involved.

b Engineers may acccpan assignment requiring education or experience
outside of their own ields of competence, but only to the extent that
their services are restricted to those phases of the project in which they
are qualified. All other phases of such project shall be performed byby
qualified associates, consultants, or employees.

c Engineers shall not affix their signatures and/or seals to any engineering
plan or document dealing with subject matter in which they lack com-
petence by virtue of education or experience, nor to any such plan or
document not prepared under their direct supervisory control.

3 Engineers shall issue public statements only in an objective and truthful
manner.
a Engineers shall endeavor to extend public knowledge, and to prevent

misunderstandings of the achievements of engineering.
b Engineers shall be completely objective and truthful in all professional

reports, statements, or testimony. They shall include all relevant and
prtinent information in such reports, statements, or testimony.

c Engineers, when serving as expert or technical witnesses before any
court, commission, or other tribunal, shall express an engineering opin-
ion only when it is founded upon adequate knowledge of the facts in
issue, upon a background of technical competence in the subject matter,
and upon honest conviction of the accuracy and propriety of the testi-
mony.

d Engincers shall issue no statements, criticisms, nor arguments on engi-
neering matters which are inspired or paid for by an interested party, or
parties, unless they have prefaced their comments by explicitly identify-
ing themselves, by disclosing the identities of the party or parties on
whose behalf they are speaking, and by revealing the existence of any
pecuniary interest they may have in the instant matters.

e Engineers shall be dignified and modest in explaining their work and
merit, and will avoid any act tending to promote their own interests at
the expense of the integrity, honor and dignity of the profession.

4 Engineers shall act in professional matters for each employer or client as
faithful agents or trustees, and shall avoid conflicts of interest.
a En1neers shall avoid all known conflicts of interest with their employ-

ers or clients and shall promptl y inform their emplo yers or clients of any
business association, intcre-t, or circu listanCes which could influence
their judgment or the quality oI their services.

b Engineers shall not knowingly undertake an y assignments which would
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kno\s'i uil -o cleat " a po too a I o of] I ol	 be wren themselves and
their clients 01 their einplovr'rs.

C Eniirirei, shall not accept pensalion, fmailcial or theiise, tram
moro thall 0110 pa it)' I or services oil the same project, nor for services
pertaining to the same project, unless the circumstances are fully dis-
closed to, and aireed to, b y all interested parties.

d Engineers shall not Solicit nor accept financial or other valuable consid-
erations, including free engineering designs, from material or equip-
ment suppliers for specifying their products.

e Engineers shall not solicit nor accept gratuities, directly or indirectly,
from contractors, their agents, or other parties dealing with their clients
or employers in connection with work for which they are responsible.

f When in public service as in ciii lies, advisers, or C iii ployees of a govel n-
mental bod y oi department Fllgilwcls shall not participate in consider-
ations or action " with ie sjieCt to services provided by ther n or I I mcii or-
ganization in private or piodur I engineering practice.

g Engineers shall not solicit nor aecc'p t an engineering contract from a gov-
ernmental bed)' oil a principal, officer or employee of their orga-
nization serves as a member.

h When, as a result of their studies, Engineers believe a project will not be
successful, they shall so advise their employer or client.

I Engineers shall treat information coming to them in the course of their
assignments as confidential, and shall not use such information as a
means of making personal profit if such action is adverse to the interests
of their clients, their employers or the public.
(1) They will not disclose confidential information concerning the brisi-

ness affairs or technical processes of any present or former employer
or client or bidder under evaluation, without his consent.

(2) The y shall not reveal con fidential info rnia t i On nor findings of any
coin mission or board of which the y are members

(3) When they use designs supplied to them by clients, these designs
shall not be duplicated by the Engineers for others without express
permission.

(4) While in the employ of others, Engineers will not enter promotional
efforts or negotiations for work or make arrangements for other em-
ployment as principals or to practice in connection with specific
projects for 'a hicli they have aoied particular and specialized
knowledge without the consent of all interested parties.

The Engineer shall act with taii ness and justice to all parties when ad-
ministering a construction (or other-) contract.

k Before undertaking work for others in which Engineers may make im-
provements, plans, designs, inventions, or other records which may jus-
tify copyrights or patents, they' shall enter into a positive agreement re-
garding ownership.

I Engineers shall admit and accept their own errors when proven wrong
and refrain from distorting or altering the facts to justify their decisions,
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in Engineers shall not accept professional employment outside of their reg-
ular work or interest without the knowledge of their employers.

n Engineers shall not attempt to attract an employee from another em-
ployer by false or misleading representations.

o Engineers shall not review the work of other Engineers except with the
knowledge of such Engineers, or unless the assignments/or contractual
agreements for the ivork have been term na ted.
(1 L igi rice rs 1 gove 1 ilL 11 ta I, iid u trial or educational em ploy fllr

a ic cit it led Ii, cv iew a ii d ev.d iia Ic lie ivu rk of o tlicr engi ii eers 	 lien
so required by lii cit LI Li ties.

(2) Engineers in sales or i nd Li s trial employni en t are entitled to make en-
gineering comparisons Of their products with products of other sup-
pliers.

(3) Engineers in sales employment shall not oiler nor give engineering
consultation or designs or advice other than specifically applying to
equipment, materials or systems being sold or offered for sale by
them.

5 Engineers shall build their professional reputation on the merit of their ser-
vices and shall not compete unfairly with others.
a Engineers shall not pay nor offer to pay, either directly or indirectly, any

commission, political contribution, or a gilt, or other consideration in or-
der to secure work, exclusive of securing salaried positions through em-
ployment agencies.

b Engineers should negotiate contracts for professional services fairly and
only oil basis of demonstrated competence and qualifications for the
type of professional service required.

c Engineers should negotiate a method and rate of compensation com-
mensurate with the agreed upon scope of services. A meeting of the
minds of the parties to the contract is essential to mutual confidence.
The public interest requires that the cost of engineering services be fair
and reasonable, but not the controlling consideration in selection of in-
dividuals or firms to provide these services.
(1) These principles shall he applied by Engineers in obtaining the ser-

vices of other professionals.
d Engineers shall not attempt to supplant other Engineers in a particular

employment after becoming aware that definite steps have been taken
toward the others' employment or after they have been employed.
(1) They shall not solicit employment from clients who already have En-

gineers under contract for the same work.
(2) They shall not accept employment from clients who already have

Engineers for the same work not yet completed or not yet paid for
unless the performance or payment requirements in the contract are
being litigated or the contracted Engineers' services hav e been ter-
mutated in wilting by either party.

(3) In case ol tcrin i ia [ion of litigation, th e prospective Engineers before
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acce p fr np Ole a ssip ii me ii t hal ad vise hi' 	 ii pincers bel rig term i -
nated or involved in litigation.

C Engineers h,r.lI not	 ies1 pi ,i}ii)S	 101 accept prof	 sional (oninus-
sioiis on a colitnr.O'iit Liasi under iciri's ulirler i hicir their pro
fCssiOiia I ju d men is ma y be orn p on sed, or \\ Ii en a cont ngeiicy pro-
vision is used as a device for promoting or securing a professional
commission.

I Engineers shall not falsify nor permit misrepresentation of their, or their
associates', academic or professional qualifications. The y shall not mis-
represent nor exaggerate their degree of responsibility in or for the sub-
ject matter of prior assignments. Brochures or other presentations inci-
dent to the solicitation of cmployrilcllt shall not misrepresent pertiflen
facts concerning emplo yers, employees, associates, joint ventures, or
their past accoiriptishinents 'a itli the intent and purpose 01 enhancing
theil qualifications arid nor k.

g Engineers m iv ad \'ert se l 01 essi nun I services onl y as a urea ns of id en-
lification and limited to the 1oltcri liii;:
(1) Fr ofessio an I cards and listings in reco g nized and dignified publica-

tions, provided tl cv are consistent in sr/c and are ill a sc ciba of the
publication regularly devoted to such professional cards and listings.
The information displayed must be restricted to firm name, address,
telephone number, nppopiiate symbol, names of principal partici-
pants and the fields of practice in which the firm is qualified.

(2) Signs oil offices and at the site of the projects for which
they render services, lililitCCI to U urn name, ad dress, tele phone font-
her and type of services, as appropriate.

(3) Broch ur es, business cards, letterheads and oilier factual rep resen ta-
lions of epc ri ence, facilities PCrSO11TIel arid capacity to render ser-
vice, providing the same are not misleading relative to the extent of
jiarticipa troil ill the projects cited and are not iridiscri ru ma tely dis-tributed.

(4) Listings ill the classified section of telephone directories, limited to
name, address, telephone ii urn her and specialties in which the firm
is qualified without resorti ni; to special or hold type.

h Engineers may use displa y advertising in recognized dignified business
and pr essi ona I no hI rca tions, pi ovid in . it is faCtilal 1111d relates 0111v to
engineering, is Iree from ostentation, contains no Ia ucla tor y expressions
or implication, is not misleading with respect to the Engineers ' extent of
participation in the services or projects described.

i Engineers ma y prepare articles for (lie lay or technical press which are
factual, dignified and tree from ostentations or laudator y implications.
Such articles shall not imply other than their direct participation in the
work described unless credit is given to others for their share of the
work.
Engineers may extend permission for their names to be used in commer-
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cial advertisements, such as may be published by manufacturers, con-
tractors, material suppliers, etc., only by means of a modest dignified
notation acknowledging their participation and the scope thereof in the
project or product described. Such permission shall not include public
endorsement of proprietary products.

k Engineers may advertise for recruitment of personnel in appropriate
publications or by special distnbution. -1 he information presented must be
displaverl in a dignit ed manner, restricted to firm name, address, ide-
phone n ri 01 ber, a p po ip na to sym bol,l, na nics of principal participants, the
holds of practice in which the hirni is qualilieLl and factual descriptions of
positions available, qualifications reuired and benefits available.

I Engineei-s shall not enter competitions for designs for the purpose of ob-
taining commissions for specific projects, unless provision is' made for
reasonable compensation for all designs submitted.

in Engineers shall not maliciously or falsely, directly or indirectly, injure
the professional reputation, prospects, practice or employment of an-
other engineer, nor shall they indiscriminately criticize another's work.

ii Engineers shall not undertake nor agree to perform any engineering ser-
vice on a free basis, except professional services which are advisory in
nature for civic, charitable, religious or non-profit organizations. When
serving as members of such organizations, engineers are entitled to uti-
lize their pefsonal engineering knowledge in the service of these orga-
nizations.

o Engineers shall not use equipment, supplies, laboratory nor office facili-
ties of their employers to carry oil 	 private practice without consent.

p In case of tax-free or tax-aided facilities, engineers should not use stu-
dent services at less than rates of other employees of comparable com-
petence, including fringe benefits.

6 Engineers shall act in such a manner as to uphold and enhance the honor,
integrity and dignity of the profession.
a Engineers shall not knowingly associate with nor permit the use of their

names nor firm names in business ventures by any person or firm which
they know, or have reason to believe, are engaging in business or pro-
fessional practices of a fraudulent or dishonest nature.

b Engineers shall not use association with non-engineers, corporations,
nor partnerships as 'cloaks' for unethical acts,

7 Engineers shall continue their professional development throughout their
careers, and shall provide opportunities for the professional development
of those engineers under their supervision.
a Engineers shall encourage their engineering employees to further their

education.
b Engineers should encourage their engineering employees to become

registered at the earliest pos s ib l e date.
c Engineers should encourage engineering employees to attend and

present papers at p rotessn na I and technical society in cc ti nis.
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d lIrignci should	 poo	 the pr k	 ioioI and	 chnircl sock to

their disciplines.

	

e 1 ni eels shall	 i\e	 ropei credit Jol	 enii ieei i	 vork 10 those to

Whom credit is due, al -,j recognize the oprletciy iitei ests Of others.
Vhe never possible, they shzi hi name t he pe rson or persons who ilia) , be

responsible for desii;ns, invent in ii s , \v 11 ris or other aceoniplishments.
Eng inc ci sha U ed a nor to e'.tei d the 'U ' I c knowledge of enginc Cr-
ing, and shall not pci ticipate in the dissemination of untrue, unfair or
exaggerated statements regarding oJinUeri[l.

g Engineers shall uphold the principle of appropriate and adequate corn-

	

for those cngaced in enginec 	 g 'o' irk.
Ii Engineers should assign piofessional engin cr5 duties of a nature which

Will utili7e their full training and experience insofar as possible, and dcl-

eg i te lesser In oct ions to sub professionals or to tech nicic Tis.

Eni nec rs shall provide pi us pect ice cap! nec nj; employees wit Ii com-
plete iuioi matioji on ssoikiii; conditions ,uid their proposed status Of
ni p lciynie at and afterr ciii plovni exit sh ill keep them informed of an

changes.

Accicciation Board for Engineering and Technology
345 Last 47th Street

New Yolk, NY 10017
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Engineer,' Council to, Prof. ,Oonol Development

FAITH OF THE ENGINEER

A A N EXGFVL'hI? - In toy prc,/en ion / lobe deep pride but without tam.
glory; to it lost, s,ile,,i,i ohl,,,,itior:s that / not tiger to fulfill.

As an Engineer, I it ill /xcrtic, /,nte in ,to,cc but honc'st enterprise. To him that
has engaged roy services, as employer or client, / will give the utmost of
performance and fidelity.

When needed, my s1ill and I. non-ledge s',all be given withoutwithout reservation for
the public good. Front special capacity springs the obligation to use it Well in

the service of humanity; and / accept the challenge that this implies.

Jealous of the high repute of tsty calling, / will strive to protect the interests

and the good name of any engineer that I know to be deserving; but I will not

shrink, should duty dictate, front disclosing the truth regarding anyone that, by
unscrupulous act, has sic airit Ii irreseif nine-thy of the profession.

Since the Age of Stan,, hu,na,, progress ha, bc,rg conditioned by time genius
of my profes.,ional forbears. By tile,,, h., , i,re,fvre,ldercr! usable to mankind
Nature's tact resources of material and c-/orgy. By thent have beer, vitalized and
turned to practical account the principles of science and the revelations of tee/i.
rtnlogy. Except for this heritage of ocrw,mulated experience, my efforts would be

feeble. / dedicate myself to the disser,' inc-it inn of engineering knowledge, acid,

especially to the instruction of ounger in era /551 rs of my profession in, all its arts

and traditions.

To my fellows / pledge, in the sonic frill measure / ask of I/cern, integrity

and fair dealing, tolerance and respect, and devotion to the standards arid the

dignity of our profession; with the consciotrsm ss, alit-a) s, that our special ex-
pertness carries with it the obligation to serve /,u,nemnuity with complete sincerity.

* Now the Accred it! 05 Board for Eng; or og end I ccl, no Ic, v (ABET),
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MODEL GUIDE FOR PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION Of ENGINEERING SOCff-TIF'

I' tea rob

I	 1 ( ' I -ic	 3	 ii	 t	 I	 .i'uil	 qu,l]rt. rf	 fi
I cur is - s. rssiioti tush]	 fiji ctii!i-isss	 -i	 ii,	 cc t,ai.cfrritranria!it,-

bela fl ia Jsrttf -arrfnurr;	 s]r:soirart	 fir s ]	 s.f iii 'ier*istc-r,; 	 las tfeprotector-i
of tli pubis.. health, and raairi'uiaii cot siLty r their riles ri rlj 	 iii] lb,f	 ,r lhcs._ flncrpes
yceern professional conch It in situ rig tim iturests of the p_nhli ci cr 	 r •0 ir s colt rjt. e s and the
pt fessuort

The Fundamental Pri,icfj,le

is's	 nt is d' ratcd P- ui 1,'	 C Crc it si	 i,	 t	 ccii U the enclose
C	 sin	 lji drkar i-i iftepract cot ii ;c.citrttf fv ft	 ]i.i	 c;iipl	 sis vii c.,i ts suitlr frtncismcntal
ccci itt for tie public health and safety in IL asuil of this prdctc_e.

Canons of Pro(essic,niij Conduct

tic C 05 5 irE!]'1	 in hi' arc is of ii ,,r cr ir rlt)i'rer Cc aid i'st, n rrcrice all ,r bn lull di 	 losurs
it or flu	 lila] ii

fir],'. 11cr' Curs iii ifre curisrujituruci's sit],; osrcrk auis 	 i1s.11 ,x''t;'tei t tort and sec-k
to cstcnd public iinc]crstir. fin, of rhross' rs'iit;Ofl sir t

Lug irecrs arc honest, truthl	 and fair in t r rLSititr in it fittrtrat.ria and irs nrakrnq pubIc statements
reuluctiny on professro'a scatters and their puolesst r a] rr

ii , mrs cisqape rut prc It' rita] ret it ons]rtps nvf orit bias because of taco ref on, sec, ago national
or i,'rrt or handicap

I riqincers act iii profess c li] mm cr5 for e1111 c'rnp]crysrr Cr cbs ni as faithful aqen Is or trust—,
disclosing notf luff of a pr ,prrctary ruattiru' coned rutty the Lasunecs affairs or technical processes
of any rires e r i t or former drtit or iniploper without specific con cmi I

Engineers disclose to affected parties kirosuni or pcitcnlial coitfit Is of itrtcres I or ott icr circumstances
sd ich -tight tttf]ucnci—or arpea,to influence-1 rdgrr onE or ttti& it! c fairness or quality of their

u_u for nance

L sq sects sire respon sible for enhtarrcrnq their pro it ssronaf cci ripe icr clftrou ghoul their ca Ic-rn
ml for encouraging srmitrr acr curs b y their cotic-aiji;,'c

fir r r nr'r'rsacet r rr;spon lii] ts.r for liii' r Li itns sick ansi ncus fedju ui-su, if t]ieir i i arts
su"er icr, st cit rcrsrn ii tnt wsr], of others mnsi;icr. V cred.t its conitniliut urns of others, and do
it SI a ce],t credit (sir us its riot hers

Fngtr cern pctcrursunig a ctrniseqttence of titer pu fessiouua! d,,1111 to ad eersc]k abc-ct the piCserit Or
nc pt;h!ic ficaith and safety sisal] I irursal]y advise ducts ernpioyets or c]re'rts and. if ssarranted

--,dcr further disclosure

tins act in accordance sit aft applicable as ard ifte - 	 rittes
of conduct, and lend support to others j010 Strive to do I:kewtse
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CODE OF ETHICS __
For Engineers

PREAMBLE

Engineering is an important and learned profesion. The members of the
profession recognize that their vork has a direct ad vital impact on the qual-
ity of life for all people. Accordingly, the services provided by engineers re-
quire honesty, impartiality, fairness and equity, and must be dedicated to the
protection of the public health, safety and welfare. In the practice of their
profession, engineers roust perform under a standard of professional behav-
ior whicl requires adherence to the highest principles of ethical conduct on
behalf of the public, clients, employers and the profession.

I FUNDAMENTAL CANONS

Engineers, in the fulfillment of their professional duties, shall:

1 Hold paramount the safety, health and welfare of the public in the per-
formance of their professional duties.

2 Perform services only in areas of their competence.
3 Issue public statements only in an objective and truthful manner.
4 Act in professional matters for each employer or client as faithful agents

or trustees.
5 Avoid deceptive acts in the solicitation of professional employment.

II RULES OF PRACTICE

1 Engineers shall hold paramount the safety, health and welfare of the pub-
lic in the performance of their professional duties.
a Engineers shall at all times recognize that their primary obligation is to

protect the safety, health, property and welfare of the public. If their
professional judgment is overruled under circumstances where the
safety, health, property or welfare of the public are endangered, they
shall notify their employer or client and such other authority as may be
appropriate.

b Engineers shall approve only those engineering documents which are
safe for public health, propert y and welfare in conformity with ac-
cepted standards.

c Engineers shall not reveal facts, data or information obtained in a pro-
fessional capacity without the prior consent of the client or employer
except as authorized or required by law or this Code.
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d Log in eers shall not pumntpeon tile Li s e ol t hei r 0 1111 e or t rio na OlD nor as
S0CI1tC in business ventures wi to ia s' person or firm which they have
reason to believe is UIIga	 in fl,Uidulent (if d shon es I business
professional jila et 0.15.

e Engineers having knowledge of any all eged viola Lion of his Code shalt
COopCiaic with the proper aLltil0liliOS In Ittrnishi ig such inIOrilidtion or
0 5515 La lice as Ill ay he required.

2 En,,ineers shall perform services 01(1)' in the areas of Ii iei r competence.

I	 a Engineers shall undertake assignments onl y when gLialifierl by educa-
tion or experience in the specific technical fields involved,

b Engineers shall not affix their signatures to an y plans or documents
d calli i will suh eel mat icr in which they lack cniapetence, nor to any
plan or document not prepared under their direction or control.

C Ingin eers may accept assignments and assume i'espon si hi Ii ty for coor-
dination of an entire project and sign and seal the cog in ee ring docu -

3	 nlenls br till' entire i1igec1 provided that each techii,l segtneiit is
signed a iid sealed On 1V hI the (]LId liii ed engillCels 	 lIe prepared the
set iiie ii I.

3 Engineers shall issuee pU bite Stat eme n ts only iii an ohj L'cti se 111d t in th fLu
manner,
a EngineerS shall he objective and IrLithIul in professional i eports, state-

ments or testimony. 'they shall include all relevant and pertinent infor-
mation in such reports, statements or testimony.

b Engineers may express publicly a professional Opinion on technical
subjects 0111)' when that opinion is founded upon adequate knowledge
of the facts and competence in the subject mailer,C 
Engineers shall issue no statements, criIuL isms or arguments on techni-
cal matters which ate inspired or paid for by interested parties, unless
the)' have prefaced t Ii ci r commentsemits by exp licit ly identifyng the in tei -
c's ted pa t ties OII whoseose behalf t Ii ey no s pea ki i ig, and by u e' call ng the
existence of any in Len's t the cog i leeu s iii a' have in the mat teu s.

4 Engineers shall act in p rofessional mat Lu rs for each ciiiplover or client as
faithful agents or trustces.
a Engineei s shall disclose all known or potential conflicts of interest to

their employers or clients by promptly in tormimg then (if all)' business
association, interest, or other circumstanceswhich Co ild intiuencc or
appear to infi Lmence their judgment or the LlLmahit y of their services.

I Engineers shall not accept compensation, financial or otherwise, from
more than one party for services oil same project, or for services
pertaining to the same project, unless the circumstances are fully dis-
closed to, and agreed to bi', all interested parties.

C Engineers shall not solicit or accept financial or other valuable consid-
eration, directly or iii di reel I)', fi e oh Coot fl C tom s, I hem r agents, or Other
parties in coil nec t i on iv it Ii work for ciii plo)'ers or ch en ts I or which they
are responsible,
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d Engineers in public service as members, advisors or employees of
governmental body or department shall not participate in decision
with respect to professional services solicited or provided by them
their organizations in private or public engineering practice.

e Engineers shall not solicit or accept a professional contract from a gov-
ernmental body on which a principal or officer of their organization
serves as a member.

5 Engineers shall avoid deceptive acts iii the solicitation of professional em
ploynicnt.
a Engineers shall not falsify or permit misrepresentation of their, or their

associates', academic or professional qualifications. They shall not mis-
represent or exaggerate their degree of responsibility in or for the sub-
ject matter of prior assignineiits. Brochures or other presentations inn-
dent to the solicitation of employment shall not misrepresent pertinent
facts concerning employers, employees, associates, joint venturers or
past accomplishments with the intent and purpose of enhancing their
qualifications and their work,

b Engineers shall not offer, give, solicit or receive, either directly or indi-
rectly, any political contribution in an amount intended to influence the
award of a contract by public authority, or which may be reasonably
construed by the public of having the effect or intent to influence the
award of a contract. They shall not offer any gift, or other valuable con-
sideration in order to secure work. They shall not pay a commission,
percentage or brokerage fee in order to secure work except to a bona
fide ennloyee or bona fide established commercial or marketing agen-
cies retained by them.

Ill PROFESSIONAL OBLIGATIONS

1 Engineers shall be guided in all their professional relations by the highest
standards of integrity.
a Engineers shall admit and accept their own errors when proven wrong

and refrain from distorting or altering the facts in an attempt to justify
their decisions.

b Engineers shall advise their clients or employers when they believe a
project will not be successful.

c Engineers shall not accept outside employment to the detriment of
their regular work or interest. Before accepting any outside employ-
ment, they will notify their employers.

d Engineers shall not attempt to attract an engineer from another em-
ployer by false or misleading pretenses.

e Engineers shall not actively participate in strikes, picket lines, or other
collective coercive action.

f Engineers shall avoid any act tending to promote their own interest at
the expense of the dignity and integrity of the profession.
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2 Engineers shall at all times strive to serve the public interest.
a Engineers shall seek Opportunities ici be of constructive service in civic

af fairs an ci work br tile ad Va nec nien t of the safety, health and well-
being of their community.

b Engineers shah not complete, sign Or sea plans and/or specifications
ti_lot are not of a design safe to the public health and welfare and in
con fermi ty i. it h cited enginec ring tati dard . If the Client or em-
ployer insists on such unprofessional conduct, they shall notify the
proper authorities and withdraw from further service oil 	 project.

c Engineers shall endeavor to extend public knowledge and appreciation
of Onl n ccxi rig an d it acluevoiui en Is and to protect the engineering

ro1essiei 1mm misrepresentation and n_lisc'nderstand;rig.
3 Lngneers shall avoid all conduct or practice which is likely to discredit

the profession or deceive the public.
a Engineers shall avoid the u'e of statements containing a material mis-

i epreseo lit ion of fact or onli ttr ng a ru ate ri al fact i iccI ssa my to keep
state ilrei its fi om being misleading or intended or likely to create an Un-
justified expectation; statements colitainiuig prediction of Iuture suc-
cess; s La Lenicn Is containing an opi n ion as to the quality  of the Engi-
neers' services; or statements intendedI cml or likely to at tr,c t clients by the
use of showmanship, puffery, or sel1-laudaton, including the use of
slogans, jingles, Or s

ensational l.a mgi' age or format.
b Consistent with the foregoing, Lngiimeens may advertise for recruitment

of Pei sonnel.
c Consistent with the foregoing, Engineers may prepare articles for the

lay or technical press, but such articles shall not imply credit to the nu
thor for work performed by others.

4 Engineers shall not disclose confidential information concerning the busi-
ness affairs or technical processes of a nc pi esen I or former client or em-
ployer without his consent
a [mgi neers in the employ of Others shall not without the consent of all

interested parties enter promotional ci lo rts or negotiations for work or
make an angeiiie i_l ts for other employment as a pn u_lcu pal or to practice
in connection with a specific project for wl_licl_l the Engineer has gained
particular and specialized knowledge.

b Engineers shall not, without the consent of all interested parties, par-
ticipate in or represent an adversary interest in connection with a spe-
cific project or proceeding in which ti_le Engineer has gained particular
specialized knowledge oil 	 of a former client or employer.

5 Engineers shall not be influenced in ti_len professional duties by conflict-
ing interests.
a Engiric'crs slioll not accept financioI or other cor_lsidcratiOu_lS,i'.iclUding

tree engineering d esignis, from run tei ia I or equipment suppliers for
specifying tliei r product.

b Engineers shall not accept con_lniissioris or allowances, directly or mdi-
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redly, iioni contractors or other Parties dealing with clients or employ-
ers of the Engineer in connection with work for which the Engineer is
responsible.

6 Engineers Shall uphold the principle of appropriate and adequate com-
pensation for those engaged in engineering work.
a Engineers shall not accept remuneration from either an employee or

employment agency for giving employment.
b Engineers, when employing other engineers, shall offer a salary ac-

cording to professional qualifications.
7 Engineers shall not attempt to obtain employment or advancement or

professional engagements by untruthfully criticizing other engineers, or
by other improper or questionable methods.
a Engineers shall not request, propose, or accept a profess

i
onal commis-

sion on a contingent basis under circumstances in which their profes-
sional judgment may be compromised.

b Engineers in salaried positions shall accept part-time engineering work
only to the extent consistent with policies of the employer and in ac-
cordance with ethical consideration.

c Engineers shall not use equipment, supplies, laboratory, or office facil-
ities of an employer to carry on outside private practice without consent.

8 Engineers shall not attempt to injure, maliciously or falsely, directly or in-
directly, the prafessional reputation, prospects, practice or employment
of other engineers, nor untruthfully criticize other engineers' work. Engi-
fleet-s who believe others are guilty of Unethical  or illegal practice shall
present such information to the proper authority for action.
a Engineers in private practice shall not review the work of another en-

gineer for the same client, except with the knowledge of such engineer,
or unless the connection of such engineer with the work has been ter-
minated.

b Engineers in governmental, industrial or educational employ are enti-
tled to review and evaluate the work of other engineers when so re-
quired by their employment duties.

c Engineers in sales or industrial employ are entitled to make engineer-
ing comparisons of represented products with products of other sup-
pliers.

9 Engineers shall accept responsibility for their professional activities; pro-
vided, however, that Engineers may seek indemnification for professional
services arising out of their practice for other than gross negligence,
where the Engineer's interests cannot otherwise be protected.
a Engineers shall conform with state registration laws in the practice of

engineering.
b Engineers shall not use association with a nonengineer, a corporation,

or partnership, as a "cloak" for unethical acts, but must accept personal
responsibility for all professional acts.

10 Engineers shall give credit for engineering work to those to whom credit
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15 dIaL', and will r000gni/e the propliL'lors- interests of others.
a Engii leers shall, \\IIL' 

hell 
or possible, i ia mc the person or poisons w ho

In av be indiviLhIally responsible t () r ri l III, Il iC Ilt 0 1 -iS, iv ri ti Ilp or
other accomplishments,

b Engineers using designs supplied by a client recogr-iisc that the designs
remain the property of the Clientt and ill 0 y not be do plica ted by the En
pincer for others without express p cl lmsioll.

C Engineers, bob ic rind cr10 king ivo k for Othersers in con nec lion with
Which the EIlL i 110cr may moke ill p i ove melts, plans, designs, inven-
tions, or other records which mo' jUstiIy copyrights or patents, should
enter into a positive agreement rcgardin g ownership.

dI np i neers' desig ns, data, i ecU Hs, and 11,) Ii s icterring exclusively to an
employer's work are the employer's property.

11 Engineers shall cooperate ill extending tile effectiveness of the profession
by interchanging i 01 orma Ii on an d experi 011CC with oilier engi 11(2015 and
sI rid en Is, and will end ea 5 01 to piovid e op po rtii Ill Iv for lie professional
development 011(1 ,l d so IC('ill 0111 of eng iii ours Li ode r theirr Sri perviSlo 0.

a Engineersleers si iou eneori age engineering   0 In plovees' efforts to imp rove
their education.

b Engineers hall encourage cog in eel i ng emplo yees to attend and
present papers at pi obessi onal and technical  society meetings.

c Engineers shall urge engineering employees to become registered at
tile earliest possible date.

d Engineers shall assign a professional engineer duties of a nature to uti-
lize frill training and experience, insolar as possible, and delegate lesser
functions to suhprofessionals or to technicians.

o Engineers shall provide a prospective engineering employee with complete
information on worl .ang conditions and proposed status of employment, and
after employment wiil keep employees informed of any changes.

"By order of the United States District Court for the Disti let of Columbia,
former Section 11(c) of the N5l'F Code of Ethics prohibiting, competitive bid
ding, and all policy s to tenlen Is, opi ni ons, rulings or other guidel i nes inter-
preting its scope, have been rescinded as uiliasvfrilly interfering with the le-
gal right of engineers, protected under the ,iiltitrust laws, to provide price
information to prospective clients; accordingly, nothA6 contained in the
NSPE Code of Ethics, policv statements, opinions, ruling.-, or 0111cr guide-
lines prohibits the submission of price (Juotations or competitive bids for en-
gineering services at an y time or ill any alllorlilt."

Statement by NSPE Executive Committee In order to correct misunder-
standings \vhicll have been indicated ill instances since tile issuance of
the Supreme Court d ecis ion and the (ilti y of the Final Jo dginen 1, it 15 noted
that in its decision of April 25, 1978, the Supienle Court of tile United States
declared: ''Tile Sherman Act does not require competitive hiddi 11g."
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It is further noted that as in ad e clear in the Supreme Court decision:

1 Engineers and firms may individually refuse to bid for engineering services.
2 Clients are not required to seek bids for engineering services,
3 Federal, state, and local laws governing procedures to procure engineer-

ing services are not affected, and remain in full force and effect.
4 State societies and local chapters are free to actively and aggressively

seek legislation for professional selection and negotiation procedures by pub-
lic agencies.

5 State registration board rules of professional condu, including rules
prohibiting competitive bidding for engineering services, are not affected and
remain in full force and effect. State registration boards with authority to
adopt rules of professional conduct may adopt rules governing procedures to
Obtain engineering services.

6 As noted by tbe Supreme Court, "nothing in the judgment prevents NSPE
and its members from attempting to influence governmental action......

Note: In regard to the question of application of the Code to corporations
vis-à-vis real persons, business form or type should not negate nor influence
conformance of individuals to the Code. The Code deals with professional
services, which services must be performed by real persons. Real persons in
turn establish and implement policies within business Structures. The Code
is clearly written to apply to the Engineer and it is incumbent on a member of
NSPE to endeavor to live up to its provisions. This applies to all pertinent
sections of the Code.

NSPE Publication No. 1102 as revised January 1987
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INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL
AND ELECTRONICS

ENGINEERS

CODE OF ETHICS

PREAMBLE

Engineers, scientists and technologists affect the quality of life for all people
in our complex technological society. In the pursuit of their profession,
therefore, it is vital that IEEE members conduct their work in an ethical
manner so that they merit the confidence of colleagues, employers, clients
and the public. This IEEE Code of Ethics represents such a standard of
professional conduct for IEEE members in the discharge of their responsibili-
ties to employers, to clients, to the communityy and to their colleagues in this
Institute and other professional societies.

ARTICLE I

Members shall maintain high standards of diligence, creativity and produc-
tivity, and shall:

1 Accept responsibility for their actions;
2 Be honest and realistic in stating claims or estimates from available

data;
3 Undertake technological tasks and accept responsibility only if quali-

fied by training or experience, or after full disclosure to their employers or
clients of pertinent qualifications;

4 Maintain their professional skills at the' level of the state of the art, arid
recognize the importance of current events in their work;
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5 Advance the integrity and prestige of the profession by practicing in a
dignified  manner and for adequate compensation.

ARTICLE II

Members shah, in their work:

1 Treat fairly all colleagues and co-workers, regardless of race, religion,
sex, age or national origin;

2 Report, publish and disseminate freely information to others, sject
to legal and proprietary restraints;

3 Encourage colleagues and co-workers to act iii accord with this Code
and support them when they do so;

4 Seek, accept and OICr honest  critic sni of work, and properly credit the
contributions of others;

5 Support and participatte in the activities of their professional societies;
6 Assist colleagues and co-workers in their professional development.

ARTICLE III

Members shall, in their relations with employers and clients;

1 Act as faithful agents or trustees for their employers or clients in
professional and business matters, provided such actions conform with
other parts of this Code;

2 Keep information on the business affairs or technical processes of an
employer or client in confidence while employed, and later, until such
informat i on  is properly released, provided such actions conform with other
parts of this Code;

3 Inform their employers, clients, professional societies or public agen-
cies or private agencies of which they are members or to which they may
make prcsntations, of any circumstance that could lead to a conflict of
interest;

4 Neither give nor accept, directly or indirectly, any gift, payment or
service of more than nominal value to or from those having business
relationships with their employers or clients;

5 Assist and advise their employers or clients in anticipating the possible
consequences, direct and indirect, immediate or remote, of the projects,
work or plans of which they have knowledge.

ARTICLE IV

Members shall, in fulfilling their responsibilities to the community:

1 Protect the safety, health and welfare of the public and s peak Out
against abuses in these areas affecting the public interest;
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2 Contribute professional advice, , appropriate, to civic, charitable or
other nonprofit organizations;

3 Seek to extend public knowledge and appreciation of the profession
and its achievenients.

Approved February Id, 1979, by the Board of Directors of
the Institute of I/or Inc a / and I/cc Ironics Engineers, Inc.

Some rOvisloils I),)vC t""', 	 I'ft',)'fl(,1 I tlii III 	 IiC.hf(Iu;lrters for hisIrma 11011.




